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Final Technical Report

AFOSR Grant "Forms of memory for representation of visual objects",
12/1/89-4/15/91
Daniel L. Schacter, Principal Investigator
Lynn A. Cooper, Co-Investigator

Obiectives of the Research The main purpose of the research is to
elucidate the processes and structures involved in explicit and implicit
memory for visual objects. The major hypothesis under investigation is
that implicit memory for visual objects, as indicated by priming effects
on appropriate tests, is mediated by a presemantic structural description
system, whereas explicit memory for visual objects depends on an
episodic memory system. This hypothesis has been investigated primarily
by comparing performance on an object decision test with performance on
a yes/no recognition test On the object decision test, subjects decide
whether briefly presented novel objects are structurally possible or
impossible; implicit memory is inferred when subjects make more
accurate object decisions about studied objects than about non-studied
objects (i.e., a priming effect). On the yes/no recognition test, subjects
attempt to remember explicitly whether they studied old and new objects.
By comparing performance on these tasks across a range of experimental
conditions and subject populations, the research should provide basic
information about the mechanisms of visual object memory.

Status of the Research Effort Experiments that were completed or
intitiated during the year of the grant can be partitioned into five
categories, each of which are summarized in turn below.

Constraints on the construction of structural descriptions In several
early experiments examining implicit memory on the object decision task,
we found that priming was observed for possible objects but not for
impossible objects. We argued that priming on the object decision task
requires the construction of a representation that preserves
three-dimensional information about global object structure, and that the
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structural description system involved in object decision priming cannot
compute a global representation of an impossible object. However, a
number of alternative interpretations of the data were also possible --
namely, that failure to observe priming of impossible objects was
attributable to low levels of explicit memory, response requirements of
the object decision task, or idiosyncratic features of target materials.
Accordingly, we conducted a series of further studies during the first
grant year that allowed us to reject these hypotheses (Schacter, Cooper,
Delaney, Tharan, & Peterson, 1991). In addition, these experiments
explored further the nature of structural descriptions involved in priming
of possible objects, and revealed that a) such priming was observed with a
5-sec, but not a 1-sec, presentation rate during the study task, and b)
priming did not increase with increasing numbers of study-list
repetitions of target objects, whereas recognition memory was
significantly improved by repetition. The enclosed reprint of the pertinent
article describes the method, results, and implications in greater detail.

Nature of structural descriotions A major series of experiments was
initiated to explore the nature of structural descriptions involved in
object decision priming. In these experiments, we changed a particular
attribute of target objects between study and test (e.g., the size of the
object or its orientation), and assessed the effect of this change on object
decision and recognition performance, respectively. The basic idea is that
if study-to-test transformations modify or reduce the magnitude of
priming or recognition effects, we can conclude that the underlying
system accessed by the relevant memory task does .rep the form of
information in question. If, however, priming or recognition effects
persist in the face of study-to-test changes in certain forms of
information about objects, then we can infer that the representational
system being tapped by the relevant memory test is not sensitive to the
type of information undergoing change.

An initial experiment examined study/test changes in the size of
target objects on priming and recognition performance (Cooper, Schacter,
Ballesteros, & Moore, 1991). In this experiment, subjects encoded possible
and impossible objects with the left/right study task used in previous
studies. A between-subjects design was used such that for half the
subjects, the studied objects were defined as "small" (8 deg of visual
angle, on average), and for the other half of the subjects, the objects were
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2.5 times larger. Size of objects was crossed between study and test to
yield each of the four critical combinations of large/large, small/small,
large/small, and small/large. The key finding was that object decision
priming was unaffected by the size manipulation, whereas recognition
performance was significantly lower when object size was changed
between study and test than when it was held constant (see enclosed
manuscript by Cooper et.al. for further details).

A second experiment used a similar logic and within-subjects design
to examine sensitivity of the representations underlying implicit and
explicit tests to changes in the parity or standard/reflected orientation
of objects between study and test. Subjects studied sets of possible and
impossible objects in an arbitrarily-selected standard orientation, and
they were then tested with either standard views or mirror-image
versions of the studied and non-studied objects. Although not quite as
clear-cut as in the size experiment, results revealed that robust priming
was observed in both the standard and mirror-image conditions, whereas
recognition memory was greatly impaired by the parity change (see Cooper
et.al. for further details). Thus, the data from these experiments suggest
that a size and reflection invariant structural description subserves
object decision priming, whereas the episodic representation of an object
that subserves recognition memory includes both size and reflection
information. These data are consistent with the idea that only information
about relation among object parts are preserved in structural
descriptions.

In a more recent set of experiments, we have employed a similar
experimental design to investigate the effect of study/test changes in
picture olane orientation. An initial experiment provided preliminary
evidence that transformations of orientation within the plane
significantly reduced performance on botlh object decision and recognition
tests. However, the data were rather noisy, resulting from the within-
subjects use of five picture plane orientations (in addition to the
standard), and the attendant small numbers of observations per cell in the
design. We then undertook a systematic replication using only three test
orientations (illustrated in Figure 1), and increasing the numbers of
observations per cell. Results were clear-cut: Substantial priming was
obtained when studied and test objects were presented in the same
picture-plane orientation, but priming was n=otbseed when test
orientation was changed. In line with our earlier findings, explicit
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recognition was impaired for orientation-transformed objects relative to
objects shown in the same orientation at study and test. We have recently
completed another experiment in this series, using only only a standard
orientation and an orientation departing by 180 deg. Similar results to
the previously described study were obtained.

The patterns of results observed in the foregoing studies raises an
important question: How can we explain the specifcity of object decision
priming to the picture plane orientation of target objects in light of the
invariance of priming over changes in size and reflection? One conjecture
that makes sense from our theoretical perspective is that structural
descriptions of three-dimensional objects are axis-based and are
computed relative to a frame of reference. That is, not only are relations
among the components of an object themselves coded in such structural
representations; in addition, the relations of these components to an
object's major axis is also preserved. Adequate evaluation of this idea
will require converging experimental work that will be carried out in the
next year.

Relation between structural and functional encoding We have
hypothesized that the structural description system operates at a
presemantic level and does not handle information about the functional
and associative properties of objects. To test and explore this idea, we
initiated a series of experiments that examine the effects of various
functional encoding tasks on object decision and recognition performance.
In our first experiment, a functional encoding task (deciding whether an
object could best be used as a tool or for support) was compared with a
structural encoding task (deciding whether the object faces primarily to
the left or to the rig.h), using a between-subjects design. We expected
that functional encoding would lead to higher recognition performance
than would structural encoding, because in the former but not the latter
condition, subjects presumably think of objects in a meaningful context
and in relation to their pre-existing knowledge about objects and actions
that can be performed with them. By contrast, we expected that
functional encoding would not produce more priming than structural
encoding, although we expected some priming in the functional condition,
because subjects presumably need to encode object structure in order to
make a judgment about object function.

Results of an initial experiment were consistent with these ideas:
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significant priming of possible objects was observed following both
encoding tasks, the magnitude of the effect did not differ between tasks,
and no priming of impossible objects was observed following either task.
By contrast, functional encoding produced much higher levels of
recognition than did structural encoding, as reflected by a signficant
interaction of encoding task x type of test. However, overall levels of
object decision performance for studied possible objects were rather
high in this experiment (over 80%), so the lack of an encoding task effect
on priming could be attrributable to ceiling effects. To address the issue,
we conducted an additional experiment in which we lowered object
decision performance by shortening the exposure duration on the object
decision test from 100 ms to 50 ms. Under these conditions, performance
was well below ceiling levels, but the same patterns of results was
obtained: Type of encoding task had no effect on priming and a large effect
on recognition.

Additional studies in this series examined the relation between
object structure and function. In the tool/support encoding task,
structural properties of the object directly constrain the type of function
for which they are best suited -- that is, the structural features of the
object directly determine whether subjects decide that it could be used
best as a tool or for support. The question we attempted to answer is
whether such direct constraint is necessary in order to observe signficant
priming following functional encoding. By our view, priming is observed
following functional encoding because making a functional judgment
requires or entails structural analysis. However, the exact relation
between structure and function should not be important: Information about
object function is presumably represented outside of the structural
description system. Accordingly, we would expect priming to occur
whether or not object structure directly constrains object function. To
address the issue, we compared an encoding task in which structure
directly constrains function (deciding whether each object was best
suited to store things inside of or put things on top of), and an encoding
task in which function is not directly constrained by structure (subjects
were asked to imagine what type of sound each object would make).
Consistent with predictions, significant and equivalent levels of priming
were observed following each encoding task.

The foregoing pattern of results suggests that priming is observed
following functional encoding tasks because subjects base their
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functional judgments on object structure, whether or not such structure
directly constrains function. Information about functional attributes,
however, is handled and stored outside of the structural description
system, presumably by episodic memory. In ongoing research, we are
further addressing the structure/function issue by examining the effects
of combining structural and functional encoding tasks in different ways.

Studies of populations with memory disorders If object decision priming
depends on a structural description system that is independent of the
episodic memory system, then priming ought to be preserved in subjects
who are characterized by episodic memory deficits. We have conducted
two studies that provide pertinent evidence. In one experiment, we
examined the performance of brain-damaged patients with memory
disorders. Object decision and recognition performance (following the
left/right encoding task) in six amnesic patients was compared with the
performance of six matched controls and six student controls. Results
indicated that amnesic patients showed significant -- and most
importantly, normal -- priming effects relative to control subjects.
However, the amnesics were impaired signficantly on the recognition
memory task (for details, see enclosed paper by Schacter, Cooper, Tharan,
& Rubens, in press, 1991). These dissociations have led us to argue that
object decision priming is likely mediated by brain systems that are
independent of the limbic structures that are necessary for explicit
remembering. We have suggested that priming probably depends to a large
extent on regions of inferior temporal cortex, which have been implicated
on independent grounas in the storage of size- and reflection-invariant
object representations and are generally spared in amnesic patients.

Research in progress is examining whether object decision priming
is spared in elderly adults with explicit memory deficits.

Methodological advances In addition to the studies outlined above, we
have also made progress in developing our materials and tasks. We have
enlarged our set of possible and impossible objects from 40 to 80. This
has been a time consuming process that required extensive pilot work
comprised of three stages: 1) producing new drawings of candidate
possible and impossible objects (a task accomplished by graduate
assistant Suzanne Delaney); 2) determining that when given unlimited
viewing time, subjects show 95% or better agreement that objects are
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possible or impossible; and 3) determining that subjects make about 60%
correct object decisions about these same drawings when they are
exposed for 50 msec. Despite the fact that nearly 9 months was needed to
fulfill these requirements for 40 new objects (20 possible and 20
impossible), the enlarged object set will allow us greater flexibility in
our future studies. In addition, we have developed new, more naturalistic
versions of our objects (see Figure 2) Specifically, we have used the
Silicon Graphics Personal IRIS computer facility available in Cooper's
laboratory to develop object stimuli that are rendered as solid, textured,
colored, depth-cued three-dimensional objects. This new object set
consists solely of possible objects, because impossible objects cannot, by
definition, be rendered in this manner. Although construction of these
objects demanded considerable time during the award year, their
availability sets the stage for a variety of novel studies that we will
pursue in coming years.

The depth-cued objects will be used initially in a new task that we
have developed and for assessing object priming -- a symmetry judgment
task in which subjects decide whether objects are symmetrical or
asymmetrical. Use of the symmetry judgment task will make it possible
to examine effects of rotation-in-depth on priming and recognition of
novel objectz (impossible objects cannot be rotated in depth), and will
also allow us to provide converging evidence on the various theoretical
hypotheses discussed above. We are also developing two tasks for
studying priming of familiar objects: an object completion task, in which
subjects study pictures of familiar objects and later complete fragments
of them with the first object that comes to mind; and an object
identification task in which subjects attempt to identify briefly
presented pictures of studied and nonstudied familiar objects. Studies
using these tasks should contribute to enhancing the breadth of our
research and theoretical conclusions.
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Objectives of the Research The main purpose of the research is to
elucidate the processes and structures involved in explicit and implicit
memory for visual objects. The major hypothesis under investigation is
that implicit memory for visual objects, as indicated by priming effects
on appropriate tests, is mediated by a presemantic structural description
system, whereas explicit memory for visual objects depends on an
episodic memory system. This hypothesis has been investigated primarily
by comparing performance on an object decision test with performance on
a yes/no recognition test On the object decision test, subjects decide
whether briefly presentad novel objects are structurally possible or
impossible; implicit memory is inferred when subjects make more
accurate object decisions about studied objects than about non-studied
objects (i.e., a priming effect). On the yes/no recognition test, subjects
attempt to remember explicitly whether they studied old and new objects.
By comparing performance on these tasks across a range of experimental
conditions and subject populations, the research should provide basic
information about the mechanisms of visual object memory.

Status of the Research Effort Experiments that were completed or
intitiated during the year of the grant can be partitioned into five
categories, each of which are summarized in turn below.

Constraints on the construction of structural descriptions In several
early experiments examining implicit memory on the object decision task,
we found that priming was observed for possible objects but not for
impossible objects. We argued that priming on the object decision task
requires the construction of a representation that preserves
three-dimensional information about global object structure, and that the
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December 31, 1990

Perceptual Representation Systems and 77
Implicit Memory

Toward a Resolution of the Multiple Memory

Systems Debate"

DANIEL L. SCHACTER

Department of Psychology

University of Arizona
Tucson. Arizona 85721

Consider the following experimental situations. In the first, subjects are shown a list
of familiar words and are instructed to carefully study each of them. After perform-
ing a variety of unrelated tasks for several minutes, they are told to think back to the
study list and recall as many of the presented words as possible. Subjects are then
shown a series of words-half were presented in the study list, half were not-and
are instructed to say "'yes" if they remember having studied the items, and "no" if
they do not remember them. In the second situation, subjects also study a word list
and then engage in unrelated activities for a few minutes. However, instead of then
being asked to remember previously studied items, the subjects are asked to write
down the first word that comes to mind in response to a series of 3-letter word stems:
some can be completed with previously studied words, and some cannot.

The first of these two hypothetical situations reflects the way in which cognitive
psychologists have traditionally studied human memory: by assessing subjects' inten-
tional or explicit memory for information acquired during a study episode with
standard recall and recognition tests. In the second situation. memory is inferred
from an enhanced tendency to complete 3-letter stems with previously studied
words; this is often referred to as 'repetition priming" or "direct priming" (cf.,
Cofer, 1967; Tulving & Schacter, 1990). Priming effects need not and often do not
involve any conscious or explicit recollection of a prior episode, and thus can be said
to reflect implicit memory for previously studied information (Graf & Schacter. 1985;
Schacter, 1987).

Priming has been assessed with a variety of implicit memory tasks that do not
require explicit recollection of a specific prior episode. One common type of implicit
test involves completing word stems or word fragments with the first word that comes
to mind, as in the foregoing example (e.g., Graf & Mandler, 1984; Light, Singh &
Capps, 1986; Roediger & Blaxton, 1987a, b; Schacter & Graf, 1986a, b; Tulving,
Schacter & Stark, 1982). Another frequently used implicit task involves word
identification: Subjects arc rcquircd to try to identily a word from a brief (e.g.,
50-msec) perceptual exposure, and priming is indicated by more accurate identifica-
tion of a recently studied item than of a new, nonstudied item (e.g., Jacoby, 1983a, b:

a Preparation of the manuscript was supported by a National Institutes of Health Biomedical
Research Support Orant and by a giant trom me Air Force OfliLC oi Scientilic Researh.
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Jacoby & Dallas, 1981; Light & Singh, 1987; Winnick & Daniel, 1970). Similar
completion and identification tasks have been used to assess priming of nonverbal
information, such as pictures of familiar objects: Subjects are required to complete
fragmented pictures by indicating what object the fragment represents, or are
required to identify an object from a brief exposure (e.g., Mitchell & Brown, 1988:
Snodgrass, 1989; Weldon & Roediger, 1987). Priming has also been assessed with the
lexical decision task, where subjects decide whether a string of letters represents a
real word or nonword; priming is indicated when subjects make lexical decisions
more quickly for recently studied words or recently studied nonwords than for new
words or new nonwords that were not previously presented in the experiment (e.g.,
Kirsner, Milech & Standen, 1983; Scarborough, Gerard & Cortese, 1979).

Although the exact requirements of the various implicit tasks that are used to
assess priming differ from one another, priming is generally said to occur if the
probability of identifying previously studied items is increased, or the latency of an
identification response is decreased, relative to similar measures for nonstudied
items. The magnitude of priming, then, is indicated by the size of the difference
between accuracy or latency of response to studied items and accuracy or latency of
response to nonstudied items.

The most striking outcome of recent priming studies is that implicit and explicit
memory can be sharply dissociated: Several experimental variables affect the two
forms of memory differently, and subject populations that are characterized by
impaired explicit memory exhibit intact priming or implicit memory (see below for
examples; for extensive reviews, see Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988; Schacter,
1987). The existence of such dissociations, together with the observations of parallels
between implicit and explicit memory in some situations, has led to extensive
theoretical discussion concerning the underlying bases of implicit- and explicit
memory. In particular, there has been heated debate as to whether the data
necessitate the postulation of different memory systems underlying implicit and
explicit memory, or whether the results can be more usefully conceptualized in terms
of different processes operating within a unitary system (cf., Cohen, 1984; Hayman &
Tulving, 1989; Jacoby, 1983a, b; Moscovitch, Winocur & McLachlan, 1986; Roediger
et al., this volume; Roediger & Blaxon, 1987a; Schacter, 1987; Schacter & Moscov-
itch, 1984; Sherry & Schacter, 1987; Tulving, 1983; Tulving et aL, 1982).

The purpose of the present article is to put forward a possible resolution to the
multiple memory systems debate. The suggested resolution accommodates some of
the main points put forward by unitary system, process-oriented theorists, yet also
argues for the usefulness of postulating entities that can be broadly conceived of as
multiple memory systems, and is thus in the general spirit of other recent attempts to
integrate the two approaches (cf., Hayman & Tulving, 1989). More specifically, I will
propose that priming effects on a variety of implicit memory tests rely heavily on a
class of modular processors or subsystems that have been identified in recent
research by cognitive neuropsychologists and that together form what I will refer to
as a perceptual representation swstem, or PRS for short (see also, Schacter, Cooper &
Delaney, 1990a, 1990b; Schacter, Delaney & Merikle, in press; Tulving & Schacter,
1990). These subsystems have been described in various sectors of neuropsychologi-
cal research (Ellis & Young, 1988; Morton & Patterson, 1980; Riddoch,'llumphreys,
Coltheart & Funnell, 1988), but I will focus largely on studies of reading disorders
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(i.e., alexia) and perceptual dysfunctions (i.e., agnosia). Observations from these
patient populations have not been previously brought to bear on, or thought of as
related to, implicit memory research. By the present view, however, data from alexic,
agnosic, and other patients in which PRS is either spared or impaired can provide
important clues concerning the nature and architecture of the systems that play an
important role in implicit memory.

The paper consists of four main sections: (1) a brief overview of some key
dissociations observed in studies of implicit memory for verbal materials that suggest
that priming is a presemantic phenomenon, (2) an attempt to relate these dissocia-
tions to observations concerning patients with acquired reading disorders (alexia)
and (3) object-processing disorders (agnosia) that provide the central motivation for
the PRS hypothesis, and (4) a summary of some recent research from my laboratory
concerning nonverbal implicit memory that provides a link to the agnosia data and
empirical support for the proposed ideas.

PRIMING: A PRESEMANTIC PHENOMENON

A number of experimental manipulations have produced implicit/explicit dissoci-
ations and delineated various features of priming (see Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork,
1988; Schacter, 1987). For purposes of this discussion, I focus on one aspect of
priming on various implicit memory tests that distinguishes it from explicit memory:
Priming appears to be a presemantic phenomenon, in the sense that (a) it occurs
whether or not subjects perform semantic encoding operations, and (b) it is quite
sensitive to changes in perceptual properties of target information. Explicit memory,
on the other hand, is generally dependent on, and greatly enhanced by, semantic
encoding operations and is less sensitive to changes in perceptual properties of target
information.

Consider first the evidence concerning the effects of semantic encoding on
implicit and explicit memory. It has been known since the classic studies of Craik and
others in the 1970s (e.g., Craik & Tulving, 1975) that performance on standard recall
and recognition tests is significantly higher following semantic study than following
nonsemantic study of to-be-rememberea information. Thus, for example, when
subjects are given a semantic encoding task (e.g., to rate the pleasantness of a word,
answer a question about its meaning, and so on) subsequent probability of explicitly
remembering the word is generally much higher than if subjects perform a nonseman-
tic or structural encoding task at the time of study (e.g., counting the number of
vowels or consonants in the word). By contrast, several studies have shown that
priming effects of similar magnitude are observed following semantic and nonseman-
tic study tasks.

In an experiment by Jacoby and Dallas ( 198 1), for instance, study processing was
manipulated by having subjects either answer questions about the meaning of target
words or decide whether or not a A -rd contained a particular letter. Explicit memory
was then assessed with a yes/no recognition test, and implicit memory was assessed
with a word identification task in which subjects attempted to identify previously
studied words and new words from a brief exposure. Priming on the lauer tAk is
indicated when subjects identify more studied than nonstudied words. Jacoby and
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Dallas (1981) found significant priming on the word identification test, and most
important. observed that the magnitude of the effect was the same following the
semantic and nonsemantic study tasks. Recognition memory., by contrast, was
considerably more accurate following semantic than nonsemantic encoding.

Graf and Mandler (1984) observed a similar pattern of results with different
implicit and explicit memory tests. On a stem completion test in which subjects wrote
down the first word that came to mind in response to 3-letter cues, priming effects
were just as large following semantic and nonsemantic study tasks: however, explicit
recall of studied words was significantly higher following semantic than nonsemantic
encoding. Similar patterns of results have been reported in other studies that have
compared priming effects on completion and identificatioin tasks with explicit recall
and recognition performance (e.g., Graf. Mandler & Haden. 1982: Jacoby, 1983a, b:
Roediger & Blaxton. 1987a: Winnick & Daniel, 1970). Note, however, that some
forms of semantic study processing do facilitate implicit memory performance in
certain situations (e.g., Graf & Schacter. 1985: Masson. 1989: Schacter & Graf.
1986a. b); this is an important point that I will return to later.

A second key observation is that changing various kinds of surface features of
to-be-remembered items between study and test impairs performance on implicit
tests more than on explicit tests. Several different types of evidence bear on this
general point. The first and perhaps most firmly established finding is that a
study/test shift in sensory modality-that is. presenting the material in one modality
and testing it in another-either reduces or eliminates priming. This phenomenon
has been observed both with shifts from auditory study (i.e.. hearing the word) to
visual test (i.e., seeing the word; e.g.. Graf, Shimamura & Squire. 1985; Jacoby &
Dallas, 1981; Kirsner, Milech & Standen. 1983; Morton. 1979: Roediger & Blaxton.
1987a, b; Schacter & Graf, 1989) and from visual study to auditory test (e.g., Jackson
& Morton, 1984).

In addition to modality effects, study/test changes in at least three types of
surface feature information within the visual modality appear to impair performance
on implicit tests while having less effect, or in some cases opposite effects, on explicit
recall and recognition. First, several experiments have shown that when target items
are presented for study in pictorial form (e.g., a drawing of a chair), priming effects
on a variety of implicit tests-including lexical decision (Scarborough, Gerard &
Cortese, 1979), word identification (Durso & Johnson, 1979; Kirsner, Milech &
Stumpfl, 1986; Winnick & Daniel, 1970), and fragment completion (Weldon &
Roediger, 1987)-are either entirely absent or significantly reduced relative to
conditions in which the word itself is presented for study. By contrast, explicit
remembering of words is enhanced by pictoral presentation relative to verbal
presentation (Weldon & Roediger, 1987). Second, studies of bilingual subjects have
shown that when words that have been studied in one language are then tested in
another language on identification, completion, or lexical decision tasks, priming
effects are severely reduced relative to when the words are presented in the same
language at study and test (e.g., Durgunoglu & Roediger, 1987; Kirsner, Smith,
Lockhart, King & Jain, 1984; for more detailed discussion, see Kirsner & Dunn,
1985; Roediger & Blaxton. 1987b).

Third, a number of studies have shown that priming can be redu'ied even by
changes in the specific physical format of a word. Thus, for example, Roediger and
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Blaxton (1987a) found that priming effects on a fragment completion test were
smaller when target items that had been studied in handwritten form were subse-
quently tested in typed form than when they were tested in handwritten form. Jacoby
and Hayman (1987) reported that study/test changes in typeface reduced priming on
a word identification test. Rcccnt studies using the fragment completion test have
shown that even small changes in certain aspects of word orthography can have a
dramatic impact on priming (see Gardiner, Dawson & Sutton, 1989; Hayman &
Tulving, 1989). However, other studies have failed to find evidence of such format
specific effects (e.g., Carr, Brown & Charalambous, 1989; Tardif & Craik. 1989).
Recent experiments by Graf and Ryan (in press) suggest that priming is reduced by
study/test changes in the precise physical format of a word when unusual typefonts
are used and when subjects focus on the physical appearance of a word at the time of
study.

Although a number of questions remain to be resolved concerning the role of
semantic and structural tactors in priming, two relatively unambiguous points
emerge from the foregoing studies: (1) robust priming occurs on word completion
and word identification tests following study tasks that do not require any semantic
processing; (2) priming effects on these and other implicit memory tests depend
critically on reinstating information about the perceptual form of target items.

THEORETICAL ACCOUNTS OF SEMANTIC AND
SURFACE FEATURE DISSOCIATIONS

How can we account for the finding that performance on most implicit tests is
independent of semantic vs. nonsemantic processing during study and is highly
dependent on surface feature information, whereas performance on most explicit
tests is dependent on semantic processing and less affected by surface feature
manipulations? Schacter (1987) has delineated three classes of explanations for
these and other implicit/explicit dissociations: activation, multiple memory systems.
and processing accounts. For purpose of this discussion, I will focus on just one type
of activation view, most prominently associated with Morton (1979), that can be
considered as a subclass of the multiple memory systems explanation. Processing
views will be considered as examples of a unitary memory system account.

Multiple Memory System Kews

One of the earliest accounts of repetition priming effects was derived from
Morton's (1969) logogen model. Logogens, according to Morton's initial formula-
tion. are modality-independent, abstract lexical units that can be activated by
presentation of a word. The logogen's threshold for firing is lowered temporarily by
such activation; hence presentation of a word makes it easier to detect that word on a
subsequent identification test. This model, however, was unable to accommodate
modality-specific priming effects, so Morton (1979) revised it by postulatinj' the
existence of separate visual and auditory input logogen systems: The former contains
:i represcnt:ation of the visual form of :! ,%ord. the !atter ,,f i,- ,poken form. Since
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written presentation of a word activates only the visual input logogen. and the spoken
presentation activates only the auditory input logogen. modality-specific priming
effects can be accommodated. Both visual and auditory logogens are held to be
independent of a "cognitive system" that is involved in semantic processing and.
presumably, in explicit or episodic remembering. Thus. the visual and auditory input
logogens can in some sense be thought of as separate memory systems that represent
modality-specific lexical information.

Although the foregoing account can handle results on modality-specific priming.
it has considerable difficulty explaining the finding that within the visual modality
priming effects are disrupted by study/test changes in the surface features of words.

-' The logogen is held to be a pre-existing, abstract representation of the visual form of
a word: therefore, the specific manner in which the word is presented should not
influence logogen activation. Priming effects thus ought to be invariant across
changes in surface feature information. But. as discussed above, priming is often
quite sensitive to such changes (cf., Jacobv. 1983b; Roediger & Blaxton. 198Mb).
Another problem with this view is that priming effects on various implicit tests can
last a long time-hours, days, weeks, and even years (e.g., Jacoby, 1983a; Mitchell &
Brown. 1988: Sloman, Hayman, Ohta & Tulving, 1988; Tulvinget al., 1982)-whereas
logogen activation is thought to decay within seconds or minutes (cf.. Jacoby. 1983a:
Roediger & Blaxton, 1987b; Schacter, 1987).

I have discussed the logogen view in some detail in order to highlight that its main
difficulties as a general account of implicit memory phenomena stem from the
model's failure to accommodate the specificity and temporal persistence of some
priming phenomena. I will suggest later, however, that other aspects of this model
can be useful for conceptualizing the underlying bases of implicit memory phenom-
ena.

Other, rather different, multiple memory system accounts have also been put
forward. Thus, for example, several investigators have argued that various implicit
memory phenomena reflect the operation of a procedural memory system (or
systems) that differs fundamentally from the declarative system involved in explicit
remembering: implicit memory effects are thought to reflect on-line modifications of
encoding procedures or operations, whereas explicit remembering depends on
representations of the outcome of those procedures (cf., Cohen 1984; Squire, 1987).
It has also been suggested that priming effects reflect the operations of a "quasi-
memory system" that does not operate on focal memory traces or representations
(Hayman & Tulving, 1989; Tulving, 1983, 1985). These and other multiple memory
system accounts (cf., Johnson, 1983; Mitchell & Brown. 1988; Sherry & Schacter.
1987) cite data on experimental dissociations between implicit and explicit memory
in normal subjects as well as demonstrations of preserved implicit memory in
amnesic patients to support the claim of multiple memory systems (see Sherry &
Schacter, 1987; Squire, 1987; Tulving, 1985).

Processing Iiews

In contrast to the foregoing, processing views maintain that both implicit and
explicit remembering are based on newly created episodic representations within a
unitary memory system. Experimental dissociations between implicit and explicit
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memory are viewed as special cases of the general principles of encoding specificity
and transfer appropriate processing, which state that memory performance is
determined by the degree of overlap or match between encoded attributes of
memory representations and the processing demands of a memory test (e.g., Jacoby,
1983b; Masson, 1989; Roediger & Blaxton, 1987b; Roediger, Weldon & Challis,
1989; Witherspoon & Moscovitch, 1989). To accommodate the data on the differen-
tial effects of semantic versus surface feature processing on implicit and explicit tests,
the distinction between data-driven and conceptually driven processing has been
invoked (Jacoby, 1983b; Roediger & Blaxton, 1987a, b). By this view, most of the
standard explicit memory tests require a good deal of conceptually driven processing:
semantically based, subject-initiated reconstructive retrieval activity. In contrast,
performance on such implicit tests as word identification, and stem and fragment
completion, is largely data driven; that is, processing is determined largely by the
physical characteristics of test cues. Accordingly, it follows that explicit but not
implicit memory should benefit from semantic study processing (which is thought to
support conccptually driven processing), whereas implicit but not explicit memory
should be strongly dependent on matching of surface features between study and test
(for more detailed discussion, see Masson, 1989; Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988;
Roediger et al., 1989; Schacter, 1987)

Problems witl Existing Views

Both multiple memory system and processing views can account for many of the
key empirical findings, but both have their drawbacks (Schacter, 1987). The main
problems with multiple memory system accounts, according to processing theorists.
are that (a) postulation of separate systems is not necessary to account for the data,
and (b) simply identifying a task with a particular system does not illuminate the
nature of the phenomenon in any interesting way. In additior, relatively little has
been said by multiple system theorists about the functions of the system alleged to
underly priming effects on implicit tests. Sherry and Schacter (1987) have argued that
postulation of multiple memory systems is justified when a case can be made that the
two putative systems perform distinct and incompatible functions-a condition that
they referred to as functional incompatibility between systems. Sherry and Schacter
contended that functional (as well as empirical) considerations support a distinction
between a system involved in incremental habit/skill learning and a system underly-
ing explicit recall and recognition. However, functional considerations have for the
most part not been brought to bear on the question of whether single-trial priming
effects on implicit tasks are mediated by a different system from the one involved in
explicit, episodic remembering.

A major problem with most processing views is that they do not provide a
satisfying account of why implicit memory is often preserved in severely amnesic
patients (cf., Hayman & Tulving, 1989). This problem is particularly important
because the finding that amnesic patients show normal priming on a variety of
implicit tests--despite their poor performance on explicit tests of reca'" or recogni-
tion or their frequent inability to remember the study episode itself (e.g., Graf v al.,
1985; Schacter, 1985; Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1974)-probably constitutei the
single most important basis for the distinction between implicit and explicit memory.
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One possibility would be that amnesic patients are deficient in their ability to engage
in conceptually driven processing. However, there is no evidence to support this view,
and since most amnesic patients exhibit normal intellectual functions (and some
patients who show robust priming effects possess superior intelligence [Cermak,
Bleich & Blackford, 19881) this possibility seems unlikely. Moreover, amnesic
patients show intact priming effects on implicit tests that would appear to involve a
great deal of conceptually driven processing, such as category instance production
(Gardner, Boiler, Moreines & Butters, 1973; Graf et al., 1985) and free association
(Schacter, 1985; Shimamura & Squire, 1984). A satisfying account of implicit
memory phenomena ought to accommodate data from both normal and amnesic
subjects.

PRS AND IMPLICIT MEMORY PHENOMENA

In this section I sketch a theoretical framework that incorporates aspects of both
the processing and multiple memory system views. The key idea motivating this
framework is that a class of modular subsystems, which together form what I have
referred to as PRS, are critically involved in priming effects that are observed on
many (though not all) implicit tests. An important feature of these subsystems, and
PRS more generally, is that they process and represent information about the form
and stucucre of words, objects, and other kinds of stimuli, but do not represent
semantic or associative information about them (e.g., Ellis & Young, 1988; Riddoch et
al, 1988; Warrington & Shallice, 1980). PRS does, however, have connections with
semantic and other systems. In this respect. the notion of PRS is similar to the
logogen systems discussed by Morton (1979). As noted earlier, however, a logogen
view does not provide a satisfactory account of the specificity and temporal persis-
tence of implicit memory phenomena. If, however, we assert that priming is not
based solely on the temporary activation of some old, abstract unit in the logogen
system and argue instead that priming often reflects the establishment of new and
highly specific representations within a particular perceptual system, these problems
can be circumvented easily. To provide a fuller analysis of these ideas, let us turn first
to research concerning acquired reading disorders for evidence concerning the
nature of PRS.

Reading Disorders and the Word Form System

Research concerning reading disorders constitutes one of the most active areas
of cognitive neuropsychology (for reviews, see Coltheart. Patterson & Marshall,
1980; Coltheart, Sartori & Job, 1987; Ellis & Young, 1988). A wide variety of classes
and subclasses of deficits have been identified, but two types of patients are
particularly relevant to the present concerns. Consider first a patient described by
Schwartz, Saffran, and Marin (1980), who was unable to gain access to the meaning
of words that were presented to her. Thus, for example, the patient could not'classify
words into semantic categories nor could she match a word to its pictorial equivalent.
Yet despite her inability to understand the meaning of printed words. the patient
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could read them aloud quite accurately. Most important, this patient was able to read
irregular words accurately (e.g., blood, climb, gone). The ability to read irregular
words indicates that the patient had access to a stored representation of the word's
visual form, because irregular words (unlike regular words) cannot be read on the
basis of grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. Therefore, this case can be interpreted
as demonstrating a dissociation between representations of the visual form of a word
and the meaning of that word. Similarly, Funnell (1983) described a study in which
the patient was unable to make semantic relatedness judgments about familiar words
that she could read aloud. In addition, the patient could not read aloud pronounce-
able non-words (e.g., blik), thereby indicating that her reading of familiar words was
not based on grapheme-to-phoneme conversion strategies. Sartori, Masterson, and
Job (1987) studied a similar patient who could read aloud familiar words but could
not sort these words into appropriate semantic categories; as in Funnell's (1983)
case, the ability to read non-words was severely impaired.

These findings provide support for the idea that information about the visual
form of a word is represented by a different system or subsystem than the one that
handles semantic information about the word. An argument for a similar distinction
has been made within the auditory domain on the basis of observations with a
different set of patients (see Ellis & Young, 1988. Chapter 6). Warrington and
Shallice (1980) have referred to the visually based system as the visual word form
system, and I will adopt their terminology here. In the present scheme, the word form
system is viewed as a component subsystem of PRS that deals with the visual form
and structure of words, just as other component subsystems of PRS deal with other
kinds of form and structure information, as will be discussed shortly.

Several cases have been reported that indicate that the word form system can be
damaged selectively. Thus, for example, patients with surface dyslexia rely on
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion strategies and read irregular words as if they were
regular (e.g., trough is read as "truff"). These regularization errors suggest that a
stored representation of the visual word form either has been lost or is inaccessible.
and thereby imply damage to some aspect of the word form system (e.g., Marshall &
Newcombe, 1973; Shallice, Warrington & McCarthy, 1983).

In addition to data from neuropsychological studies of patients with reading
disorders, converging evidence for the existence of a visual word form system has
been provided by research using positron emission tomography (PET). Petersen,
Fox, Posner, Mintum, and Raichle (1988) have shown that simple reading of familiar
words selectively activates regions of occipital cortex, whereas semantic processing of
the words selectively activates more anterior regions of the left hemisphere. Petersen
et al. argue on the basis of their data for a distinction between a visual word form
system on the one hand and a semantic association system on the other (see also
Posner, Peterson, Fox & Raichle, 1988).

Given these independent lines of evidence for the existence of a system that
processes and represents information about the visual form of words, independent of
semantics, what are the implications for studies of priming and implicit memory? In
view of the finding that priming effects on such visual implicit tests as stem
completion, fragment completion, and word identification are crucially dependent
on encoding of visual surface feature information and are relatively independe~nt of
semantic encoding. I suggest that the visual word form system plavs a significant role
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in these effects. More specifically, it is hypothesized that visual processing of a word
(or a word pair) creates a representation of its particular visual features in the word
form system. If we accept the idea that processing on standard completion and
identification tests includes a major data-driven component-that is. performance is
influenced heavily by the visual form of the test stimulus-then it seems reasonable
to argue further that the visual word form system is engaged during implicit test
performance.

If a specific representation has been created in the word form system during
study, and the test stimulus matches critical visual features of that representation,
then subjects will be better able to identify the word from a brief exposure or will be
more likely to produce the word in response to a graphemic fragment. However,
access to a word form representation does not entail retrieval of time and place
information about when and where the word was encountered or the products of
elaborative study processing. Accordingly, such access does not provide a basis for
contextually specific explicit remembering. Because the word form system does not
represent semantic/elaborative information, prior semantic study processing of a
word should not lead to any more priming than nonsemantic study processing on
completion. identification, and similar implicit tests, as is generally observed in the
literature.

Although the foregoing ideas are in some respects similar to Morton's logogen
notions, the critical difference is that by the present view, priming effects for the most
part do not reflect the short-lived activation of some pre-existing, abstract represen-
tation. Instead, priming is held to be based largely on a specific, newly created visual
representation in the word form system. Accordingly, the present view has no
difficulty accommodating the fact that priming frequently exhibits a good deal of
specificity and temporal persistence. But as stated earlier, specificity effects are not
always observed, so it seems likely that under some circumstances activation of
pre-existing representations plays a role in priming. It is possible that within the word
form system. both activation of pre-existing, abstract representations and creation of
novel, specific representations contribute to priming; the importance of each process
may be determined by the nature of the target materials and the encoding operations
required by a particular study task. Thus, when target words are presented for study
in unusual formats or subjects are required by a study task to attend to the physical
features of the words, priming may be based largely on novel word form representa-
tions; when words are not presented in unusual formats and study tasks do not
require processing of a word's physical features, activation of pre-existing rer'resen-
tations may play a more prominent role.

If implicit memory for words and other verbal materials depends crucially on
creating and accessing representations in the word form system, what about explicit
remembering of these items? Why, for example, are recall and recognition less
sensitive to surface feature manipulations than are completion and identification
performance? The answer, according to the present view. has to do with the manner
in which retrieval is initiated. On implicit tests, subjects do not think back to the
study episode intentionally; the task is to Identify or complete a word, and their
attention is focused on physical properties of the cue while performing thiw'task. A
simple way to carry out such tasks as word identification and completion-is to rely on
the output of the word form system. On an explicit test, in contrast, the task for
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subjects is to recollect what was studied during a particular episode. Attention is not
focused exclusively on the physical properties of the cue; rather, the cue is used as a
guide to aid reconstruction of the target item. The kinds of information that are
typically useful for performing this task---elaborations concerning the target items,
and contextual information about the time and place that the word was encountered-
are not represented in the word form system. Thus, retrieval queries must be
directed to a system or systems other than the word form system. The one that is most
likely to be useful when performing explicit retrieval tasks is roughly equivalent to
the episodic memory system discussed by Tulving (1972, 1983). (Note that the word
form system and other components of PRS are "episodic" in the sense that they
represent individual bits of information that are acquired during an episode. They do
not, however, represent elaborative information that links an event to pre-existing
knowledge nor do they represent time and place information. I use the term
"..episodic'" onlv in reference to the system(s] that performs these functions). Even
though the output of the word form system (or other subsystems of PRS) is not alone
sufficient to support a "full-blown" re-experiencing of a recent episode, it might well
support a rudimentary form of familiarity or perceptual fluency (cf., Jacoby & Dallas,
1981; Mandler, 1980): a recently established word form representation may pop to
mind quickly, thereby providing a basis for a feeling of familiarity under some
conditions. Accordingly, PRS likely contributes to recognition memory performance
that is based on perceptual fluency or familiarity, rather than on contextual retrieval.

The foregoing ideas can accommodate data from normal subjects showing
dissociable effects of semantic and surface feature manipulations on implicit and
explicit tasks, specificity of priming effects within the visual modality, and long-
lasting implicit memory effects, while at the same time providing a reasonable
account of the amnesia data. With respect to the latter issue, the idea is that amnesic
patients do not have impairments in the word form system, so they should show intact
priming effects when an implicit task draws exclusively on this system. Therefore, the
locus of amnesic patients' deficits would be either at the level of a damaged episodic
system or an episodic system whose outputs are disconnected from awareness (see
Schacter, 1989).

Additional support for the role of the word form system in priming is provided by
a recent study of a letter-by-letter reader, PT. (Schacter, Rapscak, Rubens, Tharan
& Laguna. in press). Letter-by-letter readers are generally unable to engage in
"whole word" reading but can read if ",ey are allowed to use a slow process of
serially identifying successive letters of a word (e.g., Patterson & Kay, 1982; War-
rington & Shallice, 1980). Once a word is identified, comprehension of word meaning
is intact. In some cases of letter-by-letter reading, the deficit may be attributable to
an impaired word form system (Warrington & Shallice. 1980), whereas in other cases
the deficit appears to be attributable to an impairment in parallel (but not serial)
transmission of letter information to an otherwise preserved word form system
(Patterson & Kay, 1982). Neuropsychological assessment of patient PT provided
strong evidence for preservation of the word form system (see Schacter et al., in
press, for details).

According to the present hypothesis that the word form system plays an impor-
tant role in priming, PT ought to show robust priming effects on a task such as word
identification, where studied and nonstudied words are exposed briefly and the
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patient attempts to read them. We investigated this hypothesis by allowing PT to
study a list of target words by reading each word letter-by-letter; we then gave her a
word identification test in which studied and nonstudied words were exposed briefly
(i.e., 500 msec) and PT attempted to identify them. Despite the fact that the patient
could only read correctly about 5-10% of nonstudied words on the basis of a
500-msec exposure, she showed a large priming effect in several experiments: PT
identified from 30-45% of previously studied words from the 500-msec exposure.
The priming effect was modality specific; no priming was observed following auditory
study of words. Additional experiments showed that priming could not be attributed
to explicit memory strategies, nor could it be attributed to letter-level processes (see
Schacter et al.. in press). These results are both consistent with and provide
additional empirical support for the idea that the word form system is critically
involved in priming. In addition, this study illustrates the heuristic usefulness of the
PRS framework: The present ideas led directly to testing a prediction about priming
in a type of patient (a letter-by-letter reader) in which priming had not been studied
previously.

It is important to point out at this juncture that the present argument does not
hold that the word form system or PRS plays a key role in priming effects on a/m
implicit memory tests. As noted above, implicit tests such as category instance
production contain a large conceptually driven component. By the present view,
priming effects on such tests reflect modifications of, or additions to, semantic
knowledge and are based on systems other than PRS. The previously mentioned
finding that some implicit memory effects are dependent on semantic study process-
ing can be considered in light of this idea. One such effect is the phenomenon of
implicit memory for newly acquired associations described by Graf and Schacter
(1985, 1987; Schacter & Graf, 1986a, b, 1989). In these experiments, subjects studied
unrelated word pairs (e.g., SHIP-CASTLE) and then performed a cued stem
completion test in which they wrote down the first word that came to mind in
response to a 3-letter stem that appeared next to a whole-word cue. Graf & Schacter
found that subjects showed more priming when target word stems appeared with
their study list cues (e.g., SHIP-CAS-) than when they appeared with other cues
(e.g., MOTHER-CAS-), thereby indicating that a new association between the
words influenced stem completion performance. Significantly, however, this associa-
tive effect was observed only when subjects had engaged in a study task that required
processing of a meaningful link between the two target items (Graf & Schacter, 1985;
Schacter & Graf. 1986a). In addition, this associative effect was significantly reduced
by a study/test modality shift (Schacter & Graf. 1989). The modality specificity of this
phenomenon fits well with the present view. hut the fact that it depended on some
type of semantic study processing may appc !r prohlematic: If the visual word form
system-a nonsemantic system-is signific:mrtiv involved in stem completion perfor-
mance. why should semantic study proccl.',, 'u necessary to observe associative
priming in the Graf and Schacter paradigm

A possible resolution to this apparent paradox consists of the following notions:
(a) the word form system drives completion performance on this task, so priming
depends on a test cue matching a newly established representation of th. visual
features of the target pair and is therefore modality sensitive. (b) the cued stem
completion task also induces some conceptually driven processine (more than the
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standard stem completion task), since the presence of the context word may lead
subjects to try to retrieve semantically related items, and (c) the representation in the
word form system does not itself contain semantic information, but can provide
access to the system (be it episodic or semantic) that represents newly acquired
semantic information about the pairs. Interactions between the word form system
and the semantic system are crucial in reading (e.g., Schwartz et aL. 1980: Shallice &
Saffran, 1986), and it seems likely that similar interactions could occur if an implicit
memory task induced both data-driven and conceptually driven processing, as
appears to be the case with the cued stem completion task. As long as we assume that
the word form system can interact with other memory and cognitive systems, the Graf
and Schacter data can be accommodated. Moreover, the notion that implicit memory
for new associations entails an interaction between the word form system and either
an episodic or semantic system may explain why associative effects in the Graf and
Schacter paradigm are not shown by many amnesic patients (cf., Cermak et aL..
1988a, b; Schacter & Graf, 1986b; Shimamura & Squire. 1989): Damage to compo-
nents of these systems may prevent the occurrence of associative effects.

Visual Object Agnasia and the Structural Description System

As mentioned earlier in the chapter, cognitive neuropsychological research has
identified a number of subsystems of PRS in both the visual and auditory modalities.
Accordingly, it is important to emphasize again that the present account does not
maintain that implicit memory phenomena should be identified exclusively with the
activities of the word form system or that this subsystem constitutes the sole basis of
implicit memory. PRS represents just one type of system that can support implicit
memory; for example, motor systems are likely involved in the ability of amnesic
patients to learn motor skills without remembering the episode in which they
acquired the skills (e.g., Milner, Corkin & Teuber, 1968). Moreover, the word form
system is, in turn, just one of several subsystems of PRS that have been described. I
will now consider another such subsystem, referred to as the structural description
system (Humphreys, Riddoch & Quinlan, 1988; Riddoch, Humphreys, Coltheart &
Funnell, 1988). This subsystem may support a rather different type of implicit
memory effect from that attributable to the word form system.

The structural description system represents information concerning the form
and structure of common visual objects. Importantly, however, this system does not
represent associative or functional information about what an object means or how it
is used; such information is represented in a semantic system with which the
structural description system interacts. Evidence for a distinction between the
representation of structural and semantic information about objects has been
provided by studies of patients with various forms of visual agnosia-an inability to
recognize familiar objects (for review and theoretical discussion, see Humphreys &
Riddoch, 1987; Warrington, 1982). Consider, for example. a case described by
Riddoch and Humphreys (1987a, b). Their patient was characterized by a modality-
specific deficit in naming and recognizing objects from vision. Thus, when exposed
visually to an object the patient could not name it, although he was reasonably tood
at providing the name from an auditory description. The patient also performed
extremely poorly on various tasks that required access to semantic knowledge about
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an object from vision: he could not answer questions that probed stored functional
knowledge (e.g., when shown a picture of an animal he could not accurately say
whether it was kept as a pet) or associative knowledge (e.g., he could not say whether
an animal was associated with a particular country); he also was extremely poor at
matching pictures of objects to appropriate category names. His performance on all
these semantic tasks improved considerably when they were carried out entirely in
the auditory modality.

In contrast to his inability to gain access to semantic knowledge about objects
from vision, the patient performed normally on tasks that tapped knowledge of
object structure. Thus, for example, Riddoch and Humphreys tested the patient on
an object decision task in which he had to decide whether a line drawing represented
a real object or not. Some of the drawings depicted actual objects; others depicted
nonobjects that were created by deleting critical features from real objects or adding
incorrect features to them. The patient performed normally on this task, thereby
indicating that he retained intact access to structural knowledge about objects (see
Riddoch & Humphreys, 1987a, b, for other tasks revealing intact structural knowl-
edge). On the basis of this and other cases (e.g., Sartori & Job. 1988; Warrington,
1975; Warrington & Taylor, 1978), several investigators (e.g., Humphreys & Rid-
doch, 1987; Riddoch & Humphreys, 1987; Riddoch et aL, 1988; Warrington, 1982;
Warrington & Taylor, 1978) have argued that knowledge of the form and structure of
objects is represented in a structurally based system that is distinct from, but
interacts with, a semantic system that represents associative and functional knowl-
edge about objects (for a different view, see Shallice, 1987). The structural descrip-
tion system, then, can be thought of as a subsystem of PRS that performs functions in
the object domain that are similar to those performed by the word form system in the
verbal domain.

Structural Descriptions and Implicit Memory for VisuaI Objects

Although the evidence from agnosic patients suggests the existence of a pre-
semantic object representation system, the critical question for present purposes is
whether this system can be implicated in implicit memory-that is, whether evidence
exists that priming of visual objects depends on the structural description or some
similar system. As argued elsewhere in an extensive review of studies on nonverbal
priming (Schacter, Delaney & Merikie, in press), there have been few attempts to
address this question. Moreover, many of the published studies are difficult to
interpret because of failures to rule out the possibility that observed priming effects
are attributable to explicit memory processes. In two recent lines of research, my
colleagues and I have provided evidence that implicates the structural description
system in priming of visual objects.

In one study, Schacter and Merikle (in preparation) examined whether nonseman-
tic study processing is sufficient to produce priming of familiar visual objects, just as
nonsemantic study processing is sufficient to produce priming of familiar words in
studies that were discussed earlier (e.g., Graf & Mandler, 1984; Jacoby & Dallas,
1981). Although studies of object priming have been reported, little atteittion has
been paid to the question of whether such priming is a pre-semantic-phenomenon
(see Schacter et at, in press, for discussion). To examine the issue, Schacter and
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Merikle used a set of line drawings of familiar objects and perceptually degraded
fragments of the same objects (the drawings and fragments were compiled by
Merikle & Peterson [in preparationi). In the experiment, subjects initially viewed 14
line drawings (e.g., a whistle. a flower) for 5 sec per drawing. For half the drawings,
subjects performed a semantic orienting task in which they generated functions for
the depicted object; for the other half of the drawings, subjects performed a structural
orienting task in which they counted the number of vertices in each object.

To assess priming, perceptual fragments of studied objects were presented
together with an equal number of fragments that represented nonstudied objects. In
previous studies using fragmented pictures. subjects have usually been asked to try to
identify each object (e.g.. Snodgrass. 1989; Warrington & Weiskrantz. 1968; Weldon
& Roediger, 1987). However. such instructions allow and may even encourage
subjects to use explicit memory strategies to aid object identification: that is, when
subjects are asked to identify a tragment of an object. they will likely make use of any
information that can aid task performance. including episodic information that is
accessed through intentional, explicit retrieval strategies. Consistent with this idea.

TABLE I. Object Completion and Object Recall Performance as a Function of
Study Task"

Study Condition
Type of Test Semantic Structural

Completion 0.45 0.46
Recall 0.83 0.69

NOTE: On the completion test. subjects completed perceptual fragments of objects with the
first object that came to mind: on the recall test. subjects were given the same fragments and
were asked to remember the previously studied objects. For the completion test, baseline rate
of completing fragments representing nons t udied objects with a target object was 0.22.

'From Schacter, D. L. & E. P. Merikle. in preparation.

Schacter et al. (in press) have noted that it has been difficult to obtain strong
dissociations between priming and explicit memory with the traditional picture
fragment completion paradigm.

To circumvent the foregoing problem, Schacter and Merikle altered the instruc-
tions for the fragment completion task so that subjects were told to respond to each
perceptual fragment with thefirst object that comes to mind (see also Heindel. Salmon
& Butters, in press). It was emphasized that there was no correct or incorrect answer
on this task, and that any object that popped into mind in response to the fragment
would be an acceptable response. To discourage further the use of explicit memory
strategies. perceptual fragments were presented for 500 msec and subjects were
instructed to respond as quickly as possible. A separate group ol subjects was given
an explicit memory test in which the same perceptual fragments were presented as
cues, but subjects were instructed to think back to the study list and indicate which
studied object they were reminded of by the test fragment.

The results of the experiment, depicted in TABLE 1, yielded three key outcomes:
(1) significant priming was oberved for studied objects relative to nonstudied
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objects; (2) the magnitude of priming was essentially the same in the semantic and
structural encoding conditions; and (3) explicit memory performance was signifi-
cantly higher in the semantic than in the structural encoding condition. The finding
that the encoding manipulation affected recall but not completion performance
indicates that the priming effect cannot be attributed to explicit memory; if priming
were based on explicit retrieval, it, too, should have been affected by the encoding
manipulation. The finding that priming was equivalent following the vertex-counting
and function-generation tasks indicates that nonsemantic, structural study process-
ing is sufficient to support implicit memory. These results are thus consistent with,
and provide direct empirical support for, the hypothesis that priming of familiar
visual objects depends on a presemantic perceptual system that can be dissociated
from explicit memory.

In a second line of research on object priming, we have provided evidence in a
series of studies that suggests that the structural description system is involved in
priming of novel visual objects (Schacter, Cooper & Delaney, 1990a. b ). In these
experiments subjects were first exposed to a series of line drawings that depict
unfamiliar and rather unusual 3-dimensional objects (see FIG. 1). Although none of
the drawings represent actual objects, some of them depict possible objects whose
surfaces and edges are connected in such a manner that they could exist as
3-dimensional entities in the real world; other drawings depict impossible objects that
contain subtle structural violations that would prohibit them from actually existing in
3-dimensional form. Implicit memory for the objects was assessed with an object
decision test in which subjects were given a 100-msec exposure to studied and
nonstudied possible and impossible objects and were required to classify each object
as possible or impossible. This task does not require explicit reference to, or
conscious recollection of, the prior study episode. Thus, if object decision perfor-
mance is higher for studied than for nonstudied items, there would be some evidence
of implicit memory for the objects.

To perform the object decision test accurately, subjects must gain access to
information about the global structure of each object: Classification of an object as
"possible" or "impossible" requires a thorough analysis of the structural relations
among components of the object. We believe that this task engages the structural
description system. Therefore, object decision performance should be facilitated by
prior study of an object if the study task involves encoding of global object structure;
by the present view, such encoding will produce a new representation of the object in
the structural description system. We examined this idea in our first experiment. One
group of subjects performed an encoding task that required analysis of global object
structure: They had to decide whether each object faced to the left or to the right. A
second group was required to indicate whether each object had more horizontal or
vertical lines; this task required encoding only local features of the object. Subjects
were then given either an object decision test or a standard yes/no recognition test-
subjects in the recognition group were in addition given an object decision test
following the recognition test (for further methodological details, see Schacter et al.,
1990a). We expected that object decision performance would be facilitated by the
left/right task, but not by the horizontal/vertical task.

The results generally conformed to this hypothesis. The data in TAKTE 2 sow the
object decision data as a function of encoding task, studied versus nonstudied items,
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POSSIBLE OU!CE=S IS

ZHPSSZSLE OU3ETS S"'

FIGURE 1. Sample objects taken from Schacter. Cooper & Delaney (1990a). The drawings in
the tipper rows depict possihle ohbiects that could exist in 3-dimensional form: the drawings in
the lower rows depict impossible objects that contain structural violations that would prohibit
them from actually existing in 3-dimensional form. See text for further explanation (copyright,
American Psychological Association).
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and test order (i.e., whether the object decision test was given alone [first test] or
after recognition [second test]). Only the results for the possible objects are depicted;
there was no evidence of priming for impossible objects in any of our experiments
(see Schacter et al, 1990a. for discussion). As indicated by TABLE 2, object decision
performance was considerably more accurate for studied than nonstudied items
following the left/right task. but there was weak and nonsignificant evidence of
priming following the horizontal/vertical task, a significant interaction between type
of study task and studied/nonstudied objects was observed. These data support the
hypothesis that implicit memory for unfamiliar objects depends on access to a
structural description of the target objects. In addition, performance on the object
decision task was about the same in the first and second test conditions. This means
that the appearance of studied and nonstudied items on the recognition test did not
facilitate subsequent object decision performance-that is, deciding whether an
object is old or new apparently does not entail the kind of structural encoding that is
necessary to facilitate object decision performance. This finding suggests that a
highly specific form of structural analysis is necessary in order to produce priming on
an object decision test. The recognition test data revealed a nonsignificant difference
between the left/right task (0.67 hit rate) and the horizontal/vertical task (0.61)
although the difference in performance after these two tasks was significant on the
object decision task. Moreover, a contingency analysis of the relation between object
decision and recognition performance revealed stochastic independence between
the two tests-the probability of responding correctly on the object decision task was
uncorrelated with the probability of responding correctly on the recognition task.
These results indicate that recognition and object decision performance rely on
different types of underlying representations.

Further evidence indicating a dissociation between object decision and recogni-
tion performance, and also highlighting the presemantic nature of object decision
priming, was provided by a second experiment in which we compared the left/right
study task to an elaborative encoding condition. On the latter task, subjects were
required to think of a real-world object that each drawing reminded them of most.
We reasoned that this task would require subjects to achieve a meaningful interpre-
tation of the object, generate their own elaborations, and relate the object to
pre-existing knowledge of structures. These kinds of semantic encoding activities
ought to enhance explicit recognition of the objects even more than does the left/right

TABLE 2. Object Decision Performance as a Function of Study Task,
Test Order, and Item Typea

Encoding Condition/Test Order

Left/Right Horizontal/Vertical
Item Type First Second M First Second M
Studied 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.72 0.63 0.67
Nonstudied 0.63 0.71 0.67 0.64 0.64 0.64
M 0.72 0.76 0.68 0.64

NoTE: Each number in the table reflects the proportion of possible objects classified correctly
on the object decision test.

aAdapted from Schactcr. Cooper & Delancy (1990a).

.1 " '<
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TABLE 3. Object Decision and Recognition Performance as a Function
of Study Task and Item Typea

Encoding Condition

Object Decision Test Recognition Test
Item Type Left/Right Elaborative Left/Right Elaborative

Studied 0.78 0.76 0.69 0.88
Nonstudied 0.66 0.73 0.26 0.19

NoTE: For the object decision test, each number reflects the proportion of studied or
nonstudied possible objects classified correctly. For the recognition test, the first row indicates
the proportion of studied possible objects called "old" (hit rate) and the second row indicates
the proportion of nonstudied possible objects called "old" (false alarm rate).

a Adapted from Schacter, Cooper & Delaney (1990a).

task. If priming of object decision performance is mediated by a structural description
system that does not represent semantic information about objects, however, elabo-
rative encoding should not lead to better object decision performance than does
left/right encoding.

Relevant data are presented in TABLE 3, which displays the recognition results,
as well as the object decision data collapsed across first and second tests (as in the
first experiment, there were no differences between these conditions). These data
reveal a clear dissociation between object decision and recognition performance:
Whereas recognition memory was considerably higher following the elaborative
encoding task than the left/right task, there was significantly less facilitation of object
decision performance following elaborative than left/right encoding. In fact. al-
though the overall level of performance in the elaborative condition was reasonably
high (reflecting the high level of baseline performance even for nonstudied items),
there was no difference between the studied and nonstudied objects. Thus, the same
elaborative encoding manipulation that improved explicit memory for the objects
eliminated implicit memory. This result is entirely consistent with, and provides
support for, the notion that priming effects on the object decision task are mediated
by a pre-semantic structural description system that does not handle semantic/
associative information about objects.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The main argument of this chapter is that many implicit memory phenomena
reflect the operation of subsystems of PRS that are dedicated to the processing of
structural and form information in various input domains. As stated throughout the
article, PRS is not held to be involved in a/l implicit memory phenomena, implicit
tests that require conceptually driven processing (cf., Masson, 1989; Roediger et aL,
1989; Schacter, 1987) likely tap semantic and perhaps episodic forms of memory. The
key point of the present proposal is that nonsemantic implicit tests such as fragment
and stem completion, word identification, object decision, and others draw heavily
on PRS. Two subsystems of PRS-word form and structural description--hive been
considered, but other perceptual subsystems have been postulated on neuropsycho-

*1
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logical grounds (e.g., Ellis & Young. 1988: Morton. 1979; Riddoch et aL.. 1988).
Though similar in some respects to Morton's logogen model, the present view holds
that priming effects on many implicit tests are driven primarily by highly specific, new
representations within a particular subsystem, rather than by the activation of old.
abstract representations. It is possible to study the latter type of effect through the
use of special masking procedures (e.g.. Forster & Davis, 1984: Forster. Booker.
Schacter & Davis, 1990), but activation of abstract nodes, units, or logogens cannot
account for all the data reported in implicit memory experiments.

The ideas that have been put forward are here not so much inconsistent with
existing notions as they are complementary to them. Although the present approach
can be characterized as a mul:"',., systems orientation, it incorporates the transfer-
appropriate processing 'ncip.c as a useful way of conceptualizing and describing
implicit/explicit dissoci,. is (cf.. Ilavman & Tulving, 1989). It also attempts to go
beyond this. however, by orawing on relevant cognitive neuropsychological observa-
tions to specify more precisely the nature of the systems involved in implicit memory.
And in agreement with processing iiews (cf., Roediger et al., 1989; Witherspoon &
Moscovitch. 1989), no claim is made that all implicit memory phenomena reflect the
operation of a single memory system. In fact, the present view holds that implicit
memory effects are linked to the activity of a variety of systems; precisely which
system (or systems) contributes to performance depends crucially on the task that is
used and the kind of knowledge that is tapped. Accordingly, the view adopted here
(like processing approaches) allows for and even predicts the occurrence of dissocia-
tions among implicit tests. particularly between tests that tap PRS on the one hand
and the semantic system on the other (cf., Blaxton, 1989). The present approach
seeks to go beyond processing views, however, by placing some structural constraints
on the processes involved in implicit memory. Similarly, most previous multiple
system accounts of priming effects, though similar in spirit to this approach, have
been somewhat vague regarding the exact nature and functions of the systems
underlying implicit memory (e.g.. Hayman & Tulving, 1989; Squire. 1987). By
arguing that PRS plays a key role in many implicit memory tests. and specifying two
candidate subsystems (word form and structural description), it is hoped that a
sharper characterization of the systems involved in implicit memory can be achieved.

Finally, it is useful to consider more generally the manner in which the idea of
"multiple memory systems" applies to the present formulation. Sherry and Schacter
(1987) argued that the existence of independent processing modules that perform
domain-specific computations need not be taken as prima facie evidence for the
existence of multiple memory systems. For example, the modules could all output to
a common memory system. Alternatively, even if each module had its own memory
system, they could all operate according to similar rules. Sherry and Schacter
suggested that it is only useful to talk about multiple memory systems when a case
can be made that the systems operate according to different rules and perform
distinct functions. One source of evidence for "different rules of operation" comes
from empirical observations of dissociations produced by experimental variables and
subject groups. However, this alone is not sufficient grounds for postulating multiple
memory systems, because empirical dissociations within a system can be observed
(e.g., Roediger, 1984). According to Sherry and Schacter (1987), it is also important
to consider the Junctions that alleged systems perform. If the hypothesized systems
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perform different and mutually incompatible functions, then one has a stronger basis
for postulating multiple memory systems.

With respect to the present account, it seems justifiable on both empirical and
functional grounds to argue that the word form and structural description sub-
systems should be conceptualized as distinct from, but interacting with, episodic and
other memory systems. Numerous dissociations reported in the literature, plus the
object-priming studies described here, indicate that these systems operate quite
differently from episodic memory. In addition, the functions performed by these
systems-representation of form and structure within lexical (word form system) and
object (structural description system) domains-are distinct from, and perhaps
incompatible with, functions performed by the episodic system (i.e., representation
of meaningful events composed of numerous types of information in particular
spatiotemporal contexts). It is less clear, however, whether the word form and
structural description systems are characterized by different rules of operations.
which is why it seems most prudent to characterize them as subsystems of PRS. At
the very least, the idea that these and other PRS subsystems play a key role in implicit
memory seems worthy of further investigation. From a heuristic point of view. the
idea suggests that careful attention to alexia. agnosia. and other neuropsychological
syndromes that involve disruption of perceptual representation systems should pay
rich dividends for implicit memory research (Schacter et al., 1990a).
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DISCUSSION

J. FUSTER (UCLA School of Medicine. Los Angeles, CA): Did that patient with
acquired dyslexia have an identifiable or documented lesion'?

D. SCHACTER (University of Arizona. Tucson, AZ): Well. there have been three
patients that I am familiar with in the literature so far. The original Schwartz. Marin.
and Saffran patient had Alzheimer's disease, so there was obviously widespread
pathology. There have not been precise lesion data provided for the two patients
reported since then. One patient was reported by Funnel and one by Satori.
Masterson. and Job. Both had left anterior strokes, so some general information is
available. I can't give you a better answer to that question. The literature has not
provided it yet.

FUSTER: Another question. a simple question: Why do you need to postulate
dichotomies of the kind you do. when you might possibly be dealing witha gradual.
graduated hierarchy, say, in cortex from the very concrete to the more general and
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categorical that might form a continuum, where the presentations would be stacked
up from the most concrete. most data-driven to the most general, most categorical?

SCHACrER: Yes, there might well be a continuum in there, but I think in order to
make these things sharp, at least in the beginning, one should begin with a
dichotomy. If the dichotomy breaks down. well, so be it, but at least you can try to
push the dichotomy and make it break down, so I wouldn't rule out that possibility.

A. SHIMAMURA (University of California. Berkeley, CA): I think that your frame-
work is very nice. You have said explicitly what Larry [Squire] and I have felt
implicitly. What is nice is that you have now pinned brain systems to some of these
implicit memory systems. perhaps in neocortical areas, where the damage is not
located in the areas where amnesic patients show damage. But in some sense, and
correct me if I'm wrong, aren't you basically saying you can cross out "declarative"
and put "semantic" there: cross out "nondeclarative" and put "nonsemantic" there;
and underneath put the word form system, the structural description system,
and... ?

SCHAcT'ER: Yes. more or less. My view is consistent with your general point that
in the implicit domain probably more than just one system exists. We're not talking
about only two memory systems, one for explicit memory and one for implicit
memory. What may make Roddy [Roediger] and others uncomfortable is that I'm
talking about several memory systems. I think the saving grace. and the reason I am
willing to entertain this possibility, is that there is the convergent and initially
suggestive evidence from independent domains. If we simply postulate separate
systems every time we have a dissociation, however, we are lost.

SHIMAMURA: Larry Squire, 1, and our co-workers never really thought that all the
abilities within the umbrella of procedural memory would be controlled by one brain
system.

SCHACTER: No, I agree completely with Larry in that respect. I think his point has
been for a number of years that within the procedural or implicit domain you are
dealing with a lot of different systems. Here, I am trying to say let's get more specific
about what the systems are and what functions they perform.

J. COHEN (Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA): You used the priming
effects on novel stimuli such as non-words as evidence against an activation-based
approach or model. But I wonder why'? It seems to me in that case it could just be
priming of the orthographic phonological subunits, which would still be an activation-
based explanation.

SCHAc-'ER: Right. That is a good point, and I think it is something that comes up
with any novel stimulus. That is, in what sense is it novel? There is perhaps, always a
lower level at which the information is previously represented and you are just
assembling it in a new way. However, at the level of words, the non-words obviously
are novel-at the word level, but not at the letter level.

COHEN: I asked that question because I was wondering what a model or a
mechanism underlying this implicit system would be, if it is not an activation-based
model?

SCHACTER: Well, here we have another terminology issue. All of this could
invoke activation in the very general sense that it is used in numerous models. But the
activation explanation in this particular context refers specifically to the idea that you
arc not adding anything new to the system. you are just temporarily lighting up
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something that was already there, which dies down quickly. So it is not the activation
concept that is at issue. I suppose it's the question of "old " versus "-new" representa-
tions that is at issue. Is implicit memory based on the activation of old representa-
tions or the creation of new ones?

COHEN: It 4s still something old th•,t you are lighting up. it's just at a lower level.
that's all.

S. KEELE ( L0iiversin' ot'Oregon. Eugene. OR): It seems to me that a failure we have
had as psychologists is to define "semantics" in a way that we can make contact with
neural systems. I don't know how to specify semantics. Where is it in the neural
system, and what role does the hippocampus have in fixating a semantic memory? Do
you have any ideas about what semantic memory might mean in a kind of pseudo-
neurological sense?

S('|IAT(-ER: Well. I think the first thing I would say is that to me the difference
between semantic and nonsemantic involves goine beyond the structure of the
stimulus as given: when you do that. you are passing into the semantic domain.
Everything I have talked about as nonsemantic could be construed as dealing with
the structure of the stimulus as given. As to the representation of semantics, again
one can appeal to some of the data. Some of the Posner. Peterson. and Raichle work
shows a more anterior focus of cerebral blood flow activation when you are doing
semantic tasks. There is a massive literature showing that there seems to be a left
hemisphere locus for these things; the literature goes back a long time. For example,
I talked about the associative agnosias. You generally don't get that without some
sort of a left hemisphere lesion. So. one can hand-wave a little bit about that, but as
for the hippocampus and semantics. that becomes a very difficult issue.

L. NADEL (Universit. ofArizona, Tucson, AZ): Let me add something to that. The
word "semantic" is another one of those unfortunate words that has been used by
psychologists in a way that is somewhat similar to, but actually quite different from.
the way in which it has been used in psycholinguistics. The notion of "semantics" that
arises in the distinction between syntax and semantics is very different from the
notion of semantics entailed by the distinction between episodic and semantic.
Consequently. there has been confusion about this notion of semantic with respect to
the sense in which we are using it. Mostly we are talking about it in a way that is quite
different from the way that language people talk about it. That has led to confusion.

SCHAcTER: In the object domain I think you can make somewhat of a sensible
distinction if you talk about a semantic domain composed of functional. associative.
and perhaps contextual properties of an object. These go beyond the physical form
and structure of an object: the presemantic system that I have discussed is restricted
to that physical form.

J. FAGAN (Case West' z Reserve University. Cleveland. OH): What is the matter
with the word "meaning"?

SCHAcTrER: Nothing. Nothing at all.
FAGAN: Is that what you mean by "semantic"? Does "semantic" mean "some-

thing that has meaning"?
SCHACTER: Yes. it means that in a certain sense.
J. WERKER (Universit, of Britith Columbia. Vancouver. B.C.): I can't help 'but be

reminded of some more ancients in developmental psychology. Bruner and Werner
come to mind. with their sensorimotor, perceptual. and conceptual sorts of represen-
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tations. I like the distinction between something like "perceptual" and something
like a "semantic representational system." I think that distinction might be very
useful. I like your use of the word "meaning" rather than "'semantic." because I
always worry that what we are left with is that the only thing that qualifies as semantic
memory is something we can talk about. I think of the split brain studies. Would it be
that anything that is in the right hemisphere in a split brain patient can't possibly
qualify as semantic memory?

SCHACTER: No, I don't think that. in principle, would be true. No. I think you can
express semantic or meaningful knowledge without language, using other response
systems.

WERKER: Right.
NADEL: With respect to this whole idea. I would like to add a historical note.

There's a chapter called "Limited Amnesias" in a book called Amnesia: agnosias.
apraxias. and a variety of such syndromes are discussed as limited forms of amnesia.b
That was the first statement that I have seen of the idea that one can think about
these early processing systems as modular, representational. or memory systems.
Psychologists at that time were restricting the use of the term "memory" to what
Miller called "grade A certified learning." which is now called episodic memory. We
are now using the word "memory' in a much broader sense, to include anything that
reflects some impact from prior experience. So, the field has moved, but these ideas
have been around for some time. They just haven't been talked about in the same
way.

SCHACTER: Certain aspects of the ideas, yes.
R. CASE (Stanford Universit,. Stanford, CA): At the beginning of your talk you

said a problem with Roddy [Roediger's] transfer-appropriate processing view was
that it had trouble dealing with certain kinds of things that amnesics can do, which
you might expect they couldn't do, which are of a conceptual nature. I have forgotten
your example, but could you come back to it and show how your view does allow you
to account for that?

SctAcTER: Well, for example, category instance production, or some work Art
[Shimamural has done with priming of semantic associates. Art can describe the
paradigm better than i.

SHIMAMURA: Well, you give a paired associate like "table" and "chair." Later on
you give the word, "table," and ask subjects to free associate to it.

SCHACTER: Or the one where you don't present the actual associate. These are
what would be thought of as conceptually driven tasks. Now, what I would say is that
is not in the domain of the perceptual systems I have discussed. That is, using implicit
tests to tap into a semantic system we find that, at least with respect to old knowledge
in the semantic system, amnesics are OK; they show substantial priming of pre-
existing semantic knowledge. It's another issue as to whether amnesics can add
anything new to the semantic system. Harking back to the discussion we had before
about the kind of mixed findings that have been found with the priming of novel
paired associates, which involve some semantic processing. From my point of view,
one might think of that as now getting out of the domain of these perceptual systems.

bLIsMAN, W. A. 1966. Limited amnesias. In C. W. M. Whitty & 0. L. Zangwill, Eds. Amnesia.
Butterworths. London.
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into perhaps some cross-talk between perceptual and semantic systems, because
these novel associate priming effects are both modality-specific and semantically
dependent. Perhaps when you vet into the cross-talk of these systems you don't get
the purely preserved effect in amnesics that you do when you stay safely within one of
these systems. That is just a speculation.

H. L. ROEDIGER (Rice University. Houston. TX): I take it from your presentation
that the two new systems you have proposed would account for the data that I have
collected, but they don't really solve the same problem I was facing. That is, the story
would have been quite neat if amnesics only showed preserved priming on perceptual
(or data-driven) implicit tests, but they don't. They are preserved on semantic (or
conceptually driven) tests, ltoo. Your perceptual representation systems handle
perceptual priming, but you still have to face conceptual priming. So we must need
another priming system for conceptual priming.

SCHACrER: Well. I think then you get squarely into the semantic-episodic kind of
issue, and if vou allow amnesics to have a reasonably well-preserved semantic
knowledge base-it's then a question of whether they can add anything new to
it-but then some of these priming etfects could be working off of that.

ROEDIGER: How many systems do you think we will wind up with with this logic?
When I read the neuropsychology literature it seems like every time you get a specific
knowledge deficit in a patient a new neural system is proposed. If some brain lesion
produces an inability to identify yellow Volkswagens but not green Volkswagens.
then right away someone proposes that we have a system for green Volkswagens and
a different system for yellow ones.

SCHAcrER: Yes, obviously one wants to stay away from that. I think the appeal
that you and others have made to converging evidence is the best way. I think with
the perceptual representation system idea, we can make a reasonably coherent story
by bringing together three separate domains: cognitive and neuropsychological
studies of implicit memory. neuropsychological studies of reading and - object-
processing deficits, and neuroimaging studies.

ROEDIGER: Right. With converging operations the systems business makes good
sei )e. I agree.

SCHACTER: With the structural description hypothesis, you can bring together the
object agnosia data and the priming results. I think this makes some rather nice
predictions about what should happen in PET studies that we will hopefully actually
be able to look at. So, I would say we have to rely on the converging evidence and
some sensible, principled idea about the function of systems, so we don't have a
million of them. I would say that if you took a fast reading of the current cognitive
neuropsychological literature, with the way a number of people are thinking about it,
you would find evidence for at least four of these perceptual representation systems.
I have talked about two of them (the word form system and the structural description
system). Others have found some preliminary evidence in the auditory domain for a
couple of others-again, one would want to see more evidence of different kinds
before accepting these systems. but at least the hypothesis suggesting these other
systems is worth investigating. It is probably best to refer to these four as subsystems
of a more general perceptual representation system, because they may all function in
fundamentally similar ways, albeit with respect to different types of -perceptual
information.
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Several experiments are described in which priming or implicit memory for visual objects was
investigated. In one set of studies, subjects were shown line drawings of unfamiliar objects that
were either structurally possible or structurally impossible. Implicit memory was assessed with
a possible/impossible object-decision task, and explicit memory was assessed with a recognition
task. The results revealed significant priming for possible objects following study tasks that re-
quired encoding of three-dimensional object structure; semantic/elaborative study processing en-
hanced explicit but not implicit memory. No priming of impossible objects was found. An experi-
ment using familiar objects also revealed that priming, but not explicit memory, was independent
of semantic/elaborative study processing. It is suggested that priming of visual objects depends
on a presemantic system that is dedicated to the representation of object form and structure and
can function independently of episodic memory.

Research on priming and implicit memory has focused Object-Decision Priming: Initial Studies
heavily on verbal materials such as words, paired asso- The first series of experiments to be considered was
ciates, and the like. There has been a good deal less directed to the question of whether implicit memory could
research on implicit memory for nonverbal materials, and be observed for novel three-dimensional objects that have
with the exception of work by several investigators (e.g., no preexisting representation in memory. In an initial ex-
Bentin & Moscovitch, 1988; Gabrieli, Keane, Milberg, periment and several others that will be described, sub-
& Corkin, in press; Kroll & Potter, 1984; Musen & Treis- jects studied 20 line drawings that represented unfamiliar
man, 1990), this research has focused exclusively on prim- and rather unusual three-dimensional constructions such
ing of pictures of familiar objects (for a review, see Schac- as those displayed in Figure 1. Two encoding conditions
ter, Delaney, & Merikle, in press). In this paper, we were used. One group of subjects was induced to encode
describe a series of recent studies in which we have ex- information about the global structure of each object by
amined priming for both novel and familiar visual objects. deciding whether the object faced primarily to the left or
To preview our main findings, we documented priming to the right. A second group of subjects was induced to
of both types of objects, showed that such priming de- encode information about the local features of each ob-
pends on processing of structural but not semantic infor- ject by deciding whether it had more horizontal or verti-
mation, and dissociated implicit and explicit memory for cal lines.
target objects. We will argue that priming of visual ob- After completing these encoding tasks, half of the sub-
jects depends on what we and others have referred to as jects in each group were given an explicit memory test-a
the structural description system (Riddoch & Humphreys, standard yes/no recognition test in which they were shown
1987; Schacter, in press; Schacter, Cooper, & Delaney, studied and nonstudied drawings and indicated whether
1990)-a presemantic system that is dedicated to the or not they remembered seeing them previously. The other
representation of the form and structure, but not the func- half of the subjects were given an object-decision test.
tions or other associative properties, of visual objects. Although the subjects were not informed of it at the time

of encoding, half of the line drawings that they studied
were structurally possible objects-their surfaces and

This research was supported by a grant from the Air Force Office edges were connected in such a way that they could poten-
of Scientific Research. We thank Elizabeth Merikle, Mary Peterson, tially exist in three-dimensional space. The other half were
and Mindy Tharan for their contributions to the research described in structurally impossible objects-they contained surface
this article. Correspondence should be addressed to Daniel L. Schac-
ter, Department of Psychology, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ and edge violations that would prohibit them from actu-
8572 I. ally existing in the three-dimensional world. We gave the
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differ as a function of whether object decision was the
first or second test (see Schacter, Cooper, & Delaney,
1990). Table 1 indicates that object-decision performance
was significantly more accurate for studied than for non-
studied drawings following the left/right study task.
However, there was no significant difference between
studied and nonstudied objects following the horizon-
tal/vertical study task. Thus, we found that implicit
memory for unfamiliar objects depends on the encoding
of and access to a global, three-dimensional structural
description of an object. In addition, the fact that the ap-
pearance of studied and nonstudied objects on the recog-
nition test did not facilitate subsequent object-decision per-
formance suggests that deciding whether an object is old

- 1 or new, at least under these test conditions, does not in-i•-• /•//]i -• volve the sort of structural encoding that is needed to

produce priming on an object-decision test. Table I also
indicates that the structurally impossible objects showed
no priming under any experimental condition: object-
decision performance for studied and nonstudied impos-

Figure 1. Examples of novel objects used in the experiments by sible objects was virtually identical.
Schacter, Cooper, and Delaney (1990). The two objects in the up- Whereas priming of novel, structurally possible objects
per row are structurally possible; the two objects in the lower row
are structurally impossible. See text for further explanation, was observed only following global structural encoding,

the recognition data indicated that explicit memory did
not differ significantly following the left/right and horizon-

subjects 100-msec exposures to drawings of studied and tal/vertical study tasks (Schacter, Cooper, & Delaney,
nonstudied possible and impossible objects; their task was 1990). In addition, recognition of impossible objects,
to decide whether each object was possible or impossi- although lower than recognition for possible objects, was
ble. The object-decision task can be thought of as an im- reasonably good, in contrast to the absence of priming
plicit memory test in the sense that it does not make ex- for impossible objects. Finally, a contingency analysis of
plicit reference to, or require conscious recollection of, the relation between recognition and priming revealed
any specific previous encounter with a presented object. stochastic independence between the two tasks.
If, therefore, subjects are more accurate in making ob- Further evidence for implicit/explicit dissociation was
ject decisions about studied than about nonstudied objects, provided by a second experiment, in which one group of
there would be some evidence of implicit memory for subjects engaged in an elaborative encoding task that re-
these unfamiliar, three-dimensional objects. More specif- quired them to generate a real-world object that each
ically, we reasoned that performing the object-decision drawing reminded them of most (Schacter, Cooper, &
test requires analysis of the global structure of the object; Delaney, 1990, Experiment 2). We hypothesized that such
subjects must gain access to information about global a task would require the subjects to achieve a meaningful
structural relations in order to decide whether an object interpretation of the object by relating it to preexisting
is possible or impossible. Consistent with such notions semantic knowledge. On the basis of many previous
as transfer-appropriate processing (e.g., Roediger, Wel- demonstrations that explicit memory is enhanced by
don, & Challis, 1989), it follows that prior encoding of semantic elaboration, we reasoned that this elaborative
information about global object structure-but not local study task should enhance recognition performance rela-
object features-should produce priming or implicit tive to the left/right encoding task used in the first ex-
memory on a subsequent object-decision task.

The results of our first experiment were consistent with
this hypothesis. Consider first the results for the struc- Table I

turally possible objects. We examined object-decision per- Object-Decision Performance as a Function of Encoding Task

formance as a function of the left/right or horizontal/verti- Encoding Task

cal encoding task and as a function of whether or not an Item Type Left/Right Horizontal/Vertical

item had been studied. In addition, the group of subjects Possible Objects
who were given the recognition test were also given an Studied .81 .67
object-decision test after it. Thus, we could examine Nonstudied .67 .64
object-decision performance as a function of whether it Impossible Objects
was given as the first or the second test. Studied .67 .60

The data presented in Table I are collapsed across the Nonstudied .67 .63
two object-decision tests, because performance did not Note-Data are adapted from Schacter, Cooper, and Delaney (1990).
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Table 2 Object-decision data for the two delays are presented
Object-Decision and Recognition Performance as a in Table 3. Consider first the data for the structurally pos-

Function of Encoding Task sible objects. At the l-h delay, significant priming of pos-
Type of Test/Encoding Task sible objects was observed, and the difference between

Object Decision Recognition studied and nonstudied items was about the same whether
Item Type Left/Right Elaborative Left/Right Elaborative the object-decision test was given alone or following a
Studied .78 .76 .69 .88 recognition test. Although there was a trend for overall
Nonstudied .66 .73 .21 .19 higher performance when the object-decision test was
Note-Data are presented for structurally possible objects only. For object given following the recognition test, statistical analysis
decision, the proportion of correct responses to studied and nonstudied revealed only a main effect of priming (i.e., studied vs.
objects is shown; for recognition, the proportion of "yes" responses
to studied objects (hits) and "yes" responses to nonstudied objects (false nonstudied objects; p < .001); there was a nonsignifi-
alarms) is shown. Data are adapted from Schacter, Cooper. and Delaney cant main effect of test order and no interaction between
(1990). test order and priming. At the 24-h delay, there was some

evidence of priming when the object-decision test was
given alone, but there was no difference between the two

periment. However, since the elaborative task does not when the object-decision test was given second (Table 3).
involve specific structural encoding of the objects, it This latter finding may be attributable to a test-priming
should not lead to more accurate object-decision perfor- effect for nonstudied objects. However, statistical anal-
mance than did the left/right task. ysis failed to show significant main effects of priming or

The results were consistent with this expectation, and test order and also showed a nonsignificant interaction be-
in fact revealed a rather dramatic dissociation between tween these two variables. Finally, no priming of impos-
recognition and object-decision performance (Table 2). sible objects was found at either delay. On the recogni-
We will consider only the structurally possible objects, tion test, performance declined from 1 to 24 h for both
since the impossible objects once again showed no prim- possible and impossible objects: corrected recognition
ing. On the recognition test, elaborative encoding led to (hits -false alarms) scores for possible objects were .56
much higher levels of explicit memory than did left/right at the I-h delay and .38 at the 24-h delay; the correspond-
encoding. A contrasting pattern of results was observed ing proportions for impossible objects were .46 and .24.
on the object-decision task: no priming was observed fol- The foregoing data indicate that priming effects for
lowing the elaborative task, whereas significant priming structurally possible objects are robust at a 1-h delay; the
was observed following the left/right task, in replication magnitude of priming in this condition is comparable to
of Experiment 1. This dissociation is impressive because that observed after a delay of several minutes. Although
there have been few studies in which an experimental there was a trend for priming at the 24-h delay when the
manipulation that improves explicit memory also impairs object-decision test was given alone, these results are
implicit memory. However, the fact that we observed no equivocal at best and require further empirical investi-
priming in the elaborative condition was rather surpris- gation.
ing. In a follow-up experiment, we were able to show that
this lack of priming was attributable to the fact that sub- Is There Priming with Structurally
jects frequently generated two-dimensional elaborations Impossible Objects?
of the target objects (e.g., indicating that a side of the As noted above, an intriguing finding from the initial
object reminded them of a letter, a cross, etc.). When we set of experiments concerns the failure to observe prim-
asked them to generate three-dimensional elaborations,
significant priming was observed, although it was no
greater than that observed in the left/right condition Table 3
(Schacter, Cooper, & Delaney, 1990, Experiment 3). Object-Decision Performance as a Function of

In each of the foregoing experiments, object-decision Retention Interval and Test Order
performance was assessed after a retention interval of Retention Interval/Test Order

several minutes. To determine whether the priming ef- I Hour 24 Hours
fect observed under these conditions persists across longer Item Type First Second M First Second M
delays, we have more recently assessed object-decision
and recognition performance after retention intervals of Possible Objects
I or 24 h. All 72 subjects who participated in the expert- Studied .80 .87 .84 .76 .77 .77

Nonstudied .68 .77 .73 .68 .76 .72
ment performed the left/right encoding task described in M .74 .82 .72 .77
the previous experiments, and the same set of objects
described by Schacter, Cooper, and Delaney (1990) was Impossible Objects
used. Half of the subjects were tested after a i-h delay, Nonstudied .62 .66 .64 .74 .62 .68
and half were tested after a 24-h delay; at each delay, 18 M .61 .68 .73 .63 .68
subjects were given an object-decision task alone and 1 8 ~Noe-Test order refers to whether object decision was the first test given
were given the object-decision task following a yes/no at the end of the retention interval, or the second test given, after a yes/no

recognition test. recognition test.
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ing of impossible objects despite reasonably good explicit Consider first the results from the recognition test. Not
memory for these objects. Schacter, Cooper, and Delaney surprisingly, recognition memory (as assessed by a
(1990) speculated that this failure may reflect a limita- hits-false alarms measure) was significantly (p < .05)
tion of the structural description system's computational higher following four exposures than following one ex-
capacities: it may be difficult to form a global represen- posure for both possible objects (.70 vs. .41) and impos-
tation of the structure of an impossible object. However, sible objects (.62 vs. .33). A rather different pattern of
other "nterpretations of thc ph.cn--renon are possible. For results was observed for the objct-dcAision data for pos-
example, in order to select the set of possible and impos- sible objects. In the one-exposure condition, a priming
sible objects used in the foregoing experiments, we ini- effect similar to that observed in the previous experiments
tially presented the objects to a separate group of sub- was found: object-decision accuracy was higher for
jects for an unlimited amount of time and asked for a studied (.74) than for nonstudied (.62) possible objects.
possible/impossible judgment. These subjects classified In the four-exposure condition, object-decision perfor-
97% of the possible objects correctly under these un- mance showed a virtually identical pattern (.71 for studied
limited viewing conditions, but they classified only 87% objects and .58 for nonstudied objects). Statistical anal-
of the impossible objects correctly. Failure to observe ysis revealed a main effect of priming (p < .01) and a
priming of impossible objects might thus be partially at- nonsignificant interaction between priming and number
tributable to the fact that there was less agreement about of repetitions. Thus, repetition had a large effect on recog-
the impossible objects than about the possible objects. In nition performance and no effect on the magnitude of
addition, our instructions on the object-decision test em- priming, thereby providing yet another dissociation be-
phasized detection of possible objects; the subjects were tween implicit and explicit memory for novel objects.
instructed to push one response key if an object "could Turning to the data on the impossible objects, object-
be a possible object" and another if it "could not be a decision performance was indistinguishable for studied
possible object." An impossible response was thus effec- and nonstudied objects following both one study-list ex-
tively a negative response, which might have worked posure (.67 vs. .67) and four study-list exposures (.66
against observing priming of the impossible objects. Fi- vs. .65). Indeed, a lack of priming for impossible objects
nally, explicit memory for impossible objects in our ini- in the four-exposure condition was observed even though
tial experiments was consistently lower than explicit recognition of impossible objects in this condition was a
memory for possible objects. Thus, failure to observe good deal higher than recognition of possible objects fol-
priming of impossible objects may be attributable to a lowing a single exposure, where significant priming was
generally "weak" memory representation. observed. Thus, the absence of priming for impossible

To evaluate these issues, and to explore further the na- objects cannot be ascribed to some sort of generally weak
ture of priming for possible objects, we have recently un- memory representation of these objects. These results also
dertaken a series of experiments containing several provide evidence against the idea that a failure to observe
procedural changes (Schacter, Cooper, Delaney, Peter- priming of impossible objects is attributable to low agree-
son, & Tharan, 1990). First, we calibrated a new set of ment about the impossible objects or to test instructions
target objects in which there was 99% agreement for both that make the "impossible" response a negative response.
the possible and the impossible objects. We also altered The foregoing results suggest that it may indeed be im-
the task instructions so that an "impossible" response was possible to observe priming of impossible objects, but fur-
no longer a negative response, and added several more ther research is needed before such a conclusion is war-
examples of impossible objects to the instructional phase ranted. For example, in the studies discussed thus far,
of the test to ensure that the subjects fully understood what no attempt was made to equate the size of possible and
made an object impossible. impossible objects. In recent pilot work we have inves-

We then examined priming following the left/right tigated priming with size-equated objects. Although we
structural encoding task used in the previous experiments do not yet know whether this experiment will show prim-
under two conditions of repetition: the study list of 20 ing for impossible objects, it underscores the need for cau-
possible and impossible objects was presented either once tion in interpreting the data on impossible objects.
or four times, with the subjects thus making four left/right
judgments for each object in the latter condition. Inclu- Priming of Familiar Visual Objects
sion of the four-repetition condition served two purposes. Our studies with the object-decision task indicate that
First, if priming of impossible objects is not observed even priming of novel objects is dependent on encoding struc-
after four left/right judgments, when explicit memory is tural, but not semantic, information about target items.
likely to be quite good, then it would be difficult to argue Similar conclusions have been suggested by a recent ex-
that a lack of priming for impossible objects is simply at- periment on priming of familiar visual objects (Schacter
tributable to a weak memory representation. Second, the & Merikle, 1990). A sizable body of literature exists con-
repetition manipulation also allowed us to determine cerning priming of familiar objects, but little attention has
whether the magnitude of the priming effect for possible been paid to the roles of structural and semantic encoding
objects can be increased. The number of repetitions was processes (see Schacter et al., in press, for a discussion).
a between-subjects factor; the design of the experiment To investigate this issue, we used a set of materials that
was otherwise identical to the previous ones. was compiled from a variety of sources by E. P. Merikle
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and M. A. Peterson, which consisted of line drawings of Priming of Visual Objects:
familiar objects and perceptually degraded fragments of Theoretical Implications
these objects. Merikle and Peterson selected fragments Our experiments have delineated two features of prim
in which minima of curvature were preserved, thereby ing, which were observed with novel objects on the object-
providing useful perceptual information about each object. decision task and familiar objects on the fragment-

In the Schacter and Merikle (1990) experiment, sub- completion task, that are of special theoretical relevance.
jects were initially exposed to a series of line drawings First, the phenomenon is presemantic, in the sense that
of each object for 5 sec; they performed a semantic orient- priming does not require any semantic or elaborative
ing task for half of the drawings and a structural orient- processing of target objects. Second, encoding of infor-
ing task for the other half. In the semantic orienting task, mation about object structure appears to be a sufficient
the subjects generated functions for each object; in the and perhaps necessary condition for priming. In these
structural task, the subjects counted the number of ver- respects, object priming is similar to more extensively
tices in each object. To assess priming, perceptual frag- studied word-priming effects on data-driven implicit tests
ments of studied objects were presented together with an such as word identification and word completion, where
equal number of fragments of nonstudied objects. In previ- priming is typically independent of semantic study
ous studies of picture fragment completion, subjects have processing and depends critically on encoding of appropri-
generally been asked to identify each object (e.g., Snod- ate perceptual and structural information about words
grass, 1989; Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1968; Weldon (Roediger et al., 1989; Schacter, in press).
& Roediger, 1987). As Schacter et al. (in press) have We have found it useful to conceptualize these kinds
pointed out, however, such instructions allow and may of presemantic, perceptually dependent priming effects
even encourage subjects to use explicit memory strategies in the context of neuropsychological studies concerning
to aid object identification, as indicated by the fact that disorders of reading and objec. processing. This line of
strong dissociations between priming and explicit memory research has provided strong evidence for the existence
have been difficult to obtain using the traditional pic- of presemantic systems that are dedicated to the represen-
ture fragment-completion paradigm. To circumvent this tation and retrieval of information about the form and
problem, Schacter and Merikle modified the fragment- structure, but not the meaning, of words and objects. Spe-
completion instructions so that the subjects were told to cifically, we have argued that a presemantic perceptual
respond to each fragment with the first object that came representation system (PRS), composed of a number of
to mind. The subjects were further instructed that there related subsystems, plays a major role in priming on data-
was no right or wrong response on this task, and that any driven implicit tests (see Schacter, in press; Schacter
object would do as a completion response (see Butters, et al., 1990; Tulving & Schacter, 1990). In the verbal do-
Heindel, & Salmon, 1990, for a similar procedure). To main, various kinds of neuropsychological and neuroimag-
further discourage the use of explicit strategies, fragments ing evidence have provided converging support for the
were presented for 500 msec and the subjects were in- existence of a visual word-form system (e.g., Peterson,
structed to respond as quickly as possible. A separate Fox, Posner, & Raichle, 1988; Schwartz, Marin, &
group of subjects was given an explicit memory test in Saffran, 1980). We have argued that this subsystem of
which the same fragments were presented as cues, but PRS is critically involved in word-priming effects on such
these subjects were instructed to think back to the study implicit tests as word identification and completion
list and indicate which studied object was represented by (Schacter, in press; Schacter, Rapscak, Rubens, Tharan,
the test fragment. & Laguna, 1990).

The results revealed significant priming (p < .01) on More directly relevant to the present experiments is the
the fragment-completion task and, more importantly, neuropsychological research by Warrington (1975, 1982)
almost identical levels of priming following the semantic and Riddoch and Humphreys (1987) concerning agnosic
and structural study tasks: baseline probability of respond- patients with object-recognition disorders. These inves-
ing with the correct object for nonstudied items was .22, tigators have studied patients who are seriously impaired
compared to .45 for objects that had been studied in the in gaining access to semantic or functional information
semantic task and .46 for objects that had been studied about objects. Such patients cannot name common objects,
in the structural task. In contrast, explicit memory was are unable to answer questions about what such objects
significantly (p < .05) higher in the semantic condition are used for, and fail to demonstrate knowledge of where
(.83) than in the structural condition (.69). The fact that familiar objects are typically found. Yet the same patients
performance was higher in the semantic than in the struc- perform reasonably well on tests that require processing
tural condition with recall instructions, but not with com- of object structure. These kinds of dissociations have led
pletion instructions, indicates that the priming effect was to the postulation of a presemantic structural description
not based on explicit memory. The fact that priming was system for objects (Riddoch & Humphreys, 1987; War-
just as large following the vertex-counting task as follow- rington, 1982), which we view as a subsystem of PRS.
ing the function-generation task indicates that nonseman- We believe that object priming in our experiments is
tic, structural processing is sufficient to produce robust driven largely by this system-that is, initial study of an
priming of familiar visual objects. object creates a structural description of it, which is then
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accessed implicitly during performance of an object- visual patterns. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning.
decision or object-completion test, thereby producing Memory, & Cognition, 16, 127-137.
priming. This priming effect appears to be independent PETERSON, S. E., Fox, P. T., POSNER, M. I., a RAICHLE, M. E. (1988).
of subjects' explicit memory for the objects, which we Position emission tomographic studies of the cortical anatomy of single-

word processing. Nature, 331, 585-589.believe is handled by an episodic memory system. RIDDOCH, M. J., & HUMPHREYS, G. W. (1987). Visual object process-
We should stress that we have opted for a multiple- ing in optic aphasia: A case of semantic access agnosia. Cognitive

systems interpretation of our data because of the existence Neuropsychology, 4, 131-186.

of converging evidence from independent lines of inves- ROEDIGER, H. L., 1.1, WELDON, S., & CHALLIS, B. (1989). Explaining
dissociati,as 

between 
implicit 

and explicit 
measures 

of retention:

tigation: the neuropsychological research described above processing account. In H. L. Roediger III & F. 1. M. Craik (Eds.),
has provided evidence concerning the nature of the struc- Varieties of memory and consciousness: Essays in honor of Endel Tulv-
tural description system, and our studies indicate that ing (pp. 3-41). Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
priming of both novel and familiar objects is a presemantic SCHACTER, D. L. (in press). Perceptual representation systems and im-

phenomenon that can be experimentally dissociated from plicit memory: Toward a resolution of the multiple memory systems
debate. In A. Diamond (Ed.), Development and neural bases of higherexplicit memory. Although we think that our position is cognitive function. New York: Annals of the New York Academy

complementary to, rather than in conflict with, the of Sciences.
processing views of implicit memory advocated by such SCHACTER, D. L., COOPER, L. A., a DELANEY, S. M. (1990). Implicit
investigators as Roediger et a]. (1989), Moscovitch, memory for unfamiliar objects depends on access to structural descnp-

tions. Journal of Experimental Psycholog,: General. 119, 5-21.Winocur, and McLachlan (1986), Jacoby (1983), and SCHACTER, D. L., COOPER, L. A., DELANEY, S. M., PETERSON, M. A.,
Masson (1989), we wish to emphasize the usefulness of & THARAN, M. (1990). Implicit memory for possible and impossible
a systems approach in organizing and integrating diverse objects: Constraints on the constutzion of structural descriptions. Sub-
observations concerning the nature of implicit memory. mitted for publication.

SCHACTER, D. L., DELANEY, S. M., & MERIKLE, E. P. (in press). Prim-
ing of nonverbal information and the nature of implicit memory. In
G. H. Bower (Ed.), The psychology of learning and motivation
(Vol. 26). New York: Academic Press.
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Four experiments examined implicit memory or priming effects on an object decision task in
which subjects decided whether structurally possible or impossible novel objects could exist in
three-dimensional form. Results revealed equivalent levels of priming for possible objects after I
vs. 4 5-s exposures to the same structural encoding task (Experiment 1) and when objects were
studied with a single structural encoding task or 2 different structural encoding tasks (Experiment
3). Explicit memory, by contrast, was greatly affected by both manipulations. However, priming
of possible objects was not observed when Ss were given only a single I-s exposure to perform a
structural encoding task (Experiment 2). No evidence for priming of impossible objects was
observed in any of the 4 experiments. The data suggest that object decision priming depends on
a presemantic structural description system that is distinct from episodic memory.

Implicit memory refers to unintentional retrieval of previ- of the nature and characteristics of priming, (b) it will help to
ously acquired information on tests that do not require con- ensure that theorizing about implicit memory is not overly
scious or explicit recollection of specific previous experiences constrained by idiosyncratic properties of verbal materials,
(Graf & Schacter, 1985; Schacter, 1987). Perhaps the most and (c) it can suggest links between the study of memory and
extensively investigated type of implicit memory is known as the study of perception. In addition, because memory for
direct priming: faLilitated performance on an implicit memory nonverbal information must have developed earlier in phy-
test following exposure to a specific stimulus (e.g., Cofer, logeny than memory for verbal information, research con-
1967; Tulving & Schacter, 1990). Although there is consid- cerning priming of nonverbal information is significant from
erable evidence that priming and explicit memory can be evolutionary and ecological perspectives (e.g., Sherry & Schac-
dissociated by various experimental manipulations and sub- ter, 1987; Tulving & Schacter, 1990).
ject factors (Richardson-Kavehn & Bjork, 1988; Schacter, In a recent article, Schacter, Cooper, and Delaney (1990a)
1987; Shimamura, 1986), most of this evidence is based on reported a series of experiments concerned with priming of
studies that have used words and other verbal materials. There newly acquired nonverbal information that do - not have a
has been considerably less research concerning implicit mem- preexisting memory representation (see also Benun & Mos-
ory for nonverbal information, and much of this work has covitch, 1988; Gabrieli, Milberg, Keane, & Corkin, 1990;
examined priming on tasks that include a significant verbal Kroll & Potter, 1984; Musen & Treisman, 1990). More spe-
component, such as naming or identifying pictures of com- cifically, Schacter et al. (1990a) developed a paradigm to
mon objects (cf. Durso & Johnson, 1979; Jacoby, Baker, & examine implicit and explicit memory for novel three-dimen-
Brooks, 1989; Mitchell & Brown, 1988; Warren & Morton, sional objects. Target materials in these experiments were line
1982; Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1968; Weldon & Roediger, drawings such as those displayed in Figure 1. All of the target
1987; for review and discussion, see Schacter, Delaney, & objects are novel or unfamiliar in the sense that they do not
Merikle, 1990). represent actual objects týhat exist in the three-dimensional

As Schacter et al. (1990) pointed out, research on priming world. However, one -alf of the objects are structurally pos-
of nonverbal information is important for a number of rea- sible, their surfaces and edges are connected so that they could
sons: (a) It is necessary to provide a broad empirical picture exist in three-dimensional form. The other half of the objects,

in contrast, are structurally impossible and could not exist in
three dimensions: They contain ambiguous lines and planes

This research was supported by Air Force Office of Scientific that create impossible relations between surfaces and edges
Research Grant 90-0187 to Daniel L. Schacter and Lynn A. Cooper. within the figure (e.g., Draper, 1978; Penrose & Penrose,
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possible objects; no priming was observed for structurally
impossible objects. Third, the magnitude of priming for pos-
sible objects in the left/right encoding condition did not differ
significantly when the object decision test was preceded by a
recognition test in which all target objects were exposed, and

when the object decision test alone was given. Fourth, priming
- showed stochastic independence from explicit memory-that

is, the probability of recognizing a previously studied figure
was uncorrelated with the probability of making a correct
object decision about that figure (cf. Hayman & Tulving,
[1989a; Tulving, Schacter, & Stark, 1982).

In a second experiment, implicit and explicit memory were
compared after the left/right encoding task and an elaborative
encoding task in which subjects were required to think of a
familiar object from the real world that each drawing re-
minded them of most. Performance in the left/right condition
provided a close replication of the results of the first experi-
ment. As expected, the elaborative encoding task produced
significantly higher recognition memory performance than
did the left/right task. By contrast, there was no priming on
the object decision task following elaborative encoding, thus
indicating that implicit and explicit memory for novel objects
can be dissociated experimentally. A subsequent experiment
showed that significant object decision priming could be
observed following elaborative encoding when the task en-
sured that subjects generated a three-dimensional elaboration

Figure 1. Representative examples of target objects. (The figures in for target objects by requiring them to classify each object

the upper two rows depict structurally possible objects that could into one of three categories of three-dimensional objects.

exist in three-dimensional form; figures in the lower two rows depict On the basis of these results, Schacter et al. (I 990a) argued
structurally impossible objects that could not exist in three-dimen- that priming on the object decision task depends on initial
sional form.) encoding of, and subsequent access to, a structural description

(e.g., Marr, 1982; Marr & Nishihara, 1978; Palmer, 1975;
Reed, 1974; Sutherland, 1968) of target objects-that is, a

information about the global, three-dimensional structure of representation of the structural relations that define an object.
each object. In conformity with the principles of transfer- It was argued further that this kind of information is handled
appropriate processing and encoding specificity (e.g., Morris, by a presemantic structural description system (Riddoch &
Bransford, & Franks, 1977; Roediger, Weldon, & Challis, Humphreys, 1987) that is distinct from the episodic memory
1989; Tulving & Thomson, 1973), it follows that prior encod- system that underlies explicit remembering of objects (see also
ing of such information should produce priming on the object Schacter, 1990). The structural description system, which can
decision task. Pilot work indicated that without any prior be viewed as one subsystem of a more general perceptual
exposure to the drawings, object decision accuracy was about representation system (Schacter, 1990; Schacter, Rapcsak,
65% correct for both possible and impossible objects. To Rubens, Tharan, & Laguna, 1990; Tulving & Schacter, 1990;
examine priming, one half of the drawings on the object cf. Johnson, 1983), is dedicated to the representation or
decision test were presented to subjects on a prior study list, retrieval of information about the form and structure of visual
and the other half were new items that had not been previously objects. This system is not, however, involved in the represen-
presented. Priming in this paradigm is indicated by more tation or retrieval of semantic information about objects-
accurate object decision performance for previously presented that is, functions that an object can perform or associative
objects than for nonpresented objects. Explicit memory for properties of an object, such as where it can be found or other
the objects were assessed with a conventional yes/no recog- objects to which it is functionally related.
nition test. Independent evidence for the existence of a structural de-

An initial experiment yielded four noteworthy results. First, scription system has been provided by neuropsychological
significant priming was observed after a study task that re- research on visual object agnosia that has shown that access
quired encoding of information about the global three-dimen- to structural knowledge of objects can be preserved in patients
sional structure of target objects (indicating whether each whose access to functional and associative knowledge of ob-
object faced primarily to the left or to the right), but no jects is severely impaired (e.g., Riddoch & Humphreys, 1987;
significant priming was found following a study task that Warrington, 1982; Warrington & Taylor, 1978: see Schacter,
required encoding of the local features of target objects (in- 1990, for further discussion). Moreover, a good deal of re-
dicating whether each object had more horizontal than verti- search on visual perception has examined structural represen-
cal lines). Second, priming was observed only for structurally tations of objects, independent of their functional or associa-
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tive properties (e.g., Biederman, 1987, Palmer. 1975: Suther- objects in the subsequent experiments may thus be attribut-
land, 1968; for review, see Pinker, 1984). With respect to the able, at least in part, to the fact that there was relatively low
object decision task, the structural description hypothesis is agreement about whether these objects were indeed impossi-
consistent with the observed independence of implicit and ble. In fact. Schacter et al. noted that the object decision data
explicit memory for novel objects and also accounts for the for impossible objects showed marked fluctuation both within
finding that priming does not require any semantic or elabo- and between experiments and suggested that this unstable
rative study processing of target objects. This idea also suggests pattern might be related to the low intersubject agreement
an interesting explanation for the failure to observe priming about impossible objects. To address this issue, we constructed
of impossible objects: It may be difficult and perhaps impos- a new and expanded set of possible and impossible objects
sible to impute a structural description that preserves global, and selected as target materials only those objects on which
three-dimensional information about an impossible object. If there was 95% or more intersubject agreement (see materials
forming a global representation of an impossible object ex- section of Experiment I for details).
ceeds the computational capacity of the structural description A second potential reason for the lack of priming of impos-
system, and object decision priming depends on gaining access sible objects concerns the instructions and response require-
to a previously encoded global description of an object. then ments of the object decision task used in the earlier experi-
it follows that priming of impossible objects will not be ments. Specifically, instructions for the object decision test
observed, emphasized detection of possible objects: subjects were in-

In this article we explore further priming of novel visual structed to press one response key if an object "could be a
objects, with a view toward both elucidating the properties of possible object" and another response key if it "could not be
the phenomenon and clarifying its theoretical implications, a possible object." With these instructions, an impossible
Experiment I examines the effects of repetition of structural response was effectively a negative response. As discussed in
encoding operations on object decision and recognition per- the context of failures to observe priming of pseudowords or
formance: it also assesses the idea that lack of priming for nonwords, lack of priming may sometimes be attributable to
impossible objects reflects a limitation on the computational the influence of a negative response set (e.g., Feustel, Shiffrin,
capacities of the structural description system by attempting & Salasoo, 1983). Accordingly, we altered task instructions so
to rule out various alternative explanations of the phenome- that an impossible response was no longer defined explicitly
non. Experiment 2 explores the conditions under which struc- as a negative response, and subjects were encouraged to
tural descriptions are formed by assessing whether encoding process the impossible objects carefully.
objects from brief study exposures provides a basis for prim- A third .issue is whether lack of priming for impossible
ing. Experiment 3 attempts to determine whether priming of objects was simply a consequence of generally weak or de-
possible objects can be incrcased. and priming of impossible graded memory for these objects. As noted earlier, explicit
objects observed at all, when subjects are induced to encode memory was consistently lower for impossible objects than
different types of structural information about target draw- for possible objects, thereby suggesting that the memory rep-
ings. Experiment 4 investigates whether priming of impossible resentation for impossible objects was simply not strong
objects is observed when size differences among target objects enough to support priming. This account seems unlikely in
are eliminated. view of the fact that we observed stochastic independence

between priming and explicit memory for possible objects.
Experiment I Nevertheless, we attempted to increase the likelihood of ob-

serving priming for impossible objects by including a condi-
The main purposes of Experiment I were twofold: (a) to tion in which subjects were given four successive exposures

assess alternative explanations of the failure to find priming to the study list. On each exposure, they performed the left/
of impossible objects, and (b) to replicate previous findings of right encoding task that has yielded priming of possible objects
priming for possible objects under different task conditions in previous studies. We expected that four repetitions of the
and delineate additional characteristics of the phenomenon. left/right task would yield high levels of explicit memory for

Consider first the lack of priming for impossible objects. impossible objects. The question is whether priming of im-
Although this phenomenon may reflect computational con- possible objects will be observed under these conditions.
straints on the structural description system, several other The repetition manipulation was also intended to provide
interpretations can be offered. One possibility discussed by further information concerning priming of possible objects.
Schacter et al. (I 990a) concerns the criteria that were used to In our previous experiments, a second exposure to previously
select target objects for inclusion :n the initial experiments. studied objects on a yes-no recognition test failed to produce
In a pilot study. Schacter et al. gdve 20 subjects unlimited more priming on the subsequent object decision test than did
time to judge whether candidate objects were possible or a single study exposure, hence suggesting that priming of
impossible: one half of the objects had been drawn to appear possible objects may be insensitive to the number of prior
possible. and the other half had been drawn to appear impos- exposures. However, a similar lack of priming was also doc-
sible. An attempt was made to select as target items only those umented in several experimental conditions when an object
objects that yielded high levels of agreement across subjects. %as first exposed on the recognition test (as a lure item). This
There was 97% agreement concerning the possible objects latter finding suggests that the absence of test-induced priming
that were selected, but only 87% agreement concerning im- may be attributable to the type of processing in which subjects
possible objects. Failure to observe priming of impossible engage on the recognition test and may not reflect some sort
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of general insensitivity of object decision priming to the asked the subject to indicate why several sample impossible objects

number of prior exposures. Comparison of priming for pos- were impossible and explained the impossibilities to the subjects as

sible oojects following one versus four study exposures should needed. Subjects were then instructed in the use of a three-button

illuminate the matter. mouse to make their responses and told to focus on the central
fixation point before each trial.

In all. 20 possible and 20 impossible objects were selected for
Method inclusion in the expenmental set. As noted earlier, there was either

95% or 100% intersubject agreement about each selected obnject.
Selection of target materials. In order to create a set of materials yielding overall agreement rates of 99% for possible and impossible

in which there was equivalent intersubject agreement concerning objects. In addit;-n, we attempted to select objects that yielded an
possible and impossible objects, a set of 50 possible and 50 impossible overall baseline classification rate of.60 to .65 in the 100-ms exposure
objects similar to those displayed in Figure I was created. All 50 condition, as in our previous experiments. The baseline rate was .61
impossible objects were drawn by one of the experimenters (S.M.D.). for the selected possible objects and .64 for the selected impossible
Of the 50 possible objcts 40 were modified by the same experimenter objects: baseline rates for individual objects ranged from .51 to .80.
from a set used originally by Cooper (1990), and 10 possible objects Subjects. A total of 80 University ol" Arizona undergraduates
were taken directly from this latter set. Impossible objects all con- participated in the main experiment in return for course credits or a
tained ambiguous lines and planes that produced impossible relations payment of $5; 20 subjects were randomly assigned to one oft!-, four
between surfaces and edges within the figure. Possible objects, on the between-subjects conditions.
other hand, did not have any ambiguities that suggested impossible Design. The main design consisted of a 2 (one vs. four study
relations among surfaces and edges: each plane in the figure depicted exposures) X 2 (object decision test vs. recognition test) x 2 (possible
a surface, each line an edge. vs. impossible objects) x 2 (studied vs. nonstudied drawings) mixed

To assess intersubject agreement, a pilot study was performed in factorial. The first two factors, number of study exposures and type
which line drawings of the 50 possible and 50 impossible objects were of test. were between-subjects variables: the latter two factors, object
randomly intermixed and shown to 20 subjects (University of Arizona type and item type. were within-subjects variables. In addition, the
undergraduate and graduate students): they were given unlimited object decision test was either given alone or after the recognition
time to classify each object as either possible or impossible. Objects test, thus creating a test order variable for the object decision analysis.
were drawn in black outline on white 8-1/2 in. X II in. (21.59 cm X The target set of 20 possible and 20 impossible objects described
27.94 cm) sheets and shown to subjects individually. Our criterion earlier was randomly divided into two subsets, A and B. Each subset
for considering an individual object for inclusion in the experimental consisted of 10 possible and 10 impossible objects. The experiment
set was an agreement rate of 95% or higher-that is, either 19 or 20 was completely counterbalanced so that each subset appeared equally
subjects had to classify a possible object as possible or an impossible often as studied and nonstudied drawings in the main experimental
object as impossible. We then created computer-generated line draw- conditions.
ings of all objects, using a Compaq 386 Deskpro computer and 12 Procedure. All subjects were tested individually under conditions
in. (30.48 cm) Princeton Ultrasync Monitor, randomly mixed them. of incidental learning: They were told that the experiment concerned
and presented the drawings on an object decision test to a new sample object perception, and no mention was made of any subsequent
of 20 undergraduates under the same conditions used in the experi- memory test. Subjects in both the one- and the four-exposure groups
ments described later in this article, Specifically, each object was were told that a series of drawings would appear on the computer
presented for 100 ms. followed by a darkened screen. The objects monitor foi 5 s, and that their task was to judge whether each object
subtended a mean visual angle of 8" when viewed from 60 cm. The appeared to be facing primarily to the left or primarily to the right.
drawings were presented in medium resolution, and they appeared Subjects were told to use the entire 5 s to inspect each object carefully
white against a uniform dark gray background. Presentation of each and to make an accurate left/right judgment because the objects were
drawing was preceded by a fixation point that appeared in the middle often not as simple as they appeared. The task began with the
of the screen. Subjects initiated presentation of the object by pressing presentation of 5 practice items, followed by the presentation of the
the center key on a three-key personal computer (PC) mouse that 10 possible and 10 impossible target objects in random order. For the
they -ontrolled with their right hand. Once the item appeared, subjects four-exposure group, the study list was presented three more times
pressed either the left or the right response key to indicate whether after the initial exposure, each time in a different random order.
the object was possible or impossible: one half of the subjects used Immediately after the study list presentation, one half of the
the left key to indicate a possible response and the right key to subjects were given the instructions for the object decision test de-
indicate an impossible response: this response mapping was reversed scribed earlier, and the other half were given instructions for the
for the other half of the subjects. A total of 10 practice items were recognition test. The object decision instructions included three mod-
presented at the 100-ms rate before presentation of the 100 critical ifications of the instructions used by Schacter et al. (1990a). First, to
items. reduce the likelihood that the previous failure to observe priming of

Subjects were told that they would be viewing a series of briefly impossible objects is attributable to inadequate comprehension of
exposed drawings and deciding whether each figure could actually what constitutes an impossible obiect. the instructions were modified
exist in the real world. They were told that some of the drawings to include different examples of structural impossibility and subjects
represented valid, possible three-dimensional objects that could exist were required tv) point out specifically the impossible aspects in several
in the world, whereas other drawings represented impossible figures impossible objects. Second, instead of beingtold to press one response
that could not exist as three-dimensional objects in the real world, key if a drawing could be a possible object and another if it could not
and that their task was to decide which objects were possible and be a possible object, subjects were instructed to press one response
which were impossible. Examples of possible and impossible objects key if a drawing appeared to be a possible object and another key if
were then shown to subjects. They were informed that all possible the drawing appeared to be an impossible object. Third. whereas in
objects had to have volume and be solid, that every plane on the the previous experiments we used a randomly determined response
drawing represented a surface of the object, that all surfaces could mapping (subjects pressed the left key for "could be possible- and

face in only one direction, and that every line on the drawing right key for "could not be possible"). in the present study we
necessarily represented an edge on the object. The experimenter then counterbalanced response mappings. One half of the subjects in each
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experimental condition pressed the left key to indicate a possible cant interaction of Object Type (possible vs. impossible) x
response and the right key to indicate an impossible response, whereas Item Type (studied vs. nonstudied), F( 1, 76) = 17.86, MS, =
the reverse response mapping was used for the other half of the .017, p < .001, indicating that priming was observed for
subjects. possible but not for impossible objects. The main effect of

Administration of object decision instructions took approximately study exposures was not significant F(I. 76) < 1, and this
2 min. The object decision test was then given, with studied and
nonstudied objects appearing for 100 ms under the same conditions variable did not enter into any significant interactions (all Fs
described earlier with respect to the baseline study. The test began < 1.90). Similarly, there was a nonsignificant main effect of
with 10 practice d-awings. 5 that had appeared on the study list and test order F( 1, 76) = 1. 18, MS, = .098, and test order did not
5 that had not appeared on the study list. These were followed in an interact with any other variable (all Fs < 2.81).'
uninterrupted sequence by the 20 studied and 20 nonstudied target Recognition memory. The recognition data (hits and false
drawings. Each test trial was initiated by the appearance of a fixation alarms), presented in Table 2, contrast sharply to the object
point in the middle of the computer screen. decision data: Explicit memory was considerably higher after

Subjects who were given the yes/no recognition test were told that four than after one study exposure for both possible and
they would be shown a series of drawings, some of which had just impossible objects. An ANOVA was performed on the hit
been presented during the study task and some of which had not been rates in the main experimental conditions, and also on a
shown previously. These subjects were further instructed to press one
response key if they remembered seeing the object during the left/
right encoding task and another response key if they did not ret.,em- rate). These two types of analyses led to identical conclusions,
ber seeing the object. response mappings were counterbalanced so indicating that the false alarm rate was relatively constant
that the left and the right keys were used equally often for yes and no across experimental conditions. We therefore report the re-
recognition responses. As in the object decision test, each test trial suits of the hit rate analysis only.
was initiated upon the appearance of the fixation point. The ANOVA reve -. highly significant main effect of

The same 10 practice items that were used on the object decision study exposures, F(,, j -' 16.87, MS, = .057, p < .001.
test (5 studied, 5 not studied) were presented initially, followed by There was also a main effect of object type, F(I, 38) = 6.51,
presentation of 20 studied and 20 nonstudied target drawings in MS, = .017, p < .02, reflecting the fact that recognition
random order. About 2 min intervened between conclusion of the
study task and appearance of the first practice item. Drawings re- memory was more accurate for possible than for impossible
mained on the computer screen for 5 s, until subjects made their objects. The Object Type x Study Exposures interaction was
recognition responses. The recognition test was generally completed not significant, F(1, 38) = 2.34, MS, = .017.
in about 3 to 4 min. Immediately after conclusion of this test, subjects The foregoing analyses suggest that number of study expo-
were given the same object decision instructions and test described sures affects recognition but not object decision performance.
earlier. Two ANOVAs that included type of test as a variable were

After the conclusion of testing, all subjects were debriefed concern- performed on studied items (i.e., proportion correct for object
ing the nature of the experiments. decision and hit rate for recognition). The first compared

recognition and object decision performance, with type of test

Results as a within-subjects variable, and revealed a significant Study
Exposures x Type of Test interaction, F(I, 38) = 7.27, MS,

Object decision. The object decision data are displayed in = .050, p < .01. The second ANOVA compared recognition
Table I. Consider first the findings in the one-study-exposure and first test object decision performance. with type of test as
condition. Overall, these results provide a close replication of a between-subjects variable. It also showed a highly significant
the critical patterns of data reported by Schacter et al. (I 990a). Study Exposures x Type of Test interaction, F( 1, 76) = 13.65,
Object decision accuracy was higher for studied than for MS. = .053, p < .001. These interactions confirm that the
nonstudied possible objects, thereby indicating the presence one- versus four-exposure manipulation influenced recogni-
of priming; in contrast. there was no evidence of priming for tion but not object decision performance.
impossible objects. Performance was similar whether the ob- To examine further the relation between object decision
ject decision test was given first or second (after the recogni- and recognition performance, we performed contingency
tion test), although the difference between studied and non- analyses to determine whether priming and recognition of
studied possible objects was greater in the first than in the possible objects exhibits stochastic independence, as was ob-
second test condition. Note that a virtually identical pattern served in our earlier article. Only the data from the one-
of results was observed in the four-exposure condition: There exposure condition were considered because there were too
was robust priming for possible objects and no difference few recognition errors in the four-exposure condition to per-
between studied and nonstudied impossible objects, both
when the object decision test was given first and when it was
given second. Performance was higher for impossible objects This ANOVA and all others in this article were performed on data
in the second than in the first test condition, but as indicated from individual subjects and not from individual items. However,
later, this trend was not statistically significant. because a restricted item set was used in the present experiments and

A preliminary analysis of variance (ANOVA) waw. per- because type of item (i.e.. possible vs. impossible) was a factor, it is
formed that included response mapping as a factor, and no important to know whether the results hold across items as well as
main effects or interactions approached significance (all IFs < across subjects. Analysis of the data across items revealed the same
I). Accordingly, all subsequent analyses were collapsed across patterns as were observed acros' subiects, but only the subject-based
this variable. The key outcome of the ANOVA was a signifi- analyses are reported.
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Table I I
Object Decision Performance: Experiment I

Number of study exposures/test order

One exposure Four exposures

Item type First Second AM First SeconC M

Possible objects
Studied .76 .72 .74 .71 .71 .71
Nonstudied .57 .65 .62 .56 .60 .58

M .66 .69 - .64 .66 -

Impossible Objects
Studied .68 .66 .67 .61 .72 .67
Nonstudied .67 .68 .68 .59 .71 .65

M .68 .67 - .60 .72 -

Note. Each study exposure consisted of a 5-s left/right judgment.

mit a meaningful contingency analysis. We constructed 2 x These results confirm our previous findings on object decision
2 contingency tables in which each of the four cells represent priming and provide additional evidence that implicit and
the probability of the joint outcome of success or failure on explicit memory for novel visual objects can be dissociated
successive recognition and object decision tests for studied experimentally. In addition, we replicated our previous find-
possible objects. The contingency analysis indicated that the ings of stochastic independence between object decision and
conditional probability of a correct object decision being given recognition performance.
successful recognition (.73) was essentially identical to the The fact that we did not observe any evidence of priming
overall probability of a correct object decision (.72), thereby for structurally impossible objects under the present experi-
indicating independence between the two tests. These data mental conditions extends our previous observations and
replicate our earlier findings of independence with a new set helps to rule out several interpretations of these findings.
of materials and different test instructions. Issues concerning Whereas in the earlier experiments there was relatively low
the analysis and interpretation of stochastic independence will intersubject agreement under unlimited viewing conditions
not be discussed further in this article (see Schacter et al., that impossible objects are indeed impossible (.87). there was
1990a, for more extensive analysis and discussion of stochastic near-complete intersubject agreement (.99) that the present
independence between recognition and object decision, and set of impossible objects are impossible. Accordingly, lack of
Hayman & Tulving. 1989a. for more general discussion). priming cannot be attributed to low intersubject agreement

about the impossible nature of these figures. Our results also

Discussion provide evidence against the idea that no priming of impos-
sible objects is observed because impossible responses are

Experiment I yielded three new results concerning implicit treated as negative responses. Although, as discussed earlier.
and exnlicit memory for novel visual objects. First, there was the task instructions in our previous experiments did effec-
no priming on the object decision task for structurally impos- tively turn impossible responses into negative responses, the
sible objects even following four study exposures. Second. instructions in the present study were altered so that this was
significant and comparable amounts of object decision prim- no longer the case. In addition, mappings between response
ing were observed for structurally possible objects after one keys and possible or impossible responses were counterbal-
and four study exposures. Third, recognition performance anced in this experiment instead of being randomly assigned,
was significantly higher in the four- than in the one-study as they were in the earlier studies. Despite these procedural
exposure condition for both possible and impossible objects. modifications, we replicated our previous findings of no prim-

ing for impossible objects.

Table 2 Our data also provide evidence against the idea that the
Reconiton Prfomanc: E\'peimet Imemory representation of impossible objects is simply too

Recognition Performance: p iperiment Imin of impo eiobs simpto
weak to support priming. As in previous experiments. recog-

Number of' study nition memory for possible objects was higher than for im-
exposures possible objects. The critical data, however, emerge from a

Item type One Four M comparison of performance for possible objects after a single
Possible objects exposure and impossible objects after four study exposures.

Studied .65 .91 .78 Even though recognition of impossible objects after four
Nonstudied .24 .21 .23 exposures was considerably higher than recognition of possi-

Impossible objects ble objects after a single exposure (Table 2), priming was
Studied .62 .80 .71
Nonstudied .29 .18 .24 observed in the latter but not in the former condition. Thus.

Note. Studied = proportion of studied items called old (hit rate). even under conditions in which the explicit memory data
Nonstudied = proportion of nonstudied items called old(false alarm suggest a strong episodic representation of impossible ob-
rate). Each study exposure consisted of a 5-s left/right judgment. jects-one that supports higher levels of recognition perform-
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ance than does the episodic representation of possible ob- The foregoing analyses are thus consistent with the proposal
jects-we still failed to observe priming for impossible objects. that priming of possible objects is mediated by newly acquired
Nevertheless, we have not of course ruled out the possibility structural descriptions of target drawings. Viewed from this
that significant priming of impossible figures on an object perspective, the failure to find an effect of number of study
decision task could be demonstrated under some set of con- exposures on priming-despite large effects on explicit mem-
ditions. We will explore further issues concerning priming of ory-suggests that a single 5-s left/right judgment about a
impossible objects in Experiments 3 and 4. possible object is sufficient to establish a structural description

An additional issue that merits brief commentary concerns that preserves the sort of global, three-dimensional informa-
the possible role of response bias in the priming effects that tion that supports object decision priming. We have thus far
we observed. It is conceivable that exposure to objects during used a 5-s-exposure duration because we think that the anal-
the left/right study task simply produces a generalized bias to yses entailed in computing a global structural description-
make a possible response to all previously studied items on determining depth relations among surfaces and edges, as-
the object decision test-possible and impossible-thus pro- sessing the orientation of the object in space, and so on-
ducing priming of possible but not of impossible objects. We require some time to be completed. Thus, our encoding
considered this issue at length in our previous study (Schacter instructions have emphasized that subjects should use the full
et al., 1990a) and showed that response bias could not account 5 s to inspect each object carefully before making a left/right
for the priming that we observed following the left/right judgment, and we have assumed that it is important for
encoding task. To evaluate the role of response bias in the subjects to make use of this time in order to observe priming.
present data. we used the same measure that was used by It is conceivable, however, that object decision priming does
Schacter et al. (I 990a): Yule's Q, a special case of the gamma not require such extensive structural analysis and that even a
correlation for analyzing association in 2 x 2 contingency snap left/right judgment is sufficient to support priming.
tables (See Goodman & Kruskal, 1954; Hayman & Tulving, To examine this issue and to provide more information
1989a, 1989b; Nelson, 1984, 1990). Q provides an estimate about the kinds of encoding activities that are needed to
of the strength of relation between two variables that can vary support priming of novel visual objects, we examined object
from -I (negative association) to +I (positive association). decision performance following two different study conditions
We created 2 x 2 contingency tables for each subject in which in Experiment 2. One group of subjects made left/right judg-
the four cells were defined by the orthogonal combination of ments on the basis of a single I-s exposure to each object. If
subjects' responses (possible/impossible) and object type (pos- priming is observed in this condition, it would indicate that
sible-impossible). We then computed Qs separately for stud- the structural analyses required to support object decision
ied and for nonstudied items according to procedures de- priming require considerably less time and are perhaps less
scribed by Nelson (1984, 1990) and Reynolds (1977). The extensive than we had initially supposed. A second group of
larger the Q value within an experimental condition, the subjects was given five successive I-s exposures to target
greater the strength of association between subjects' responses objects-as much total exposure time as subjects in previous
and object type-that is, a more positive Q value indicates experiments who were given a single 5-s exposure.
more accurate object decision performance. The question for The implications of the priming data in this latter condition
our purposes is whether the Q for studied objects is larger depend to some extent on the results in the single I-s exposure
than the Q for nonstudied objects. If priming reflects an condition. If significant priming is observed following a I-s
increase in the accuracy of object decisin performance for exposure, then we will be in a position to assess the generality
studied objects relative to nonstudied objects-and not some of the finding from Experiment I that repetition beyond a
sort of generalized bias to use the possible response more single exposure fails to increase the magnitude of priming.
frequently for studied than for nonstudied objects-then the On the other hand, if no priming is observed following a
Q value for studied items should be higher than the Q value single I-s exposure, then a failure to find priming following
for nonstudied items. If, on the other hand, priming simply five I-s exposures would suggest that object decision priming
reflects a study-induced response bias to say possible to old is largely or entirely immune to the effects of repetition. If.
items (both possible and impossible), then Q values should however, significant priming is observed following five I-s
not differ for studied and nonstudied items. In the single- exposures-even though no priming is found after a single
exposure condition, the Q value for studied items (+.56) was I-s exposure-there would be evidence that object decision
significantly higher than the Q value for nonstudied items priming could benefit from repetition and that structural
+.41; 1(38) = 2.18, p < .01, the same pattern of results was representations could be formed on the basis of temporally
observed in the four-exposure condition, studied Q = +.55, distributed encoding operations.
nonstudied Q = +.31; t(38) = 3.73. p < .01. These results
show that object decision performance was more accurate for Experiment 2
studied than for nonstudied items. (The fact that positive Q
values were obtained even for nonstudied items simply indi-
cates that baseline performance on the object decision task Method
exceeds chance levels of accuracy.) Accordingly. these data Suhbjects. A total of 80 University of Arizona undergraduates
indicate that the priming that we observed cannot be attrib- participated in the experiment in exchange of class credits: 20 subiects
uted to a generalized bias to use the possible response more were assigned randomly to each of the four between-subjects condi-
frequently for studied objects than for nonstudied objects. tions in the experiment.
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Design. materials, and procedure. The same set of 20 possible However, the Study Condition x Object Type x Item Type
and 20 impossible objects that was used in Experiment I constituted interaction was not significant, F( I, 76) = 1.92, MS, = .023.
the target materials. The design of the experiment consisted of two No other main effects or interactions were significant (all
between-subjects variables, study exposures (one vs. five) and type of Fs < 2.55).
test (object decision vs. recognition), and two within-subjects vari- Separate ANOVAs were performed for the one-exposure
ables, object type (possible vs. impossible) and item type (studied vs.
nonstudied). The object decision test was either given first or second and for the five-exposure conditions. in the one-exposure
(after the recognition test), thus creating a test order variable for the condition, there was a trend for priming of possible but not
object decision analysis. for impossible objects from the recognition test: Object deci-

The study and test instructions as well as the procedures used in sion accuracy was higher in the second than in the first test
Experiment 2 were identical to those described in Experiment I, with condition for both studied and for nonstudied possible ob-
two exceptions. In the single-exposure condition, objects appeared on jects. However, neither the main effect of test order nor any
the computer monitor for I s. and subjects then made their left/right interactions involving test order were significant (Fs < 2.18).
decision. In the five-exposure condition, the same I-s presentation No other effects were significant (all Fs < 1).
rate was used. except that subjects were given five successive exposures In the five-exposure condition, there was a significant effect
to the study list: objects were presented in a random order on each of object type, F( 1, 38) = 18.59, WS, = .033. p < .0)1. More
pass through the list, and subjects made a left/right judgment on each
exposure to an object. important, there was a significant Object Type x Item Type

interaction. F( 1. 38) = 6.61. MSW = .019. p < .02. indicating
that priming was observed for possible but not for impossible

Results objects. No other main effects or interactions were significant.
all Fs < 1.63.

Object decision. The object decision data are presented in Recognition. Recognition accuracy was considerably
Table 3. First, consider the results for structurally possible greater in the five-exposure condition than in the single-
objects. In the single-exposure condition, object decision ac- exposure condition, and there was also a trend for greater
curacy was virtually identical for studied and nonstudied recognition accuracy of possible than of impossible objects.
items in both the first and second test conditions. By contrast. An ANOVA performed on the hit rates revealed a highly
in the five-exposure condition, object decision accuracy was significant main effect of study condition. F(I, 38) = 14.90.
greater for studied than for nonstudied objects on both tests. iLS. = .045, p < .001. The main effect of object type ap-
There was no evidence of priming for structurally impossible proached but did not attain significance. F( 1. 38) = 2.83.
objects in any experimental condition. .1IS,. =.032. P =. 10, and the Study Condition x Object Type

An overall ANOVA that included study condition as a interaction was not significant. F(I. 38) = I. An analysis of
between-subjects variable revealed a significant main effect of corrected recognition scores (hits minus false alarms) revealed
object-type (possible vs. impossible), F(I, 76) = 7.03, MSz. = a similar pattern of results. except that now the effect of object
.053, p < .01, and a marginally significant Object Type x type was significant. F(1. 38) = 6.84. .VS, = 0.40, p < .02.
Item Type (studied vs. nonstudied) interaction, F(I. 76) =
3.93, .1IS. = .022, p = .053. indicating that priming was Disctussion
observed for possible but not for impossible objects. There
was also a significant Study Condition x Object Type inter- Experiment 2 has shown that priming of structurally pos-
action, F( 1. 76) = 4.69. MS.1 = .053. p < .05. This interaction sible objects is observed after five I-s left/right judgments. but
indicates that object decision performance for possible objects not after a single I-s left/right judgment. The failure to observe
was more accurate after five exposures than after one expo- priming in the single I-s exposure condition indicates that
sure-presumably because of priming effects in the former several seconds are required to perform the encoding opera-
but not in the latter condition-whereas performance for tions necessary to build a structural description of a novel
impossible objects was comparable in the two conditions. object that is sufficient to support priming on the object

Table 3
Object Decision Performance: Experiment 2

Number of study exposures/test order

One exposure Five exposures

Item type First Second -.i First Second 'if

Possible objects
Studied .60 .72 .66 .75 .80 .78
Nonstudied .59 .71 .65 .64 .73 .68

.% .60 .71 - .70 .77 -
Impossible objects

Studied .62 .65 .64 .57 .61 .59
Nonstudied .62 .67 .64 .62 .61 .62

S .62 .66 - .60 .61 -

Nte. Each study exposure consisted of a I-s left/right judgment.
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decision task. (It is of course conceivable that a 1-s exposure in part on a stored structural description. Note that explicit
would be sufficient to support priming of novel objects on an memory was considerably higher following five I-s exposures
implicit test other than object decision.) This result is also than following a single 5-s exposure (as is indicated by corn-
consistent with the finding in the present experiments and paring data in Table 4 and Table 2). thus indicating again
those of Schacter et al (I 990a) that the appearance of studied that implicit and explicit memory for novel objects can be
or nonstudied objects on a recognition test does not produce dissociated experimentally.
robust priming. Test priming effects have generally been either
weak or absent in most experimental conditions, although Experiment 3
there was a trend for test priming in the single-exposure
condition of Experiment 2, and a similar trend was observed Experiments I and 2 suggest that a 5-s left/right judgment
when performance was assessed at long delays (see Schacter, may be sufficient to encode a reltiwely complete structural
Cooper, & Delaney, 1990b). However, the fact that significant description of an object, at least with respect to the demands
test priming has not been observed makes good sense in view of the object decision test. However, the repetition manipu-
of the fact that subjects' recognition latencies are generally on lations used in these experiments involved performing the
the order of I to 1.5-s in our experiments. The lack of priming same encoding operations (i.e., left/right judgment) on each
in the I-s-exposure condition and the failure to observe con- exposure to target objects. This kind of repetition may have
sistent test priming effects suggest that priming on the object provided redundant structural information about the objects
decision tests depends on careful and extensive structural and, hence, did not increase the size of the priming effect
analysis of an object at the time of study. If appropriate (although the same repetition manipulation did improve ex-
structural analyses are not performed, either because the task plicit memory). Thus, it is possible that priming could be
does not require them or because insufficient time is given to enhanced if, in addition to the left/right task, subjects per-
perform the necessary computations, object decision priming formed a different encoding task that yielded nonredundant
apparently will not be observed. structural information about studied objects.

The foregoing considerations suggest that a 5-s left/right To examine this issue, we compared priming in the left/
judgment allows subjects to encode the various kinds of right condition with priming in a condition in which subjects
structural information about an object that are needed to performed both the left/right task and a three-dimensional
facilitate subsequent object decision performance. The fact classification task. In the three-dimensional classification task,
that significant priming was observed following five I-s ex- subjects are asked to classify each target object in terms of
posures suggests that some of the necessary structural infor- which of three categories of real-world, three-dimensional
mation can be acquired from successive and temporally sep- objects the target would best fit: type of furniture, household
arate brief exposures to an object. These considerations, when object, or type of building. In previous research (Schacter et
coupled with the finding from Experiment I that four 5-s al., 1990a) we found that the three-dimensional classification
exposures do not produce more priming than a single 5-s task produced significant priming effects on the object deci-
exposure, suggest that when an adequate or complete struc- sion test. Because this task supports priming, we assume that
tural description has been formed on the basis of a 5-s left/ it provides a basis for establishing a three-dimensional struc-
right judgment, further repetitions are redundant and do not tural description of an object. However, the encoding opera-
add to priming. However, when an incomplete structural tions required by this task differ at some level from the
description has been formed on the basis of a I-s exposure, encoding operations required by the left/right task. Perform-
further repetitions are beneficial, perhaps because they allow ing both the left/right and three-dimensional classification
the necessary structural information to be acquired. tasks (we will refer to this task as the left/right+ condition),

It is important to note, however, that the overall magnitude then, should add nonredundant information to the encoded
of the priming effect after five I-s exposures is somewhat representation of target objects. The question is whether this
smaller than the priming effects observed after one or four 5- information is useful for the object decision test and thus
s exposures condition in Experiment 1. Indeed, when we increases the magnitude of priming.
performed the Q analysis described in Experiment I, we found
that the Q value for studied objects (+.52) was higher than Table 4
for nonstudied objects (+.46), but we also found that the Recognition Performance: Experiment 2
difference did not achieve statistical significance, t(38) < I.
This analysis suggests that the component of priming attrib- Number of study

utable to a newly acquired structural description-as opposed exposures

to response bias-may be less robust after five I-s exposures Item type One Five AM
than after a single 5-s exposure and, hence, that a single 5-s Possible objects
exposure may produce a more useful or complete structural Studied .60 .77 .68
description than five separate I-s exposures. However, it is Nonstudied .28 .10 .19
not entirely clear whether a nonsignificant difference between Impossible objects

Studied .52 .72 .62
Qs for studied and for nonstudied vbjects signals that priming Nonstudied .31 .19 .25
should be attributed to response bias (see discussion of Ex- Note. Studied = proportion of studied items called old (hit rate).

periment 3), so it is probably reasonable to conclude that Nonstudied = proportion of nonstudied items called old (false alarm
priming in the five I-s exposures condition is based at least rate). Each study exposure consisted of a I-s left/right judgment.
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In Experiment 3 we also explore further whether priming decision analysis. For the left/right+ encoding task, one half of the
of impossible objects can be observed. The left/right+ con- subjects performed left/right judgments on all target objects and then
dition should provide useful information in this regard be- performed the three-dimensional classification task on the same

cause it will allow us to determine whether performing two objects: the other half of the subjects performed the elaborative
classification task first and the left/right task second. Possible anddifferent types of structural encoding tasks supports priming impossible objects were each randomly divided into two subsets of

of impossible objects. Moreover, we have already observed a 10 items, and the subsets were completely counterbalanced across
trend for priming of impossible objects following the three- experimental conditions,
dimensional classification task alone (Schacter et al., 1990a, In the left/right condition, task instructions and item presentations
Experiment 3, object decision first condition). were the same as those described in Experiments I and 2. In the left/

We also modified our materials and paradigm in an attempt fight+ condition, one half of the subjects were first given left/right
to produce equivalent levels of baseline performance for encoding instructions and then were given 5 s to make left/right
possible and impossible objects. A potentially problematic judgments about all target objects. After making left/right judgments
feature of Experiment I is that baseline levels of performance for all studied objects. these subjects were then told that they would

for nonstudied possible objects were consistently lower than be shown the same objects again, but would be asked to make a
for nonstudied impossible objects (see Table I). Stated slightly different judgment. They were instructed to classif\ each object into" one of three categories, depending on what the object most reminded
differently, there was a bias to use the impossible response them of: a type of furniture, a household object. or a type or part of
more frequently than the possible response for nonstudied a building. They were further asked to generate a specific exemplar
items. (This trend was also evident in the first test object from the category that was chosen (e.g., a desk, a bottle, or a wall):
decision data from Experiment 2. but it was not apparent in 5 s were allowed for each classification. The other half of the subjects
the second test data.) By contrast. in our previous experiments in the left/right+ condition performed the three-dimensional classi-
using the left/right task (Schacter et al., 1990a. Experiments fication task first and the left/right task second.
I and 2). performance on nonstudied items was nearly iden- One half of the subjects in the left/right and left/right+ conditions
tical for possible and for impossible objects. were then given either the object decision test or the recognition test:

Because comparison of the relative amounts of priming for subjects in the latter condition were given the object decision test
after the recognition test. All aspects of testing were the same aspossible and impossible objects can be made most readily described in previous experiments.

when equivalent baselines are obtained, it would be desirable
to replicate the results of Experiment I under conditions in
which baseline performance for possible objects is higher than Results
was observed in Experiment I and, hence, more nearly equiv- Object decision. Consider first the results from the left/
alent to the baseline level for the impossible objects. Toachive tis bjecive we ade wo mallchages n o r ight condition (see Table 5). These data replicate the major
achieve this objective, we made two small changes in our trend observed in previous experiments-robust priming for
experimental paradigm. First, we used the set of possible poble in preiossibleerijects--ro nditionsminobjects from the Schacter et al. (I1990a) study, which generally possible but not for impossible objects--under conditions in
yiledts higmther levelsofebaslineI proa nc ttudywhaidh tnery which the overall baseline levels of performance for the twoyielded hihet lset used in Experiments I and 2. Second. we types of objects are virtually identical (.63 for possible objectspossible object sand .62 for impossible objects). In the left/right+ encoding
explicitly informed subjects that one half of the figures on the condition, the magnitude of priming for possible objects was
oblect decision test were possible and the other half were about the same as in the left/right condition, and there was
impossible: in previous experiments we had simply indicated no ev same as in of impossible ondits, an t therethat some objects would be possible and that some would be no evidence for priming of impossible objects: in fact, there
ihatsom eobjectswouldbepossible. We ad that phsiform aiond b was a trend for less accurate classification of studied than ofim possible. W e reasoned that providing this inform ation n n t d e m o s b e o j c si o h t e f r t a d s c n
would reduce the likelihood of any generalized bias to use the nondidio ssib o ectin The fis nd senimposibe rspo se mre fte thn te posibe rspose, test conditions (see Discussion section). There was no clear
impossible response more often than the possible response. evidence of test-induced priming in either encoding condition.

An ANOVA revealed main effects of both item type (stud-
Method ied vs. nonstudied), F(l, 76) = 4.67. .fS, = .023. p < .05.

Suhlect, A total of 80 University of Arizona undergraduates and object type (possible vs. impossible). F(I. 76) = 17.55.
participated in the experiment in return for course credits. PS. = .027, p < .001. There was also a significant interaction

MawrtaIs. de.ign, and procedure. The critical items consisted of between these two variables, F(0, 76) = 25.26. AfS, = .018.
the 20 impossible objects from Experiments I and 2 and the 20 p < .001, thus confirming that priming was observed for
possible objects used in Schacter el al. (1990a). As noted earlier, this possible but not for impossible objects. There was also an
set of possible objects yielded generally higher levels of baseline unanticipated Test Order x Object Type x Item Type inter-
performance than did the possible objects used in Experiments I and action. F( I. 76) = 5.12. 3tS, = .018. p < .05, indicating that
2. and these baseline levels were nearly equivalent to those obtained the magnitude of priming for possible objects relative to
with the impossible objects. impossible objects was greater when the object decision test

The main design consisted of a 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 mixed factorial. with ipssibe objet was great when t ec isio test
two between-subjects %anables (left/right vs. left/right+ encoding and was given first than when it was given second. We have not
object decision vs. recognition test) and two within-subjects vanables observed such an interaction previously in similar experi-
(studied vs. nonstudied items and possible vs. impossible objects). In ments. and we will not discuss it further.
addition, the object decision test was either given alone or after the The main effect of encoding condition was nonsignificant,
recognition test, thereby creating a test order .ariable for the object F( I, 76) < I, and this variable did not enter into any signifi-
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Table 5
Object Decision Performance: Experiment 3

Type of encoding task/test order

Left/right Left/right+

Item type First Second M First Second M
Possible objects

Studied .80 .69 .75 .80 .78 .79
Nonstudied .66 .60 .63 .64 .71 .67

M .73 .65 - .72 .75 -
Impossible objects

Studied .67 .62 .65 .65 .60 .63
Nonstudied .67 .57 .62 .74 .68 .71

M .67 .60 - .70 .64 -

Note. Subjects in the left/right condition were given 5 s to make a left/right judgment: subjects in the
left/right+ condition were given 5 s to make a left/right judgment and 5 s to make a three-dimensional
classification judgment.

cant interactions (all Fs < 3.01). No other main effects or recognition data, so only the hit rate analyses are reported).
interactions were significant. For the first analysis, in which type of test was a between-

Recognition. The recognition data are presented in Table subjects variable, the critical outcome was a significant En-
6. In contrast to the object decision results, type of encoding coding Condition x Type of Test interaction, F(I, 76) -
condition had a large effect on recognition performance: 12.82, MS, = .053, p < .001. For the second analysis, in
Explicit memory was much more accurate in the left/right+ which Type of Test was a within-subjects variable, a similar
condition than in the left/right condition. An ANOVA per- Encoding Condition x Type of Test interaction was observed.
formed on the hit rates revealed significant main effects of F(I, 76) = 11.14, MS, = 0.42, p < .01. These analyses confirm
encoding condition, F(I, 38) = 41.04, MS, = .029, p < .001, that recognition but not object decision performance was
and object type, F(l, 38) = 4.70, MSý = .018, p < .05, with influenced by the encoding task manipulation.
no interaction between these two variables, F(I, 38) < 1.
When the same analysis was performed on hit rates minus Discussion
false alarm rates, a highly significant effect of encoding con-
dition was again observed, F(I, 38) = 40.44, MS. = .052, The left/right+ condition greatly enhanced explicit mem-
p < .00 1, and the Encoding Condition x Object Type inter- ory for possible and impossible objects relative to the left/
action was nonsignificant, F(I, 38) < 1. However, the main right encoding task alone. Nevertheless, we still failed to
effect of object type failed to reach significance in this analysis, observe any evidence for priming of impossible objects in the
F(l, 38) = 2.38, MS, = .036, thus indicating that the differ- left/right+ condition, and priming of possible objects was no
ence between recognition of possible and impossible objects greater in the left/right+ condition than in the left/right
was not robust in the present experiment. condition. In addition, we observed priming of possible but

Two further analyses were performed that included type of not impossible objects under conditions in which baseline
test (object decision vs. recognition) as a between-subjects levels of object decision accuracy were essentially identical for
variable (the results of these analyses were the same when hit the two types of objects.
rate and hit rate minus false alarm rate were used for the With respect to the possible objects, our data are consistent

with the idea that the encoding operations performed during

a 5-s left/right judgment allow subjects to form a relatively
Table 6 complete structural description of a novel object with respect
Recognition Performance: Experiment 3 to the demands of the object decision test. The results of an

Type of encoding task earlier experiment (Schacter et al.. 1990a. Experiment 3)

Item type Left/right Left/right+ M showing significant priming following the three-dimensional
classification task indicate that similar conclusions also apply

Possible objects to this task. With respect to the impossible objects. the absence
Studied .70 .94 .82
Nonstudied .23 .17 .20 of priming in the left/right+ condition provides further evi-

Impossible objects dence that the general failure to observe priming for these
Studied .63 .88 .76 objects is not simply a function of some sort of generally weak
Nonstudied .25 .15 .20 memory representation because explicit memory for impos-

Note. Studied = proportion of studied items called old (hit rate). sible objects was quite robust in the left/right+ condition.
Nonstudied = proportion of nonstudied items called old (false alarm These results also indicate that performing two nominally
rate). Subjects in the left/right condition were given 5 s to make a
left/right judgment; subjects in the left/right+ condition were given different structural encoding tasks apparently does not pro-
5 s to make a left/right judgment and 5 s to make a three-dimensional duce a global structural description of an impossible object
classification judgment, that can support object decision priming
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The foregoing points should be considered in light of one computed the difference between studied and nonstudied
possibly problematic feature of our data: the trend toward less possible objects (which was always positive) and the difference
accurate object decision performance on studied than on between studied and nonstudied impossible objects (which
nonstudied impossible objects in the left/right+ condition was sometimes positive and sometimes negative). According
(see Table 5). This trend suggests that the left/right+ condition to the response bias argument, these two difference scores
may have produced a strong response bias to call all previously should be significantly negatively correlated: As the difference
studied objects possible. The observed priming for possible score for possible objects becomes increasingly positive, the
objects and lack of priming for impossible objects may thus difference score for impossible objects should become increas-
be partly or entirely attributable to this response bias. To ingly negative. However, analysis of difference scores from
assess the issue, we computed Yule's Q for studied and the 18 experimental conditions revealed essentially no corre-
nonstudied objects in both the left/right+ and left/right con- lation (r = -. 06) between the two sets of scores. These data
ditions. Not surprisingly, in the left/right+ condition, Q for indicate that the presence of negative priming with impossible
studied objects (+.57) and nonstudied objects (+.55) did not objects is unrelated to the magnitude of positive priming for
differ significantly, t(39) < 1. By contrast, in the left/right possible objects.
condition, Q for studied objects (+.64) was significantly higher The general implication of this result is that response bias
than Q for nonstudied objects (+.51 ), 1(39) = 1.67, p < .05. should not necessarily be invoked as an explanation of prim-

Although this analysis suggests that priming of possible ing for possible objects whenever negative priming of impos-
objects in the left/right+ condition is largely attributable to a sible objects is observed. Although the occasional trend for
bias to use the possible response more frequently for all negative priming may signal the presence of some response
studied objects (possible and impossible) than for nonstudied bias, it might also reflect the nature of encoding processes
objects, we think that there are both logical and empirical elicited at the time of study. For example, if an encoding task
grounds on which to question this conclusion. The logical induces subjects to attend to only certain parts of an object,
argument follows from the previously established experimen- which themselves may form a structurally possible subset of
tal fact that the left/right and three-dimensional classification a globally impossible object, the resultant structural descrip-
tasks, when performed separately, each produce priming of tion might increase the likelihood of making a possible re-
possible objects that is not attributable to response bias: Q for sponse on the object decision task (see Peterson & Gibson, in
studied objects is significantly higher than Q for nonstudied press, for evidence that allocating spatial attention within an
objects in both tasks (Schacter et al., 1990a, and Experiments object can influence the form of the structural description).
I and 3 of the present article). Because each of these tasks It is also tempting to speculate that the phenomenon of
produces significant structurally based priming when per- negative priming of impossible objects is for the most part an
formed alone, it makes little sense to conclude that they do expression of random variability around a mean priming score
not produce significant structurally based priming when per- of zero. Consistent with this idea, we computed the overall
formed successively. levels of object decision accuracy for impossible objects from

An empirical argument against the notion that priming in the 18 experimental conditions included in the foregoing
the left/right+ task is largely or entirely attributable to a analysis. Performance was virtually identical for studied (.64)
study-induced bias to use the possible response emerges from and for nonstudied (.65) objects, thus indicating zero priming
consideration of assumptions underlying the analysis of re- of impossible objects across conditions (the corresponding
sponse bias in our experimental paradigm. Specifically, a proportions for possible objects in the same 18 experimental
response bias to say possible to studied objects is assumed to conditions were .77 for studied objects and .64 for nonstudied
operate when subjects provide more possible responses to objects).
studied than to nonstudied possible objects and provide more With respect to Experiment 3, the foregoing considerations
possible responses to studied than to nonstudied impossible support the argument that priming of possible objects in the
objects. It is this latter tendency that takes the form of what left/right+ condition is at least partly attributable to encoding
we will call negative priming of impossible objects-lower of a structural description-and not solely to response bias-
object decision accuracy for studied than for nonstudied despite the trend for negative priming of impossible objects.
impossible objects. The key question is whether it is necessary This conclusion makes sense in view of the fact noted earlier
to assume that such a trend in the impossible object data that the left/right and three-dimensional encoding tasks, when
indicates the presence of bias in the possible object data. If given alone, produce structurally based priming, thus making
this assumption were correct, then a simple empirical conse- it difficult to understand why performing both tasks would
quence would follow: The magnitude of priming effects for simply produce a response bias to say possible.
possible objects should be correlated significantly with the However one views the response bias issue, Experiment 3
magnitude of negative priming for impossible objects. That provides no support for the idea that performing two different
is, larger amounts of positive priming for possible objects encoding tasks yields structural representations of impossible
should be accompanied by larger amounts of negative priming objects that support significant priming and provides further
for impossible objects. evidence that priming of impossible objects is not observed

To evaluate this issue, we analyzed data from 18 separate with the modified materials and task instructions developed
between-subjects experimental conditions (drawn from Schac- in Experiment I. These observations lead us to question
ter et al. (1990a) and Experiments 1-3 of the present paper) whether any other features of our task or materials could be
in which priming of possible objects has been observed. We responsible for the failure to observe priming of impossible
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objects. One conceivably relevant feature concerns the size of Table 7
our target drawings. For the impossible objects used in Ex- Object Decision Performance. Experiment 4
periments 1-3, the mean visual angle subtended was 8.2* Test order
(when viewed from 60 cm), with a range of 6.9"-10.6". For
the possible objects used in Experiment 1, the mean visual Item type First Second M
angle was 7.7, with a range of 6.5*-8.9; for the possible Possible objects
objects used in Experiments 2 and 3 the corresponding mean Studied .82 .79 .8 1Nonstudied .71 .67 .69
was 6.0* with a range of 4.7*-6.7*. Thus, impossible objects M .77 .72 -.

were on average larger than possible objects in all experiments. Impossible objects
Although there is no strong reason to suppose that size Studied .71 .61 .66

differences among objects are responsible for the pattern of Nonstudied .65 .66 .66
priming data, we confront the issue directly in Experiment 4 M .68 .64 -

by examining performance with target drawings of equal size. Note. The encoding task consisted of a 5-s left/right judgment about
To accomplish this objective, we equated possible and impos- size standardized objects.

sible objects with respect to a reference frame of standard size
and then examined object decision and recognition perform-
ance following the left-right encoding task. test, whereas similar levels of priming for possible objects were

observed on both tests. However, neither of the trends ob-
served with the impossible objects approached significance

Experiment 4 (both ts < 1). Moreover, neither the main effect of test order
nor any other interactions involving test order were significant

Method (Fs < 1.51). Accordingly, the major result of Experiment 4 is
that priming of possible but not of impossible objects was

Subjects. A total of 40 University of Arizona undergraduates observed, thus indicating that previous failures to observe
participated in the experiment in return for course credits.

Design. materials, and procedure. The main design consisted of
a 2 x 2 x 2 mixed factorial, with one between-subjects variable, type variable size of target drawings because size was equated in

of test (object decision vs. recognition,, and two within-subjects the present experiment.
variables, object type (possible vs. impossible) and item type (studied In light of our earlier discussion of response bias and
vs. nonstudied). In addition, for the object decision analysis, test order negative priming, it is perhaps worth noting that the data in
(first or second) was included as a between-subjects variable. Table 7 once again illustrate the independence of positive

Target materials consisted of the same 20 possible and 20 impos- priming of possible objects and negative priming of impossible
sible objects that were used in Experiment 3. To equate these objects objects. In the object decision first condition, there was a +. I I
for size, we constructed an 8.6-cm circular reference frame. All figures priming effect for possible objects together with a +.06 effect
were scaled to fit within the reference frame. When viewed from 60 for impossible objects; in the object decision second condition.
cm, all objects subtended a visual angle of 8.160. there was a +. 12 priming effect for possible objects together

Subjects initially performed the left/right encoding task, followed
by either the object decision or recognition test; immediately after
completion of the recognition test, subjects in this group were given of priming for possible objects was virtually identical whether
the object decision test. All aspects of instructions, counterbalancing, there was positive or negative priming of impossible objects.
and procedure were exactly as described for the left/right group in Nevertheless, we computed Yule's Q for studied and for
Experiment 3. nonstudied objects to determine whether significant differ-

ences were observed. The Q for studied items (+.65) was

Results and Discussion significantly higher than the Q for nonstudied items (+.5 1).
t(39) = 2.67, p < .01.

Object decision. The pattern of object decision perform- Recognition memory. Recognition performance showed a
ance was quite similar to that observed in previous experi- relatively small difference between hit rates for possible ob-
ments using the left/right encoding task: There was strong jects (.70) and impossible objects (.66), together with a lower
evidence for priming of possible objects, little evidence for false alarm rate for the possible objects (.19) than for the
priming of impossible objects, and no systematic effect of test impossible objects (.31). Analysis of the hit rate data alone
order (see Table 7). An ANOVA revealed significant main failed to show a significant difference between the two types
effects of object type, F(I, 38) = 7.89, MS, = .041, p < .01, of objects, t(39) < 1, but combined analysis of hits minus
and item type, F(1, 38) = 10.71, MS. = .013, p <.01. More false alarms did, t(39) = 2.96, p < .01.
important, there was a significant Object Type x Item Type
interaction, F(I, 38) = 14.92, MS, = .009, p < .001, thereby General Discussion
confirming that priming was observed for possible but not for
impossible objects. There was also a marginally significant Our experiments have provided new information about the
Test Order x Object Type x Item Type interaction, F(I, 38) properties and characteristics of implicit memory for novel
= 4.06, MS, = .009, p = .05 1, reflecting a trend for priming visual objects, as indexed by priming effects on the object
of impossible objects on the first test, together with a trend decision task, and have provided further evidence that implicit
toward negative priming of impossible objects on the second and explicit memory can be dissociated. Priming for structur-
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ally possible objects was equivalent after one or four 5-s left/ individual parts of an object. If an implicit test does not
right judgments (Experiment 1) and was also about the same require access to information about structural relations-in
in the left/right condition and the left/right+ condition, in contrast to the demands of our object decision task-then
which subjects performed the left/right task and a three- there should be robust priming with impossible objects be-
dimensional classification task (Experiment 3). By contrast, cause such priming would be based on access to representa-
explicit memory was significantly higher after four repetitions tions of possible parts rather than impossible wholes. An
than after one, and it was also higher in the left/night+ important task for future research is to develop appropriate
condition than in the left/right condition. Experiment 2 implicit tests in which priming is supported by prior encoding
showed that a single I-s left/right judgment did not produce of component parts of possible and impossible objects.
priming on a subsequent object decision test, whereas five Turning to the results on priming of structurally possible
1-s left/right judgments did. No evidence for priming of objects, the pattern of data from Experiments 1-3 suggests,
structurally impossible objects was observed in any experi- on the one hand, that the encoding activities entailed in
ment, despite (a) inclusion of only those objects that elicited making a 5-s left/right judgment (and a 5-s three-dimensional
nearly perfect intersubject agreement, (b) modification of task classification) produce a complete s4rttctural description of an
instructions from our previous experiments to avoid the iden- object with respect to the demands of the object decision test:
tification of impossible responses with negative responses, (c) The magnitude of priming is not increased by additional
provision of four or five repetitions of the left/right encoding repetitions of the left/right task nor by combining the left/
task (Experiments I and 2) or different structural encoding right and three-dimensional classification tasks. On the other
tasks (Experiment 3), and (d) use of size-standardi/ed objects hand, the data indicate that a I-s left/right judgment does not
(Experiment 4). enable subjects to acquire the sort of structural information

The failure to document priming of impossible objects, needed to support priming, thus suggesting that it takes time
despite numerous experimental variations, indicates that it is to carry out the sort of extensive analyses necessary to produce
unlikely that this finding is attributable to some spurious or a global structural description.
idiosyncratic feature of our instructions, materials, or proce- The failure to observe priming in the I-s encoding condition
dures. Moreover, the absence of priming, even when explicit is consistent with, and helps to make sense of, our repeated
memory for impossible objects was quite high, indicates that failure to observe significant priming from the appearance of
attempts to explain our results in terms of a generally weak studied and nonstudied objects on the recognition test in the
memory representation for impossible objects are unlikely to present experiments and previous ones (Schacter et al., I 990a)
be useful. Of course, the fact that we have not found priming because subjects' recognition latencies are on the order of 1 s
of impossible objects on the object decision task need not in our paradigm. We did observe trends toward test priming
imply that such priming cannot be observed on this task in individual conditions of particular experiments, but we
under some set of experimental conditions. Our findings do also observed trends in the opposite direction (i.e., more
indicate, however, that there is a wide range of conditions in priming when object decision was given first than when it was
which priming of possible objects is robust, whereas priming given second) in other experimental conditions, perhaps re-
of impossible objects is absent. flecting variability associated with a between-subjects com-

In view of the foregoing considerations, we think that our parison. Combined across studied and nonstudied items from
data can be most readily interpreted in terms of our previously the four experiments, however, overall performance for pos-
stated structural description system hypothesis (Schacter et sible objects was .69 when the object decision test was given
al., 1990a): Priming on the object decision task depends on first, and .71 when the object decision test was given second:
prior encoding of structural descriptions that preserve global, performance for impossible objects was .65 in both condi-
three-dimensional information about novel objects, and the tions. Clearly, there is no compelling evidence that processing
structural description system that is involved in such priming an object on the recognition test produces priming. In view
either cannot compute, or has great difficulty computing, a of the data from the I-s encoding condition, this is probably
global representation of an impossible object. That is, the because recognition judgments are made too quickly to permit
system cannot settle in on a single global interpretation of an the necessary structural analyses to be carried out. It is inter-
impossible object, precisely because there is no globally con- esting to note in this regard that strong test priming effects
sistent interpretation of the structure of such an object. The have been observed on the fragment completion test (e.g..
structural description system can, however, compute a glob- Tulving, Schacter, & Stark, 1982). Any number of differences
ally consistent interpretation of a possible object, and it is this in tasks and materials could account for the contrasting test
representation that we assume provides a basis for priming. priming data from object decision and fragment completion.
This hypothesis suggests that explicit memory for impossible However, one speculative possibility is that this pattern is
objects-which was quite high in several experimental con- produced by different characteristics of the structural descrip-
ditions-must be based on information other than a global tion subsystem that we assume is involved in object decision
structural description, such as representations of salient parts priming and the word-form sub-system that appears to be
of the object. involved in fragment completion priming (see Schacter,

These ideas led to a prediction concerning task conditions 1990).
in which it should be possible to observe priming for impos- One potential objection to our suggestion that a 5-s left/
sible objects. Specifically, such priming should occur when an right judgment produces a complete structural description of
implicit test is used that requires access to information about a possible object concerns the potential role of ceiling effects
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in the data that are relevant to this claim. Perhaps there was onstrate relatively intact access to structural knowledge about
no more priming after four left/right judgments than after objects, despite severe impairments in gaining access to infor-
one, or in the left/right+ task relative to the left/right task, mation about their functions or associative properties (Rid-
because performance in all conditions was at or close to ceiling doch & Humphreys, 1987: Warrington, 1975, 1982: see
levels. Two points about this possibility are worth noting. Schdcter, 1990, for more extensive discussion). The idea also
First, any argument for a ceiling effect would have to invoke receives support from our experiments showing that requiring
some sort of a functional ceiling because object decision subjects to relate target objects to their semantic knowledge
accuracy was under 90% in all conditions. Second and more of real-world objects either produces no priming (Experiment
important, appeals to a functional ceiling effect are not satis- 2 in Schacter et al., 1990a) or no more priming that the left/
factory, either. Consider, for example, the data from Experi- right task (Experiment 3 in the present article and in Schacter
ment I indicating that object decision performance for studied et al., 1990a), even though these same manipulations greatly
items did not differ following one left/right judgment (.74) enhance explicit memory. This is precisely the pattern of
and four left/right judgments (.71). An argument for ceiling results that would be expected if object decision priming were
effects would hold that under the present task conditions (i.e., mediated by a presemantic system that can function inde-
100-ms exposure), object decision accuracy cannot exceed pendently of episodic memory.
approximately 75% accuracy: hence the failure to observe an Recent experiments have extended the finding that object
effect of four exposures versus one exposure. This argument primingdoes not require semantic study processing to another
fails, however, because in other experimental conditions we implicit task, in which we think that priming is mediated by
have observed levels of object decision accuracy for studied the structural description system. Schacter and Merikle (1990)
items over 80% (e.g., Experiment 4 in the present paper, and showed subjects line drawings of familiar objects and required
Experiment I in Schacter et al.. 1990a) and as high as 87% them either to think of functions that each object performs
(see Schacter et al., 1990b). We therefore think that ceiling (semantic study task) or to count the number of vertices in
effects are not relevant to the pattern of data that we obtained each object (structural study task). Priming was assessed with
and that the failure to increase priming with multiple expo- an object completion task in which subjects were briefly
sures and tasks indicates that a 5-s left/right judgment yields exposed to perceptual fragments of studied and nonstudied
all the structural information necessary to support object objects and were required to complete them with the first
decision priming. Explicit memory, on the other hand, ben- object that came to mind (for further discussion of the logic
efits from repetitions beyond a single 5-s left/right judgment, of this test, in contrast to traditional picture fragment com-
perhaps reflecting an important difference between the epi- pletion tests, see Schacter. Delaney, & Merikle. 1990). Explicit
sodic system that we iqsume :s in,,lved in recognition and memory was assessed by providing the same fragment cue
the structural description system that we assume is involved and by instructing subjects to try to remember the correct
in object decision priming. object from the study list. Results indicated that explicit

Consistent with these ideas, similar patterns of data have memory was higher after semantic encoding than after struc-
been reported with another task that taps priming of novel tural encoding. whereas priming was equivalent in these two
nonverbal information. In an experiment by Musen and conditions. Thus. priming in this paradigm did not require
Treisman (1990), subjects were given 3-s exposures to novel any semantic study processing.
dot patterns and were given an additional 7 s to "'rehearse" This overall pattern of results, then, is consistent with the
each pattern. Implicit memory was assessed with a test in notion that a presemantic structural description system is
which subjects attempted to copy dot patterns from a brief involved in object priming on object decision, completion.
masked exposure. Musen and Treisman found that subjects and identification tasks, whereas episodic memory is respon-
correctly produced more studied than nonstudied patterns. sible for explicit recall and recognition of objects. Converging
thereby indicating the presence of priming. Most important evidence on this point is provided by the finding that amnesic
with respect to the present concerns, repetitions of the studied patients show normal priming on the object decision task
dot patterns did not increase the magnitude of priming relative (Schacter, Cooper, Tharan, & Rubens. in press).Of course, it
to the single-exposure condition, even though explicit mem- is no doubt possible to offer an account of these results that
ory performance was sensitive to additional repetitions. If we does not involve postulating distinct memory systems (e.g..
assume that priming in the Musen and Treisman paradigm Jacobv. 1983: Masson. 1989: Roediger et al.. 1989). Never-
depends on the structural description system-an assumption theless, ourdata are entirely consistent with a multiple systems
that is entirely consistent with the authors' data and their account, and in addition there are a variety of heuristic and
interpretation of it-then we have additional evidence that theoretical reasons for adopting such a stance (for discussion,
priming effects in this system are not increased by repeated see Hayman & Tulving. 1989b: Schacter. 1990: Schacter et
exposures to an object or pattern. al., 1990a: Squire. 1987: Tulving & Schacter. 1990).

As noted in the beginning of the article, we view the With respect to future research, conceptualizing implicit
structural description system as a presemantic system-dis- memory for visual objects in terms of a presemantic structural
tinct from episodic memory-that is dedicated to representing description system sets the stage for studies that exploit prim-
information about the form and structure of objects and that ing effects as tools for investigating the nature of structural
does not handle semantic, functional, or associative infor- descriptions: Precisely what kinds of information are pre-
mation about them. This idea is based partly on neuropsy- served in structural descriptions of objects? Does changing
chological studies of patients with object agnosia who dem- the size, the color, or the orientation of an object between
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Abstract

0 Aninc'.ic patients perform ptxirkv oni explicit ici ory tests decision accuracy was higher for previously studied objects
dlimi requiire consious~ii recoilction of recent experiences. but than for nonsrudicd ohpects-and the magnitude of priming
fic(;tcnr v sho% presmcrd faicilitarinns of performancc orprinr- did nor differ from matched control subjecr% or college stu-

no,' c/tsi on tImplicit i meorv ra'ks that dto not reqluire con- dents. However, patients showed Impaired explicit memory for
~ioifs ic(oiccltrioil \X cxainiine impjlicir ifleitorv for novel novel visuia objIects on a recognition rest. We argue that puinling
i\iiai oh)cct ('11'n:11) mhic? eh'(roi in'5 WI n whichi ;I ihiecCT decide is; iediated by the structural description s. stemr, a subsystem
imeilict 'rt w xkt'.tal sisshc 1110 mopi iss'li Ilnctk otukI cx- (if thiv lerccptual repreremnlaton systlem. that operates at a
it it iliicc-iiinctisisoiil forinIm PtintN with organic niertlor'. precsernanric level and is, pr~ecrved in amnesic patients. a

Ii ,mo tlers 'Iii~c ilvet olIst IminIing CffecTS oil thiis rask - otICU

)ieminic niililotY disiiideis call ho: 11ro(IUcC he a variety cificaltv. dlespite their impaired ability to explicitly or
,tiii n iii i)gi.d ii iiitiions. incluilinit Koisakmili S svn- consciously remember recent expecriences and new in-

d1011iC Ll CeC) 1iilitS. .1iOOXi. rutrdaneurysmis, and formation, aminesic patients often show intact implicit
11CM1 11ttitic' SuIch disorders' ty)ic3illV Iinvolve damnage to mneynoii' (Graf & Schacter. 1985: Schacter. 1987a, 1987h);
Iilipo4Lianilpis. (lieSt'pi~qimlin. (i- hisal forebrain (cf But- that is, they show normal memory performance on tasks

'st.o-'. WS!9. l):itt~simr (;iaft-Raitliiit. Eslinger. Da- that (to not require conscious, explicit recollection of
N K 1,,( 1 11,z t'ý' imiiio 101,7~ \\eisk[*MI. 1985). recent experiences. Thus%. ftor example, amnesic patients

'1"1 .11 li . Wiv i/1d 1" :1w;i 1nllli:iiieml ;ihiliiv In rTemem- can acquire perceptiui and motor skills normally (e.g.,
It I Ick ( *.[I I.nos .iitd le.11i ties II ionhlnatitoll despi1te Cohen & Squire, 1980 Miiner. Corkin, & Teuber. 1968),

1))110 nitil irllistetce. per-ceptual processing, and language exhibit robust classical conditioning (Daum, Channon, &
ttiilctilii tg. Miaves. 1988: Rozin. 1976: Squire. 1987) Canavan, 1989: Weiskrantz & Warrington, 1979), and
lecau-mse mmiiiisic pattreflt mienorv deficits can he quite show normal influences% of prior experience on various
sev'eie -Inteifering with their ability to remember even cognitive judgments (Benzing & Squire. 1989; Johnson.
thle most salient events of their even,-Idav lives (e~g., Mui- Kim, & Rissc, 1985).
rier. Corkin, &- Teuher. 1968: Schacrer. 1983; Schacter. Perhaps the most cxtcnsivelv investigated implicit
Gliskt'. &, lslcGlvnn. 1990)-it is temlpting, to colncludle memory phenomenon in patients with memory disor-
that such ptictieits sultfer froim a global deficit that Impairs clers is k~nown as repetition or direct prinning: facilitated]
illItI f0015 ol nlenitlrv and learning identification of words or objects from reduced percep.

A mn:itii theme tit recent neuropmvchtlogical research. tual cuts (Cofer. 1967: Tulving & Schacter. 1990). In a
hi ivevinc. is, that1 even platients'. with secvere 11e411101- (its- priming experiment. subjects are typically shownta list I U
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illitwvec 1w an implict mnemnory test anid an explicit Bowers & Schacrer. 1990. Graf & Nlandler. 1984; Graf et
mcietirvi test On the tiiplicir meninoi test. subjects are A_1. 1984; Jacoby & Dallas, 198 1 However. priming does,
cqtiirecd to pcirfi-ii ;m task that doe~s not require coil- require appropriate perceptual/strucwural processing at
,( IIs rCcOlluction (If the stud%, list. such as stemn or both study and rest. ?riming effects arc reduced or dlim-

Im- it Ocitei cow pitiir (I u.. completing aI word stem or mnated bi chan-ing rhc sensory modality of presentation
I ii~igiciti~ %virli the first %v( rr(l that coiclis to iniitid). wcord betwveen stu' V and test (c lg . Graif. Shimamuri. & Sqt-i-

Idelitificeellol (I C.. idenitilving.1 a 'Viricb from a brief per- 1985: Jacohv & Dallas. 1981; Seliacter & Graf. 1989). little
(clptual exposure), orI levical dlecision d c. deciding olr no priming is obsered between pictures and words

IccenV ticr scotri, is a ireal word or- a nonword). (e.g.. Weldon & Roecligcr. 1987), and under certain con-
Printing i., inferredl when performance on previously ditions, srudw/tcst changes in the exact surface form of
'tudiedl items is miore accurate or, fasrer than perfor- an item can reduce the matgnitude of priming (ecg. Graf
nan~c on new items tha~t were not previously studied. & Ryan. 1990; Roedliger & Blaxton. 1987; but see Carr,
On the explici n memooy test. subjects are required to Brown. & Charalambous. 1989).
think haick to the studi' list and either recall or recog(,nize The foregoing observations suggest that priming ef-
the tairl'et Items. The stinking finding fromn a large number fects on a variety of implicit tasks depend heavily on
()t experimtents, beginning with thie classic work of War- brain sy~stems that operate on perceptual/structural in-

ngton aind Weciskrainrz. is thai amnesic patients show formation, but not on SeM21niic/associative information,
normaii~l primiing effects (e.g.. Cermak. Tailbot. Chandler. Independent evidence for the existence of such systems
&. XVolhacrs 19S5. Cerniak. BLilckforcl. O'Connor. & derives from a separate area of research on patients with

liec.19,". Gahrieli. Milihrg, Kcane. & Cot-kin. 1990.' reading deficits and object processing deficits. In the
(,i if. Sq~mre. &. Ma~ndler. 1984: lacohv & Witherspoon. verbail domain, studies of patients who can read words
1982:' Mosco)vitcli 19S2. Schacirer 198i5 Schacter S, Graf. aloud despite severely impaired comprehension of those
108011. Shimanuraml-. &' Squire.' 19S4. Tulving. Hvrvmtan. & words (e.g.. Schwartz.. Saffran. & Manin. 1980) suggest
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101 review. see SrlI:i rc~r 198-1). Sltinia:mura. 1908(, in the ohiect domain. studies of patients who show intact ac-
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thie eInciiwv si-stem that is neccess-'irv foir explicit recol- We have supggested that the word form and structural
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ii i nil .; 0I9P, (..1 cc ,tl . IOS-4 A.l is et fin. studied word oir object requires an additional episodic
¾ i \\~IIcc 11l,4(c '-c 'M tc rt 19S8h. ýucc 19,1\- declir.itve mecmory sy~stem that permits semantic clab-

j!t1.i "t ccc fiitl ii.litte Issctc I" pi wivi ld h\' a o)rations about an item as5 well as associations he:rween
1, 111, "-1' it 1"'gti~' 01"'), t' .1fr'lis I,,. in it-cit and Its context (i c . lplace~time infoirmatioin) Bv

iic nt .1111 mo tn \,li uif etioiwic' thirtit l' cav pci! this vewv the well-esalilislicc finding th-at amnesic pa-
I I IIl~trI I.1 icr I i '10 tic et(1)1tm &' DL~fCelae rients show intact priming oif familiar words despite poo)r
'dir ~ 0111 >'.tclt :s.ik HcIbeos.1Ihrn Laguna-. 1990. explici memory can be attributed to a normally func-

Itinlviitc, N- Sc. l:itci 191)(11 A tveiiritl idea fin this framne. tinningz visual word formi sublsystem. In view of evidence
N5111k is thait pirmimie- mmit imiplicit es.ts such i., stemn and from neurolimaging studies that the word form system
Ii imeirtir emi-clettion t smmmd Ocitenohation. or lexical dc- has an extrastriate occipital locus (Petersen. Fox. Posnier.

11im1in is itt :r larg' --(leitt :t pre.(cmtirmc pheno~menon Nlintun. & Raichle. 1988) and the fact that this cortical
Sice key evidence hiete is th~it [twiiinit effects clii not region is typically spared in patients with memory dis-
wmtmii ec'iminntlt pti ccessing iof an Itie-i at the mime of orders, the priming data make neurobiological as well
'ntlidv iithirst nn iirtiimt.~is ciliseifves foItlowing nuinsetnantic as psycholoigical sense

terisk' 'ich ai s c ctcitingt \vowels and consonants in In the PRS framework, priming of nonverbal infor- IL
.1word 11131 )ic00icisiV low levels iS explicit memory ((ef mation is ihought to depend on the structural description RI

IL
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itlhsvswnl %11thou114h s;tudlieý of c.ollege studlents have ture of each object. Accordingly. we reasoned that en-
moidc f'(L~~ Iita fhint airc consistent with this nlotion()fcf. coding of information about global object structure
lKer'.teen-FLu'.ker. 1991. Kroll &.Porter. 1984: Musen & during a study episodle should improve thc accuracy of
Freisniiicn, 1990: Seliacier. Cooper. & Delaney. 1990. subsequent object decision performance. and that this
sohacter. cooper. Dclanec'. Peterson. & Tharan. 1991). priming effect would conlstitu~te evidence of implicit
there is little evidence from experimenits with memory- memory for novel visual objects.
iiiiiairetl pa~tienlts that tlirectiv supports the idea (for Our experiments using this task have provided several
reioew. see Schactcr. Delaney. & Merikle. 1990). Several lines of evidence that are consistent with these ideas.
studiljs I1ave shown tha~t exposure to line drawings of The most important findings for the present purposes
omimiion objiects farcilitates amnnesic patients' ability to are that (1) priming is observed on the object decision

k'cnccfv fra , enterit pie 17101.-S (of the objects ( ,Milner ct al.. test following study tasks that involve encoding of global.
1968. \'(arrinitton & %Weiskorant7. 1968). In these studies, three-dimensional structure (e.g., judging whether the
hoever. aimnesics showed lesc priming than did control object faces primarily to the left or right), but not follow-
subljects, perhaIps because Controls madle usc of explicit ing study tasks that involve encoding of local. two-dli-
1) teito111v -Strateg ieS not1 M013lI)le to amne11sic patients. Var- mensionall features (c.g., judging whether the object
imi-5 othe~r pmadiagi's have also y'ielded evidlence for contains more horizontal or vertical lines). (2) Semantic
prniming of bmniliar olijects (of. Baddecl. 1982: Crovitz. or elaborative encoding tasks, such as generating verbal
F l:1rVeV. &- MhCIMInA11:11. 1991. Meu~dell & Mayes. 1981) labels for the objects. yield much higher levels of explicit
.1oil tiitaminiar paitternis (Cohen. Abramis. Ylarley. Tabor. memory performance on a recognition test than do struc-
Gimoirdo , Sciiiowski. 19S6) In ariiesic patients. hut it tural encoding tasks, hut do not increcase-and some-

iý nt i.k-ýir tio iiiii. tlec xpvriments whether printing, is, time-, rediuce-the magnitude of priming on the object
1111.o t ic:itivc [() u tiori o l)Wvl-~ iie . a [-ecint studv hl. decision test. (3) priming exhibits stochastic indeped-
(;ibritci et jl (1990) icniot nscr~ite' intact primiing, ence (Havman & Tulving. 1989) from recognition meni-
l iti iel (1(it nicatrns in the sevcrcely amnensic patientr or,. and (-4 priming is consistently ohserved for
f .I structurally possible objects. hut not for structurally im-

.-\l(tl if.~ uttim' Oems . ar chmi aImnesic ptienrts possible objcects
towv soic oliicring of nonverbal Inforrnation. there is The fact that priming effects on the object decision test

little evidenIIc th1t Stich primingII - is normal. andl none of require prior structural encoding. but not semantic en-
theC Imr:tdii'nt thait have bee~n Used was decsignedt with a coding, supports the idea that priming is based on a
1,ieW towAId irc sses~sing the possible role of the structural presemantic structural description system: the fact that
dcsuription wsysem The prpwvoe of the present study is priming can be dissociated from explicit recognition per-
ito tinvestiyvate prcicrsig of nonverb)al infornation in a formance suggests that this system can operate indepen-
group (if panitens with organic memnio- disorder-,. using dently of episoidic/declarative memory. Within the
.iii experitiental paradigmn in which there ire empirical context of these ideas, the failure to consistently observe
woun111ds to arpue that thie ob~servedl priming effects de- priming for structurally' impossible objects may indicate
pent1( onl the struLCILtural (IeSCrilntion Nsystm that it is difficult to compute a global structural descrip.

I lie piratdie jhi u I.rWe Used hajs been dleveloiped and iion of an impossible object.
cxtihicrd in c-xterimeiccs with collegec students (Schacter. in view oif these findings with normal subjects, the

&oer D\Lcianes' 119911 Scliactcr ec aL. 1991,11. and performance of patients with explicit memory deficits in
involvevs liieseoicmiict and testing, of line tirawingts. such the object decision paradigm should be informative. if
.s1 os 11(1lcrtiiAlo in) FiguIic I All (if the line drawvings the structural description system is spared in these pa.
lepict ii ivil tI~famil tI;m r ihI1Ct s thfit Fdo not JccuLil lIVCxist !ients. and can thus establish global representations of
Mi tilt mlI1C-I I~ejnenitrttI;Ii l wold I l;ilf of the objects are novel objects. then they should show normal priming

-ilt iii m.i e rsuk c- hi 'n j fi.e-. mdI( e Iges" .1ie conl- effects. with greater priming for possible than impossible
11 th itfI w,, (r)ol0 ,~' \1 o h1i r i-dtiiicln.citmitl -hiects If suth~ pri~ming is nolt observed. however-, our

lhl' "itI Iil lit. f ill, tkilt.ilklv ioqio.oýhle ideas ihcout tile nature oif the structural description s\ys-
B i 'iir.imt .11iiilýMLI 1Iiwi .11in1 d Ililluiw thu.1 cci" and its, relation to cpisinxlic/dicclarativo: memorv

iv':itc -mciv)-Ic'll whittoo tim would pievei' them would have to be revised.
to~m III cijnintreiiiecscnilForm To acklress these issues. we examined implicit and

It)aes pimnicitig III iiiip~hi..it memiory for these oh- explicit meniory for novel objects in ,;ix patients with
iciis %\(- deve-Ili ipl :III nhi/rcc (ecisimi trash cII which organic Memory disorders, six marched control subjects.
piuwd eiiiiltudihctd draiwings and ncinsrudiecl d.rawings ind six student controls. All subjects initially performed
,Ife lC NIUMV Imesem1Cit. indl subjects decide whether each a structural encodhing task (judging whether each object

IiiitCi stuucturally possible (ir- Inmpossible: no refer- faces primarily toi the left or to the right) Thev' then
it, C. is imlc ide, (the Prior stully episode. Ae argue1LId that made po.ssible/impossihle object decisions about studiedl

itt~ktimýt the pitsible~iiipossibie decision retquires access and nonittudiecl objects, and were subsequently given an .I

it) intornimtt~tn ;ibout die globil, three-dimensional stnic- explicit recognition test for all objects. REG
1U L
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hicb ol'XcI I (tin told. b\I)CI inbl

lbc 11 11t Ibi" cl m ql I'll- 0C.

fbio' ( F~ixl I ildnti fljbi inb~

JIESUULI I he critical findiniv. displiaved in Table I is that the
Objec Deciiollamne Isic patients performance on the object decisionObj ct ~ec~.iii est %%:Is more accurate for studied objects (.61) than for

.. ot. Iib'(I~\~ ile'i i~oi~bs (brr(IIbb),Cccr denl- flonstu(Iied ol e )Ist cS C 1) Moreover, the magmtniude of the
iiI i.11'11b 6bb JI :111 11lb'It~bliii bbSbij aid I'ritnblb. fft., I. isý indftitcad hv subtracting the priiponion

I . lw. .- hLi iI i..t p b (bbbb A (tbb.11l ObrrCb I for nniubistdied obluicts fromn the proportion (or-f'I(h l b.1 , b1I' bIim I. fI 1i bib-b11(... 1, %%.b1, 1x 1(1i- 1 b I fib. 1 (b stU(iud ohi,:cis, w'Cis v'irtuallv identical in p*JticntsI;( fill ci_ Ikl) btm' HI lb .Vu2I )pit1II2I's %ith Incinoli w 10). mitchel c ontols Il11) and student controls ( 11)
mdb~ nI c>IR 1:1.hit j (I intio II >)Uh~CrS tb 1 lSSe de- -lust like notrmal subjctrs in many previous experiments."f~ee. reiitld tbb ubM the possible" iesponse mbore ofiten paiet with memory disorders showed a largeprmn

01i:111 tHic Imipf)bstbhclt xI buoic lb ii I1Iofstu(iecl Items. effect tor possible obiects and no priming for impossible"herej-:I,> illhce 41-IdefIrs slib ITed :i neirlC;1% eJual distrit- obiects Five of the six patients showed some primingtmibon (it fRIsShIc and.. tinpossible" resl)05cs. In view for possible objects: only the head-iniured patient VTof tuec Niill.I itiithtnih (i 'Itihlts per contditmion M = ('. failed It) show any evidence of priming The studentthecse tm~in~ftii.tp~itetf fluctuations ini the relative frequcncv control group exhibited a nearly identical pattern ofbIt pbossible mid , imi-ifi-thk' reqponses for- nonstudied results. By contrast. the matched control group showed I
bIwbbit atec diffibIIt to inter-pret priming for 1)0th possible and impossible objecig. with _R
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I'ahle 1. ( hico~ tk~ci,'i,'nIPerfofrmance for Studied and Nonstudied Objects b, I hrce Suhiect Grcupý

Subject Groupiltcnt TyPe

A,,? icac atcbvd Stildent
'at ,i~tfCa111ttot Controls i

oi _07C ý

'IIv at (1,f i vn Illdif t -Iia C' Jill-io)11 * 1 m1? II olico objhc~t dCcisionsI iii a particuiai confl(itiofl 'S toct to studted ohects andi NS" tefen~ to

Idhle 2. I4k(,Wmi'iri t cirfoiinatioce ft 'r Studictd aiid Notscudicd Objtect.;b% 1w hre Subject Group~s

Sulyect (houpIloent Type

AnnscMatcbed Student
/ '01wits Co,,tra/s C0111104T At

7 V V';;. S

-0 0,Iti '~R 2 2:ý 71- 29

III,1)Iti'I)IC A 178 ).20 7 63 32
kJ 1)4 _S2 0 31

\wvit lit hi (ifI!f I l'oId i hf* pmlitt~i ii (,i nt oa1(11 Ad, in a 'itlicujar cxneltinicntai utndition S' ictet to studtied obiccis and the
Cph~t~ilit~ ~'o.ii tn'iic ('il wic 'NS ftociN I,) nimti'udiedt~ nhjiýf. and the correspondon%; pitilixmions ate tiiie a/arir, Ivecs

ifI-CS)IJf I (if i1(1 1)111111if 11 f L! o I It E:1E( I Nl IIA i jfltfi IC it.! If [OSShf, Icotl~it ii o :I t n for1) mor primingj of

't11IgtEttf2 IfIE Iff (1(11(1l I-, pftabtivi\ tnl arttitat of s~finli Recognitiott mnemory-

AIIJIV1 ot4 lii' C' 111ff if tIEI (Ift1 N((MINIjiici\i .IIM111o ofli hits (Ii responises Etf Studied object,, andl false
OkIC( I ii iti I'.IIP'C f7"WdIiC(i V' \fffxtItt( 12d. F( 1. 1 I= darim; (I c . 'Nes responses Elf nonstudieci obicts) for

III \i.c fil ' I i~titff0~ E1:I 'eo~i~n ech 4zuhiect croun fTahic 2' Tot correct tor possible
'I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~rtto 'fo'I' xi i1fi iii. df fp ~tft~f~eEKC ~ ifcrorentes across gmours. recognition accuracv

I\A Jl i~itttf;fi 111:111f Ctf-tE 'It _SUbL~XI (,0.1) -a1 asse ssedl tith a corrtectci rccognition oteasure (hits

I 1.1 1 . I~e 110.111! no~t' gncntlieui Fp x innus false dtarms) These data contrast xvtrh [tie object
Slilfijecr ("iMtt MWVAMM~e~ttii. F(1.1) <i 1~. MISc = 000. dec~isionf results, inasmuch is tncv, show a strong effect

11111 ;I1ttz 1111 11: o-cillmi.,nid ofprmin! id ot Of subject group Recognition accuracii was lower in am-
10.1, (" Ittx. Ilrhitii QI CIII Attl 11:1111(Int, lifE 1 Ilihl tfitE I w patients, 19) than in rmitthed control, ( 3(,) oEr in

d Ail.,ift I' I 'f pc / (I'f 1 4 1 = 131# ,, ludctitl (1111 iols ( 63) Heicognition was moitre 3aCurare(

/, " 111xf ltt .1 ltti:wr tttr~i hfltopotittll ()I for possible than Impossible objects in each subject
pit sittic ji ftpnec, thain Imptossible response-s IThere was group

,11(o a1 !iinihitatt Itt-tn Type X Object Type interaction. An analysis of variance on the corrected recognition
F(91.15) = 11,9-1. NMSe = .000. p < 01. indicating more scores revealed significant main effects of Subject Group.
lit ittlifn, (if possible mano impossible objectCs across sub- F(2.15'i 13 11. MISe =044. p < .00 1, and Object Tvpe.
Cit groltipf.s llowevci-. these findings were qualified bv a F(.5 15TMe=O.p .0.ananosni-

,11-f~licaic ubi Grup xIte Tvc xObjct vpe cant Subject Group x Ohject Tvpe interaction. F(2.15)=
'IiZlifcaft S~tbecrGhol) Itm Tpe ObectIpe 2.29. NISc = 017. Planned comparisons showed signifi-

(11( I tA Will, F(2.1 Wi . p < ff
2 The interatction re--

fIcf (tic th * f~f. t hatt paic-Iti(ts and stud ent cointrol~s .shr ted cantly' lower le6'els of recogniton accuratv in the patient
IIIttItI,'EIi to txlp"IC IuLt MV lif ItIIII tsStiil Ilif1(2C[S. WilereTs group thin in either matched controls. f( 10) = 1.S5. p < tu s

05 or studcnt (ohitifli. t1 110 5 17, p < 001. andl REG
11UL
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'I:itio 1i lwe'- levels (,r ret itniton accuracy. Iin applies to the analysis of data from 2 x 2 conrvencv
fliact lie intoli'Il usthin Ill student controls. 1( 10) 3,26. tables. Q is a measure of the strength of relation between j

p <two variables that can van' from + I (positive associatinon)I
to - I (negative association). whcre 0 reflects complete

Itelattioii lietweewi object Decision and Independence (see Ha.ivmai & Tulving. 1989. for more
Rccou detailed dliscussion) Our- contingencv analysis included
Rcco~tilit til iniv' possible ohiccts. because priming of possible oh-

I if(. it), t--imint c'ti(- ind~icaiie that patients with niciinoi jects was observed in All subject groups. For each of the
1i'(1 dc: it, M)IN U(: c n.iaCt pni iini onl the object decision three groups,, we constructed 2 x 2 contingenc-% tables

* '~t c~oi'eitiiiiciid icrunoitiiiiif To assess the relation for studied possible objects in which each of the four
-Nh-ic I cttin :11 Fin rciitognitiin performance cells corresponded to one of the four joint outcomes of

min tireiicoki "c 1'citorreil aI combined ANOVA Iin the object decision and recognition tasks: (1) correct
wvhich Tipe (if Test wa~s aI within-Su~btects factor For each response on both object decision and recognition. (2)

* sohiect. weC entered a1 priniling score (proportion correct incorrect responses on both object decision and recog-
j(or sttdied(I Oictis ininus proportion correct for non- nition. (3) correct response on object decision and in-
studlied ohiects) anid a corrected recognition score (hits correct response on recognition, and (4) correct
min11US false alarrnsi The critical outcome of this corn- response on_ .coniion and incorrect response on ob-
limedl ANOVA was a significant Subject Group x Type of ject decisiorQ-7bc Q analy'sis was performed on each ('
lest Interaction. F('2.15) = 07 5. MISe = 041. p < .01 contingency table according to the procedure sug~gested -

The initeaction is, depicted graphically in Figure 2 by Havman and Tulving (1989). The resulting Q values
['o( examine furthier the relation between ohiect dcci- were -099 for amnesic patients. - 119 for matched

'ii n andi rccoc'nitinn oeriormnance. cve pertormed con- controls. and -ý.262 for student controls. None of the Q
riiliencv .inlvsec tnait allow us to dietermine wnlether values; differed sipgnificantly from zero (all )(- < 1)
',timing! on the obiect decision task is- dependient on. er therebyi indicating that object decision priming and rec-
1Inlet)etldcnt of. reiiiiinition nennii-e In previous studclie og' nition memors' were independent in each of the three
x,A th ,oilcec stucicnr,. wec have foiund that object decision s;uhiect groups Although there was a trend for some
IritIInIItI. e<Iiihits slochastic indepenidence from reco~i'- !Positive association Iin student controls and slight nega-
nifii in pciri fit cha~ici. Ciii 1cr. &, Delaney. I 99) tive association in patients and in matched controls, the
st l:1itcei i~Uopcr Delan'l%, I'uterson. &- Tharan. 1991)- Q value for the student controls group did not differ
t1:1 1;i HIC th Iacý111LOtn if the priming, effect Is Uncorte- significaintlv from the Q value for either of the other
litleIl "Iili,[i atiitiii Iirtmifnic s' "i ases Qrouri~l i2OUS oth I i

(i~k-mt.cti'ed ihQ Yule sý i sltlliltii. a ýpeC(Al Ca, It a': 1 sAlso perhaips w-orth noting that wve observed in-
ii iili~iii & IKi tiskil, ( 19ý-I gainnia1 correClaizon t cat depenocenee undler conditions in which the implicit

Iitetirc 2 1 t'! L a ''

ala tilii i ratar' i''ar, a'0.7

,arrarr Vr' a 'i' 0.6 -

a- - *,,' ~0.5

rra'it 9'f aa i h" afCiiia 0.4
11.1" l ,rit. l 'i,I C U Obiect oeCtsuon

a .ii,.',a, 0.3/

,a i aiair a, rar ,*0.2

* 'iiraii'ari airI nna Ial- .~ 0.1

fi i 'iia i a 1,111E rai1ýai 0.0r-,I Amrnesic MaiChed Student
-1(d' iaiar a ii..~ - Patients Controls Controls

'nai ai it-,ii "col "Ii 'na '.1a Subject Population
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1*IalrI 3. (.har~it ci ,int i mt~t id% ual Amnesic Patients

WAIS-R? Repenot

Ya,. xc Ini~ -as tas Q GMI ATIY DY WD i-C

Aeoin60 13 100 -6 R9 -1 2 43

IIf.nectirstl 55 ' 12 [03t o.; 109 62 -W ir

* Ancttrvsin 29 - 13 8 57 6.4 <50 28 -13

C\ 11lC.ui InorIIv -45 15 104 8(ii 111 58 40 40

K K F Head inrgurv 34 14 99 -2 107 6,7 44 39

K i ½iceriain 74 12 li0-1 42 100 54 32 30

\wet~ IQ 'toti' 11C Iirll-C.le IQ, fromi the Wkech~ier Adult Intelligence: Scak.-Revised (WAIS-ilý tIMS-K i, the Wechsler Willow ScaeI~c-Rvieut.
1t41Ig 0 l11itiClc (it Q~fCI~II1 1CMemor (GIrll. attention (ATN). and dCavcd recall (DR)R are presented 5CParatelv. The WMIS-R dolces not provIde

-sf i-te. ;0ii In til nisimml popultltion, each WAl5-R index and the WtAJS-R proxduce a mean of 100 and standard deviation of 0i Recognition
MCIIIll, WIi ~sc willh thle \Wa Iiim~n Atoiitenition Test. which I,. a rest of immediate. two-altertlative forced-choice recognition for V0 wortfs
V D'Ii irid 40 Eie - ilL1 M'asimunril number)C-VIC V;fec is0. and chance perfo1711rmaceis 2i. Paticnts achter'ed ig.inificantlvy lwer s.corcs thannatched

nrils GN(; anm DR I-tm thle IXMS-R. and on thle Warirington Recognittoin Test, but did not dilfer significainitl from cont-rols on age. education.
ol IQ i-ccv li:\Il

11inctrotv (.I-k fouiicort decsiont preceded tile explicit in these patients. There is considerable evidence th-at this
tier tA nin ask c 12 It cont(iii ti inn or preCvious experimtents ;atter svstcm can be disirupted by damage to hmppocam-
.i, Well xs Ini mo-'t othetr studies that have assessedt sit- ý,'us. direncetbaion. or basal forebrain (cf. Butters & Stus~.
; hxutit ii1cc C lvn & Tulving. 19'i9. Shi- 199 DxIMaslo ct ai 1985, Squire. 1987: Wei~skraniz.
mjlinltna. I 9S-i P: ,:xplit it nifefior v task pirecededl thle 19S;) It is thus remortint to Suggest that theC acquisition
inipitiit nt-:rn I ,i's~rk Dci~c-ndetice between priming and of novel structural descriptions of unfamiliar objects does

t~~i(t ricfnitii It o1:1 licet (itst'tve llt studies inl which riot depend on thle intcerity of these brain structures, but
.111 i inpli].1 i icinimni ta1sk itt atltnen compiletton) I e- miis suggesnt n mlust be: interpreted cautiously because
cdc(1l a ic nuittimon (,isk ilolvine,14 Schacter. &- Stark. we do not have direct evidence concerning the status of

l9si-~ . but tlli- hndl~tn wats likely attributable tol thle fact isippocampal or diencephalic strut'urtes in our patients.
111,1 '-ltShi t' ti(,N~ .i 1 I n xtra eximosuic,1 !Ii Ii irtecrixc Howev-et. three (of our patients did have CT-documented

II11ticeckd ,tni in Hic ttmnactint- tonpletitin tasik (In tht- damaive ilo basal forebramn (see subjects sectioni. and
Io, ic tidc, Iioin rinak. In WLcvi. all itetns rcIve theV~ 1CSainT- bhese patients showed a normal pattern of primtng. An

rest r-xpioSiIV impor-tatnt task for future studhes will be ito Investigate
obtect decision priminsg in oatients with well-dIocu-

DI)CUSION mcntcd tam age no) hip it c~i ml us (or dclenecpda Itno
It will also be important tn determine whether normal

Thc ii.mii wornlne tht- i~resent experiment is that struc- primtnz (if novel visual ohiects is observedl in patients
r(t;i etnct'uliie ()t nlovel VIsual tbiecis ' rolucetl a noirmal with thle most severe forms of amnesia. Although our

ittta Illiin~ i. 1curti~v of obiect acicisioli perfor- omaticnns cleadv have significant memon' de~ficits (Tabic
nmotimc I)% liatrit-ni with :irnneic ditsord-ers Intaict prtnsine: 1). as :I lroup thes, performed at above-chance levels on
wA- oblCsetvcd Ioittinpait cd pierformance ton ain cx- tile '-es no recogznition test for novel ohiects (Table 2)

piit iceogniinn ti clt. and the prim~ing effect showed and oin forced-choice recognition tests ftor wordis antd
,i nt ia;iit tmueimeit iIc ni efrtoti rect gn ition mnieti ry IlIe races (Taille 3l Recognpi tion sr iiemi Sr is patit aIliv P tc-

nil ~ ~ ~ , mtlr~tt i itit l ;lrs in I ixph~t it mniotr,o 1, .1lso crer IcI in m n itric pitits with tnvmorsv tlrisrtlc-t teeQ
I! 011 11 * li'Iiht ". ittini' c\ 1 1tlit miicurl Ifllis ct ml . 1980i. but doesý rno exceed~ ttinlait les-el% in

- Ii I" tiff, II d 11t.11 k(- i-.01 II( r'tIre nc-c xIIh- tie init 1t sevele( cases tof aimneiau (cf MicAtndrew, Ct A.
lI'-I 'l Pirtti I-IrI~II~t~iui Ic r r the: pitlInniig effect 1987 Tulving er al.- 1991: W-arrington & VWeiskorant7..

i errurimci tnii~iinFii Ert:t 21 19741 Wez cannot y'et say whether object decision prim-
Ihits Imitfen1 mo Icmilts iprovidles empsirical .suppo~rt for Ing is pireserved in severe amnesia, when piatients' rec-

tire: ilea that rimplierit mnsemtrv for novel visual objects. as ognition performance is at or close to chance. It is worth
rtstk-Xed hN r IIII in ing 11 on heintcti decision task. is, mc- noting, however, that Gabrieli et al. (1990) observed
ulixtrd Is' ro nw- I( 3 ('tnt t'ltal decipton ssteCm. aI sub1MSyItem intact priming of novel patterns in the severely amnesic
(4 VIS thatix -p IAtcd toamneisic pnatients. Explicit memor- patient H.M. despite near chance levels of recognition
1111. the SatIfle IbIectn. li, contr-ast. appears Ito depend on performance.-This finding suggests that priming of novel
rutl I.-Ipsodtli. dcc kiraitive nietuniory sstemn that is damnaged nonverbal informatioSn can occur in the ab~sence of cx- IU s
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Oill11t II.Moluno :M! IN Wil1St"ICilt w\ith the Kidel that thc Ferent paradIigm, ;cc Biederman & Cooper. 1989). A.,
sritii(ttiral d-(l'Iitptiont vSICIII iiiavs a major role in prim- noted carlier. however. obiect decision priming was not
III'- of no0vel VIsul1 objects. ob~served when subjects performed .studv casks chat in-

x.sutiring cluE all or nio,; of the priming effect is volvc enccxling Information about the local parts of an
.11Ibttiihu 7ibl toi the StRi'rCtuI'al deciption(01 system. it is irn- objcct; priming was onlv observed following studyV tasks
,,o iritnt tio tin(ier-stindl the functioinal properties and ncu- chat focus on global object structure (Schaccer. Cooper.
w.it:itoimriii hiI.isis of this sv'!em Consider fir'st studies 'k Delanes'. 1990)
111.1it plvo icý in1tolIll oti i coili.crining the tunctiloiia propi- Thc foregoing obseivation~s indicate that the structural
IeI tic f the c ýuutlttt:tl (IleSi110ioii in sytem. AS oo0ceid in description that underlies ohiect decision priming is an

111 iiitII(XLK1ili. IIeuiopSNvcholo2Cical Iinvestig'atioin. dein- abstract, rather thin literal. representation that preserves
'isiiiw(iiicui~ttiions hetween preserved structural global structural information and remains invariant over

;i0(CIe's .11i 0 liii pait-ei semnlntic processing Iin patients changes in size and reflection W~e assume that object
withi vrinous ty-pes oif object recognition deficits (Rildoch decision priming would exhibit these same properties
& I luiuphi c\,s. 1987 \arrington. 1975. 1982; ' Warrington in amnesic patients, andI we plan to test this assumption

TY aviot. 19-8 sul~tgest that the structural description in future studies. If the assumption is correct, then our
sysýtem operates at :I pre~serinanic level: chat is. the system data suggest chat amnesic patients can establish size and
i, riot Invoilved~ In pirocessing Information about an oh- reflection invariant structural descriptions of novel ob-
tell S aISS I.Iaiivc M' functional properties. Our studies of jects that preserve information about global s icture.

tihiti eciitinprtnn,~ in normail subjects have pro- Whereas our experimenntaL data allow us to evelo a

viled evidtentc c~onsistent with this characteriz.ation: S5c- preliminary sketch of the properties of the systemn that
ittnic nt)(iditi trtsks. wxhit.h vielded higher levels ot underlie obiect d~ecision priming. we have no direct ev-

ý..Pho.iiit ilctti'v ociiiirrni~wlxc thin dihd r .;: en rit nde:Jnoe corncerilnin the neuroanatomnical baslR of this sv5-
-nioimi ii.il cn~oi.t!i o t;rsk. either ittI~ cN) to 00I( .t- iilt iCor- cirn Nevertirtless. the functionat orop-erties tnac we have

lki'oitliiiotllI IMIUI12 IlI 11111ittitil ot (11(1 flit \-tj(I ;Ill\ deltineated prvd u~izgsctiv clues concerning the brain
I it ruing it Ili >(Sharutci. A iii cr. &s [)eliane. (109Mt We ý,tuccures that may\ he invoilvel .ks pointed out by Plaut
11i1e iii crsc s tntlit cll oftit r cstilts wtitn encoitizn .-ndl Farah u1990) in a recentc review, evidence from both

r~isks th~it ic~jircit souhretts to think :ibiut tunctinos thait human and animial studies indicates chat reoiins of in-
,Ii we I l ohIc( totI Q it pie i' ilI' Cselacter otinpci. & erator temnpo ral cnettlx p av a maior role in representation

Iji:ir1ii 19911 of visuial obiectr Mioreover. man\- of the properties of
A\ c havte.isi .[IN (ItI~I itt eNl li~c 11itt e s t hat ailr 1W it% il these" iii iect rep resentat ions are quitie cornpatible with

11tii iih:it:i( 'zhic llIUlMtl lit IlIe stu NUii.il teci -,lie properties lit t)ictet prttntnev noted earlier- Inferior
fllii thit I, III\ii-' lc In I iht(ct (f~ dc 1ý(l llrt-tn-uni l.("i)oCi. ieAtotoit rcttio%)s tjpeav io N: invoived in representing
si h't ict. Oil 1,(lesic is 1 i iiC 990)i Ini (tine tuds. wc( Qlnhl altsjpet.s (iit oiitct structure independently of thc
ttinimijtilaitd the sizc it týiiget t hiects bectween the 'studv tetinal size of the object or its left. riht orientation (Piaui
iji;ise itid0 thic hi~c t dci. sui Il Ir tctoitliiono tests ( hiect S, Farih. 1900l Thus. thiect decision priming may re-

'Ie ''ietitdlll1CO iiist~iit tIttlt studs\' toi tet ili one condi- ricer. it least in part, the establisýhment of aI novel struc-
ttiiii ;11d %%%asI h;tiuIIdl (in the olier- ttiticitiiiii We found tural decscription of an obtect to the inferior temporal
'l1.t thIli(:mantud~tlt c it tile tPt timintz cilft tin lhin tel. dci- retuion Consistenr with this supgestion. neither our pa-
'Ii cttiiill "els elittictx' Mintffcctecl hI\ thc ';t~e tients nor tininestc patients in zeneral exhibit ollccet pro-

Ill IItIItiI.itllol - ;tiit)[ ~i s Is, i.1ce Inl 5.ti1e 1i7C cessim!. deficit, (if the kind associated with inferior
:11ld jtt1tic-c~ii siz c-iitiii-ee tnnugeii rc~o~lictittn 'emfporal datflaic. Indeed. manexntic resonance imaging
mnlioii Ivin'et less I( uaietce in tuec diilcrent sizec condititonit i MRI evidenlcn Indiciates that the measured area of che
th.1III 01C th 111 sitici/c ceoiiditillnAl Ibis hdItig sugeCsts temporal Itilis does not differ Iin amnesic patients and
111.1! t t t ii ICs)ctCIlttiiit that slt)ilt thicet ileeisiiin controil SubtectS. whereas the area of the itnjippocrnjal

I i iI lit-, I, I o- ()fitiili t1i% 1i 111 oltlilltiiiit I'iai ts portl(c it) iave bc-en sp~irc-d Iin pitient H- Ni (e %Z . Cl;mbriel

I It '. titiilp -I Qt ( 1.iin1ii. IS .N-)iAioig the stiuc 11ines.. ci Al , 1990). -Scoville et al.- 19i 3'm Acccmrcjiimgly. it seems
Ci A 1s t) lltn i(I i~iir tIlltttg is0 imig%- it ret I ~uced si 'gnifihcani Ov plaustible to suggest iliac Inferior temporal regions could

hi'%ils. '110\ t cI iim'sIn tlte I ci tight ml irien cact in itt tar~get h e inviolved iii priming o f 01ovel visual objects in amnesic
oijite.ts I'imimitm icemamned slutIstaniral when nhirror mm1. patients. In addition, priming of visual objects may also

.iec le titili iii stuidied t iic~ts weme presented on tie involve areas imf cxcrastriatc occipital cortex and parietal
,lilco itclisii ni t;isk relatve: tl wlic-ii the sameinih iects cortex (cf. Gibrieji ct al.. 1990: Schacter. 1990; Sch~acer.

Iil\('Ik piwhilIIsjcic~tse iimotmititti wa-s smignificantly' Rapscik. et Al . 1990; Warringion. 1982)
lotIi nI l.iiith.l tiit' IIIJ9 cionetiidition than in the same Whatever the exact nature of the structural description

hiCliit M1111 ondit itniftsimlam priminng results with a dif' system that supports object decision priming, our results ILI S
REG
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I It ; 11,. 1Il I I. It PMi W I It It-t kX nIf I)w (iAP Itin's III 1011clhc Its often involvc si tine (tectree tf semantic processing.
t'Ito)", 111 t it I oritttt Ifliviiel Infitormation tardotie,; whereas the naradignis thtat are use[ to assess primini!

Ilii ti~t hIc I I), tctx i Itl~ itntt mcit tpi~cscnitanott. Althotug.h (if novel non-fl-eli~l Informiatioin appear ito rely almost
it is wait el ;iit.ceifetldi tattairteste patients show Intact entirely on pcrceptualstructural processing, Thus, for
Ilt tinýf (Ii r.iminlcrt~iiimns that have preexistingi nteinors' example. it ha3., been shown that priming of new asso-

it' jitc~etimimlSin wg fanuliar wttrtlx, evidence for prim- ciations Iin the Graf anti Schacteir paradigm requires some
ioi (if. nit i tl Informattitotn its mix tied For example. evidence decgree if semantic stucdk' processing (Graf & Schactcr.
hA it* titittitoil of iii woit s Itc L! fl7,, tnIl amnsinc nitients 1985. Schacttr & Graf. 1986 t., anti that thc ambiguous
,\ix CMIthe insuent tr 11 dU: te eIin NtItLOiCS with Kttrsakoff sentences paratligin used h%, McAndrews et al. (1987)

p)ittictlt5 ICcrntik ct ai.. 19F%ý: Smnith & Oscar-Bermain. relies heavilv on semantic interpretive processes (Auble
Iot(t)0i fHowever, thecse paittents typtciclly, have cognitive & Franks. 197) By contrast, there is evidence that se-
1Itficts that ate not ohisetve l in other* amnesic patients. mantle processini,, is not required for obtect decision

''If tVt's. I "t~S'.jtttrC. Ills). Stroit-tie evtidence for priming (Schacter. Co~oper. & Delaney. 1990; Schacter.
hinti111n1 t ni twolWrdIS onl a1 perUcptuaLJ idenrtification task Cooper. & Tharan. 1991) or priming of novel dlot patterns

hais been obscievc'd in twoin iit-tn-Kosakoff patients with (Muscn. 19901
J("'CI M iti.tI II NI ( Gairieli & Keane. 1988) and the In view of the foregoing considerations, we sugg~est

eite~tt~iItit 1;iteti S S (Cetttlak. Blatckford. O'Connotr. that priming of novel verbal information i~s sometimes
& lc(emh I ~' cc :sit Goinditn. 198S for- a rather imore impaired in patients with memory disorders because
()Il pteX pMttter1t lint Itesults I lit .ick~litittn. there iscevidncei such priming may reqluire the acquisition of semantic,

hii Iititti 1)1itti1it1.u (Iit tn(llvotd Is :inmnesic patients when associative information and hence involves processes
.1Iitte11i1t trt tCII)i it(.C 1t tU t~xpextsed ;Is an tmplicit mleinl- outside t f PRS: priming, tof novel nonverbal information.
1i1' r~ixk (IL 1)'t \' NqItHir. JtflM Itt least as assessed be ithiecr decision and dot completion

Ptitttiti- i( it' iti, u itiot mitni In nti' iiý I ocý'n exu~minct ASks. K. ek)s nIft 11)1e::t to Involve processes outside of
.11~ic finn 11ive 11xet0 .t (it1ettteeliedi 0 ~ PRS It , ix o-stihe thami the at'ouisition of novel semantic

-(;ii it iLte IIItic LA111 !'.I- Infrminattiot icricitis in some of the same processes antI
ricnt', iimkII iun (iitttt iitýs :i-x'ot tttnn titi j stein oin- -ýtructttrcs that ate Involved Iin the acquisition of novel
tiviti nt i'111k:1-e l.ittmv lttitc It"t tUntelCaten 1"lred episodic i nformat ion - processes and structures that arc

'i ttxIc CI (. .'t. :11kb-i -t 'icwc i )n Onc tile (i( ino. sty- typically damiaged tn paitie'nts with memors' disorder's (cf
ul ut'ctI tettx Iis NllkIi iv.lt ttit pillig fnitn. n)I n ý1 i Gabrieli Cohenii & Cotikill. 1988: Schacter. 1987a. Squire.

'it. tttt'tt itl PAtients wittI t ea1ctivi milld Ilmemory 1987 Tulving c, al.. 1991) These ideas are somewhat
SIist I)I-(Ic It' t (I G I & t' S t.I .it Ictr, I ') ' ý Nitte I U lW1 wat()% I. I tt I w - speculative and(i t) not account for all pertinent obser-
it d. & \\igg.~ 1900~( St~t~ittr L&ý rItA. l90i'It Iinid in at vatiiiný. I)tit rhces are generally, consistent with the exper-
licst itte sevctuh cl :mtmtsex pntent I erntak. [Ihacktorti. insencAl (acts and can he tested int future research
() ( i)nni i & 131601,t 1988) oi t the t ttltr hand. a nuinhet Finally, we should note that our account, which dc-
ilf cxiellct' im tti hve reported reduced otr absent nli mins.i pends crucially ton the postulation of multiple memory
il newv ;i~s ctitit ttis in scvcit'-l% titineste ptiatents (Cer- systems. rep~resents just one approach to the patterns (if

titi. liheitit. Mi3tcfottl. 108R 5( Iataer & (Grat. 1986h. data that wec have observed. A number of investigators
S1h11iminatnua &squite. 19s9t Itivestieniors who have is- have argued that dissociations between priming and ex-
'I.S.Nctl (Ittittitte nI SO ti M i lolltts 'CVMtoirttune Imolte: Illicit memory can he explained without postulating dif-
itietitir it'' xi'tdwittIns hi:ive ret ')ricd Ii)ti en nlsitivc rnnnintes ,crcnt memory c%-stems, (Cf Jacobs'. 1983: Roccdiger. 1990

L-1tt'ic Ht 1 9'40) intl tici~tivc tndviv;it~TijvinQ Nloscttvttch ct 31 . 1986: Roediuger & Bla~xton. 198.'). Al-
k A, 90)Firtthllv Iit extuerittnie tha~t atsse'ssed rrirntin ~howin sucii aprrtaches can accommodate man\' results

(it itovdI tt1(lnitttito %\Ith) ;i pt~idia it inv~iisinie tintetnit' that have been onsened in studies with normal subiects.
,Ii ii itt t :ttit(tI ni 'etitel e't ci Itteimc c]i t'nle e tiir thee have nnti pro vided co mpelling accounts of preserved

-111t. Nit i1(ti it tt tttt.tl hIrIittImCl- Ill tiýti('tIlf l'.'itt "tNVCtt ;'rtininiz cfftcits tn arntiesia IC' Schacter. 19S'71. 1990.
w, %I \it(tck( . .1t P~s lavttttt 8 litilitim. 191;9. lultintig cr alt 19911 It is not

111 1i,' "1,(i i, t\ I. I lk usii l~lt' h't it r In ir'i iwt hmis. t tniniits nittrilt's ý,se~tni ihemirs wvouldl

,IIifI I' ItIIIIII , I .)'' I Itl 1hit 1,i [II I- tn iti1c itt k ittc' cxpltitll plreseir d prtiming oi novel obijects in amrnesic
'Itit iiIi''.it It,111 tt'td i. II s ill i.ttitcilx tel is wh'imts patients. hut no dotubit sitine Sort of explanation could

Iitte it- pwxitit t'XoetIIC mteiiJIld Itt HIt NtLdi% Itt' GAiVit'tl lhe fol-tmnulateci. The important point to stress is that our
(: p190) k\ti It ixt' ittitjivilt~il mitcttit.ils Alitttttlt"1 view prttvidles aI stiraighttftttwardt account of relevint find-

it is liii ''iik Ilt:It Ilte! vCilIIt mttttvela t (Ift oh th ings with aninmiest patients. fits well with thle daita con-
W1tt ) cittitilhi-c "''u Itli' I().nhiiit (iffeliett( ~Inl cerninqg the dhtat':ctcristics of chihect dlecisioin priming in

tic(k Iu 'k ix x uc (it t.t t get itt.tiCtt:ilx text telulchuitettitis. notrmal suhleeiis I Cooper ct al . 1990: Schacter. Cooper.
11i0 Jl~ttcit p ~linI:tiiiiit ttiik it difttiliitoi ditaw htn S, Delaney, 1990) Schacter. Cotopetr. Delaney. Peterson. &

I 'l(ilt Itxilttx teei."intlmtill- [,tit -'e In icfiilnte pia Tharan. 1991aa rand receives support from semantic., ILI S
HIMtt AI ii S tie tisel iil oiifptiln t new ;tS.Stttt(Itti0S str'uctutral dissQciations that hMve been observeo in pa- REG
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Ictitsill i're r iewenion derticirs dlaucr & Rubens. faces on an immediate test. Data concerning the main
1-5= I unwiresV's &V Riddoch. 1987: Warring'ton. 19'S, characteristics of individual patients arc presented in
1982Q)1 Ihe :isailabilitv of such converging evidlence from Table 3
,j(cictlepnenr lines of research suggests that theorizing in The matched control group consisted of five females
wrers (if giultiple memory systems represents a useful and one male. t tests indicated that these subjects did

.:ltlroijach to undIerstand~ing dissociations between im- not differ significanitly from patients with respect to mean
plicit andi explicit memoty age (51 years). educational level (14 Years). or WAIS-R

IQ (108). Control suhject., showed much higher levels
-of performance than patients on the general memory

METHOD (121), verbal mnemory (114). visual memory (128), and

Subjects delayed recall (117) indices of the WMS-R (all Is 10) >
5.09. p < .0011: controls also scored highcr (115) than

IX paiiiellŽ. rilicc wile11s andl three femnales. participated did patients on the attention index. I = 1.94. p <.05. In
in thle e~xj)ieiiiiiet 1hree paiitents5 developed inenni-y additiOnl. COnttol0 SobpectS scored significantls' higher than

1li'ordleo. Jý : result oif ruptured aneurvsm~s. Patient D.I L. patients on the Warrington Recognition Test It = 3.97.
1 oNi-vear-old femiale. anid patient I-L.B.a: 55-year-old male. p < 01). recognizing on average 49/50 words and 45/50

CAII SIi uCICid Iti;)tiite :inetItrvsins of the anterior coim- faces.
munilicating airirv in 1988 Cl scans revealed that UKH In addition to the patient group and the matched con-
hlAd S1i~talIii(l d1:iiii;ige Io basal forebrain and left niesial trols. six University oif Arizona undergraduates (three
oihilottoji-nal lobe. while I-I B. sustalined damage to basal males and three females ') took part in the main experi-
torebrJin. rwfhr niciral orbiofronital cortex. as well as ment. Patients and controls subject., were paid S$10.00 for
Ifllt~iicii 10It thc head of thie rwlgk caudtate nucleuls. Patienit their i~articip~alion: college students participated in cx-

I Va 29-1; c.:r )l(Iid tiI' cxici iiefdcdl rutiiuredl a:icuiv~ll ch.rante for Co ur~se credits

)I file lileliwi kommiiiiiiinoliii atietcr ii 1980. CT scan

,hi 5i' 1li Ihii iceo1 ih. haisa I i jciia in aind in I( id tion Materials
sliiiwccl err me~siail frontal intfarction in the distribution
c rt ile ;Iiien'te eel irieCn'h-J l~iCiiien WXC., J i-yeaVCr-old [lie critical materials were 20 n~ossible and 20 impossible
i:il31. b13d sljlIC'id AiI ic(. b0N ead inimiur in 1983 and an ('biects th~at have been used and dlescribedl by Schacter.

e-pileptic ,cizumc iI 19S88.An NIRI scan was performedl (ooper. Delaney. P'eter~son. & Tharan (1991): represen-
u(in tliis patc ii in 1988 and revealed sognificani damnage lative obtects are shown in Figure 1 The obtects were

th(le left flolni~f lobe -.111d left temporal lobe Patient selected by Schacter et al. on the basis of two criteria:
K.K. is a 34-vear-old femiale who rceivedl a severe closedl (1) when subiects were given unlimited time to decide
head iiljlTtr in a miroor vehicle accident in 1970 and w-hcther obtcc~s are rsssssible or impossible, there was
-emainecd comiiatose for 10) weeks. Patient F K i~s a 74- near perfect aureement about the poss ibie'i m possible

%e*tr--Okl temIale who wais referrecd to the Mecmon' Dis- nature of each object (mean percent agreement -across
iiesChl"ini 1t theC Univer~si1 tyf Arizona Health Sciences 20 subtects was 99'N for both possible and impossible

entecr bcau:se ficr litih:indl fiwd i iliseved a raither sold- Alhiectso. (2) when suhiects were L!1iven brief 6i e. 100
(I ci a ndl 0Ii i KC( OCI 10-111 etc ii i li llu ie Mi nv a ilieIs a 0(101 !osec cx posurc its Iiech olbject. oi iecr deci sion accu racy
f, weecks L:rlw ic IrereUltl if A l11iliOUOL1 TIleuIrllps- was low a~bour :,-60`i, correct for rossible: and impos-

kioiogutic;il cvauaii i Wer nor 5 owisiecnt wimi a iliac.- sihle iiiiictsl. roerchi. allowinu room for rriminq to he
ni''s i IIIIII,!51 llcaeici1tiv'ltiiehi1. buth (1](1 not1 vield b.hserv.ed

J1 (crllnl I li~iii11 e riatnirin;o were dividied randoioml into two sets. A
I lie ipiiicirrs ilieni .e v..r'51 1ci .';li m ihie had o1n And B. ihat eaco ccontains 10 piossible and 10 inip)iSAibl

liii.e13 VCAIrs (It (ILiCAitii iiiIlicir overall level of olbjects. Eaich subject studiedl either Set A or Set 1B and
,i11llCiUM.il tLuh MIIi illJs In HIlt iiirmn11il Jai ." idi- Was sulbseqluently tesred on licth sets. The objects were

.iiii 1Ws .1 1ILclil IQ) (I 100t iii tilt \\clsler Adult iircl- iwesented for Ktrudy and test b)% a Compaq 386 Deskpi-o
lit~iiu > ilc-hvuskl lcir' liesi the WechISeiC computer on the screen of a 12 inch Princeton Ultrasync
5 ci ii' ~' .i c l Ao'cI -1(1 lcve:ileul jperu iii;il(c e Monitor, they, subtended. aI mean visual antile of 9' when

levelsI, icll elw the me-aiii f li00 observed in the nor- viewed from (n0 cm. Drawingvs of obiects wet-c presented
mail populatioii on liiioiiilcs of genrei~i memnory i-3). in- in medium resolution and appeared white against a uni-
eluding the 'enaiale iniiilcs irf visual memotv (82) and) form dark gray background
verbhal mentior'. -;) that conihimin to form the general
mcniii i ii ndex. a1 ii dc Lived recal (I159). Pcirforniaince (In DeinadPo dolr
the ;itienttoi ildc'x (9-' was withiin normail limits Pa- Dsg n rcdr
ticmc'i Aimi pc'itiiiiid miiii.on the WVarrington Recog- The nmain expeCriimlent consisted Of four var12iabls Subject
litioilmi ifiieiu'' tuetr ecognizing On averageq 38.950 Group (amnesic p~tients. matched controls, and student tU S
1iIt'I-IiiiS1 .StIKI(lI~ wiai-rds ad38/5(0 previously Studied controls). Itemn Trpe (studied vs. nonsiudied., Object REG
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dchll \'I CiSi ct Cgnilt ii) 1 lie experiment was, cornl- inl example oblectis to the subjects and ans~weredl qucs-
ICIcitcl\ (-uc rh~t~l:l:Iiiccdi such thatc objects from Set A and tions as needed

pt- Ii d equllyi~ often as studied and nonstudied Matched controls and student controls responded with
('i ~tcs lot (.:ICl h f tile till-e Subject groups, a PC mouse that they controlled with their right hand:

FOI tI(rsubjeCt(. Thle expeiC-mental .scs~,on consisted they' wcre told to press the left key when thcy thought
(1 1sc~jUeI(.W eof threc inain phases- left. right encoding that an object was possible and the right kcv when they

i.i'k<. oilJc~t dc~i CC ii tcM,. atnd 'es/iCni recogniltion te.V. For thought that an object was impossible. Patients re-
rwIiileft riijCr ecodiwC CC1112ýisk. cac~h ohject was exposed forl sporided verbally in order to eliminate tile possibilirs'
;i (CCC tithuc mlnputctr monitor, preceded by aI fikation that thev' would forget which key to press. Administration

;viCnt Stihic rs INC-Ce tIItIuE'ctecl that ;t series of drawings of instructions took about 2 min. and subjects were re-
W01.uld he Nhoown on tile computer screen and thiat their minded of task instructions thoughout test performance.

trisk w~~to determine whether each object appeared to Ten practice items. five that had appeared on the study
hc lacing, litimartiv toC the left or to the right. Thev were list and five that had not, were then presented at the
toild thatr the dirawing~s are not as simple as the%' might appropriate exposure rate for each group. These draw-
.IppCuai. soC that thle\, should use the full 5 sec to inspect ings were followed in an uninterrupted sequence by the

e ohiobtc carefullv The task began with presentation 20 studied and 20 nonstudied critical items, presented

1)C Cssible and 1t) iiipjossible target items in random order. item was preceded blw thle appearance: Of a fixation point
I lie target Items weCe then presented again for 5 sec in the middle of the monitor. Amnesic patients told the
c:tCh intI -Luhlucts madc1c lft/right jud~gments in the same experimenter "ready- when they were looking at the
C1CaCCC1CC A previous exileriment has shown that the nuni- fixation point and the experimenter pressed the appro-

I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~1 CC tSitS CICpII(C5(ie Ctafc h antd priace button to initiate the trial: matched controls and
('CCC11. t the ith e ctsleiiof task (Schacter. CooCocr. studcnt controls Initiated thle trial by pressing the center ~L

I )clrflev. I'CtcCI'Nfl. &- I hairan. 1991. Experimniti 1) . huuvn on the mCouse.T
>uhtCcost' S.ct 111(21) 'o'ven thle ithect: decision test. III Immedciately fotllowing, the conclusion of the obiect de-

CI (5CCtI N(LOMCCIi'S Withl ,Ol1e11Lsudens, a 100 IISCC CX- cision t.i~sk. Subrel(cts were- Instructed for the recognition
CC)'U Ctti t.11it1.1 Iti)CCctt ti-Cd I loweL'er. pilot StUdies; With task IThey wvere told that they would be -'town a further

LIIc'li IV uii 1hI'(. indiCC;ttcd tha~t baseline per-formance on ser'ies Or drawvings. some of which had been presented
IlcCiI Citi~i (It-CIAt 15CC C tisk I owe- in Cld SIIubjc~ts tihan iCn when thle%, made lCeftright Judlgments and some of which
SC CCCClg '11 Ciiits \Silcel ICC tl ;ICe rested with 1(00 iinsec hiad noCt been presented during the left/righit task, Sub-

(\CCCCC iitiL C(t ltiilte 1):itreiit glounp anltI the matuched lects wecre IColdI to make a yes* -e~sponse whecn the"
Cilrnfl0 Os-eildcir irti1t the stticlitr icontrol~s III this reminieitere seeing ai drawving during thle left,'right task

C~peroteo kte : %W(CIthilken e so erats if) ant ;CC- ýind ito make i 'no' response when they did not remem-
fC.-CpI lit cI( hiir l1scliiie levels of* obtect decision perl- her seeing a drawving, duriing the left/right task.
h iriwnoiri 2ý() nisec lor patients aind matched concrols. The same 10 piractice items that were used on the
'Ind ;( 1115cC h tr studilit controls Presentation of each object decision task were presented initially on the rec-

%\%IidI Sis iit iniecliaitel' followed hv a darkened screen ognition rest. followed by 20 studied and 20 nonstudied
lie1. data I'inI I~ 1Iindicate' chat we were largely1 SLuC- target fieures. Drawingts remainecl on che screen for ý

I i.-sstul CCC niVChitCiii, overall levels, of baseline perfor- sec. arnd subjects weic instructed to respond before the
111.11i(c object diisatpearedl from the screen. Patients indicated

subj)ct' %\ClC CC1it ittd tcha th:1 iev wouldI he exposedi their vses.no resooclse verb-all%,. whereas control subiects
Cm.1ri "I C(lC-:1"'inIQ wac would he flashed vet-v quickly, pressed the left key, to indicate a yves" response and the

.Indi that tlte'X- would tdecid whether each figure could right kev to Indlicate a uto) response

AiiuAlls exist inI thle real world. Thes' were informed that After conclusion of testing, subjects were debriefed
'()tile vlaiiscplresent valid. possible threc-climcn- concerning the nature of the experiment.
,i~i Ci:CIhici rN thI ilt Loiiiik exist in the real wo rld whereas

CCIHILrs CI'IWCC -C-lCtlC 1C111iI1C hgure-s (11-11 iitild no"t ex-ist
. ill ehrt'-i IMiCL-CP-CC1i.i CCICICUS in tlie real world, and that Acknowledgments
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Abstract

Two experiments explore the nature of the mental representations

of unfamiliar, three-dimensional objects underlying performance on

implicit and explicit tests of memory. In both experiments, subjects

studied depictions of objects under conditions designed to encourage the

encoding of global structure. Implicit memory was assessed by an object

decision task, in which briefly presented drawings of test objects were

classified as to their structural possibility or impossibility. Explicit

memory was assessed by a surprise recognition test. The principal

experimental manipulation was the relationship between the sizes

(Experiment 1) or the left/right parities (Experiment 2) of the studied and

tested objects. In both experiments, priming of performance on the object

decision task was observed; and, priming remained substantial despite

study-to-test transformations of size or reflection. Recognition memory,

in contrast, was significantly impaired by both the size and reflection

transformations. These results support the notion that distinct

representational systems mediate priming and recognition -- a pre-

semantic structural description system that constructs representations of

objects invariant over size and reflection, and an episodic system that

encodes these transformations as properties of an object's distinctive

representation in memory.
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A phenomenon of considerable theoretical importance and vigorous

experimental investigation is the dissociation between performance on

explicit and implicit tests of memory. Explicit tests typically require

conscious recall or recognition of previously presented material, while on

implicit tests the effects of such material are demonstrated without

requiring the conscious recollection of a specific study episode (e.g., Graf &

Schacter, 1985; Schacter, 1987). Implicit effects are generally inferred

from performance facilitation in the form of priming, in which the

beneficial influence of exposure to a particular stimulus is manifested in

the absence of explicit instructions to remember the stimulus (e.g., Cofer,

1967; Tulving & Schacter, 1990). One source of evidence for the

dissociation between implicit and explicit forms of remembering comes

from laboratory studies with intact, adult subjects, in which a variety of

experimental manipulations produce differential or even opposite effects

on performance on implicit and explicit tasks (for reviews, see

Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988; Schacter, 1987). Another source of

evidence comes from reports of essentially normal priming effects in

amnesic patients who exhibit severely impaired explicit memory (e.g.,

Cermak. Talbot, Chandler, & Wolbarst, 1985; Gabrieli, Milberg, Keane, &

Corkin. 1990; Graf, Squire, & Mandler, 1984; Jacoby & Witherspoon, 1982:

Moscovitch, 1982; Schacter, 1985; Schacter & Graf, 1986: Shimamura &

Squire. 1984; Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1968, 1974; for a review, see

Shimamura, 1986).

Two primary theoretical interpretations of dissociations between

performance on implicit and explicit memory tasks and of priming effects

themselves have been advanced. One view, which we favor, holds that
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dissociations between priming and performance on explicit tasks reveal

the operation of separable underlying memory systems (cf., Gabrieli et al.,

1990; Hayman & Tulving, 1989; Squire, 1987; Schacter, 1987). In

particular, Schacter and his associates (Schacter, 1990; Schacter et al.,

1990a, 1990b; Tulving & Schacter, 1990) have proposed that priming on

implicit tests of memory is mediated by a pre-semantic perceptual

representation system. An alternative, though not mutually exclusive,

theoretical account holds that dissociations between priming and explicit

memory are attributable to different processes operating within a single

memory system (e.g., Jacoby, 1983; Mandler, 1985, 1988; Roediger,

Weldon, & Challis, 1989).

One versirn of this latter account proposes that the principle of

transfer-appropriate processing (Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977) can

serve as a basis for understanding dissociations between performance on

implicit and explicit tasks (e.g., Roediger & Blaxton, 1987; Roediger et al.,

1989). The general idea is that performance on a memory test is related

to the degree to which the processing operations by which an item was

initially encoded are reinstated at the time of test; and, most implicit tests

of memory rely strongly on perceptual processing while explicit tests

require more semantic or conceptual processing. Evidence supporting this

proposal comes from the reported specificity of priming effects to

conditions in which the modality and other surface characteristics of

study and test items are congruent (e.g., Graf, Shimamura, & Squire, 1985;

Jacoby & Dallas, 1981; Roediger & Blaxton, 1987).

While most of the research on dissociations between implicit and

explicit tests of memory have used verbal materials as stimuli, a number

of studies of priming of familiar and unfamiliar nonverbal stimuli have
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recently been reported (e.g., Bentin & Moscovitch, 1988; Biederman &

Cooper, 1990, in press, a, in press, b; Durso & Johnson, 1979; Gabrieli et al.,

1990; Jacoby, Baker, & Brooks, 1989; Kersteen-Tucker, 1991; Kroll &

Potter, 1984; Mitchell & Brown, 1988; Musen & Treisman, 1990;

Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1968; Weldon & Roediger, 1987; for a review,

see Schacter, Delaney, & Merikle, 1990). Of particular relevance to the

present experiments are a series of studies described by Schacter, Cooper,

& Delaney (1990a) and Schacter, Cooper, Delaney, Peterson, & Tharan

(1991). The stimuli in these experiments were line drawings of

unfamiliar, three-dimensional objects. While all of the drawings depicted

novel, meaningless objects -nat did not have pre-existing representations

in memory, only half of the objects were possible -- in the sense of

corresponding to structures whose surfaces were arranged such that they

could exist in the three-dimensional world. The other half of the

drawings depicted impossible structures whose surfaces and edges

contained local violations and ambiguities that made it impossible for

them to exist as actu-I three-dimensional objects (cf., Draper, 1978;

Penrose & Penrose, 1958).

The purpose of the Schacter et al. (1990a, 1991a) experiments was

to assess the relationship bctween performance on implicit and explicit

tests of memory for these unfamiliar, three-dimensional objects, as a

function of a variety of different conditions of encoding. Explicit memory

was evaluated by performance on a standard "yes/no" recognition test;

implicit memory was assessed by performance on a version of an object

decision task (cf., Kroll & Potter, 1984). Specifically, following study of

half of the objects, subjects were required to indicate whether individual

objects presented for 100 ms were possible or impossible. Facilitation of
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performance on previously studied -- compared with nonstudied --

objects constitutes evidence for implicit memory or priming on this object

decision task.

Several key findings reported by Schacter ct al. (1990a; 1991a) are

directly relevant to the present experiments. First, significant priming

was obtained on the object decision task, but oidy following study tasks

that required the encoding of information about the global three-

dimensional structure of individual objects. The "structural" encoding

task that produced the most robust object decision priming required

subjects to determine whether each object presented for study faced

primarily to the left or to the right. Study conditions involving semantic

or elaborative analysis (i.e., requiring subjects to think of a familiar object

that each depicted structure reminded them of), as well as conditions

involving the encoding of local visual features (i.e., requiring subjects to

determine whether each drawing contained more horizontal than vertical

lines), failed to produce any significant priming of performance on the

object decision task. Second, priming -- when observed -- was always

confined to structurally possible versions of the test objects. Priming for

impossibile objects was not observed under any conditions, despite

modifications of instructions emphasizing "impossible" over "possible"

responses, minor changes in the nature of the stimulus materials, and

manipulations of the number, quality, and duration of exposures to items

on the study list (Schacter et al., 1991a). Finally, marked dissociations

between performance on implicit (object decision) and explicit

(recognition) tests of memory for these unfamiliar, three-dimensional

objects were obtained. Study manipulations designed to enhance the

distinctiveness of an object's encoding in memory (e.g., requiring semantic
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elaboration of each studied object, Schacter et al., 1990a, Experiment 2;

repeating presentation of objects on the study list tour times, Schacter et

al., 1991a, Experiment 1) produced significant enhancement of recognition

performance, but either no priming or no change in the magnitude of

priming compared with a single-exposure study condition.

The pattern of results summarized above led Schacter et al. (1990a,

1990b; Schacter et al., 1991a) to argue that priming on the object decision

task is supported by a mental representation of the three-dimensional

relations that define the structure of an object. Furthermore, the memory

system that encodes and represents this structural description of an

object is functionally separable trom the episodic system that supports

performance on explicit tests of memory. This latter system is supported

by various sources of information about object properties -- including

semantic, associative, and functional information -- as well as information

about local visual features. The structural description system (cf., Riddoch

& Humphreys, 1987), in conurast, is pre-semantic, specialized for

representing global information about visual form and object structure,

and part of a more general perceptual representation system (Schacter,

1990: Schacter, Rapcsak, Rubens, Tharan, & Laguna, 1990; Tulving &

Schacter. 1990).

This theoretical framework provides a coherent account of the

central findings from the Schacter et al. (1990a; Schacter et al.,1991a)

experiments described above. In particular, the hypothesis of a separable

structural description system is consistent with the Schacter et al. (1990a)

findings that (a) priming on the object decision task was only obtained

following study tasks requiring structural (left/right) encoding, and (b)

priming of judgments of impossibility was never observed. Presumably,
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this latter finding reflects computational constraints on the structural

description system; impossible objects, by definition, cannot be modeled

by an internal representation of global relations among components of

objects in the three-dimensional world (cf., Schacter et al., 1991a).

Finally, we have also found that brain-damaged patients with episodic

memory deficits show intact priming on the object decision task

(Schacter, Cooper, Tharan, & Rubens, 1991).

Converging evidence for a system for the representation of

information about global structural relations -- that is distinct from the

representational system for semantic, associative information -- comes

from research in cognitive and clinical neuropsychology on forms of visual

object agnosia (for a review, see Farah, 1990). Most suggestive from the

present perspective are reports of patients with intact access to

knowledge about the structure of objects, but with serious impairment in

access to information about their semantic and functional properties (e.g.,

Riddoch & Humphreys, 1987; Warrington, 1982; Warrington & Taylor,

1978). Other patients apparently exhibit a complementary pattern of

selective deficits, with impairment in the specific ability to represent the

global structure of visual objects (e.g., Ratcliff & Newcombe, 1982). The

similarity of these reports to the pattern of laboratory-induced

dissociations between access to structural and semantic representations of

visual objects (Schacter et al., 1990a; Schacter et al., 1991a) provides

converging support for the notion of a system for the representation of

structural descriptions of objects, underlying priming on the object

decision task, that is distinct from the eposidic system mediating explicit

recognition.
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The aim of the experiments reported here is to explore in more

detail the nature of the proposed structural description system. In so

doing, we seek to unite theoretical issues and experimental techniques in

the area of memory with general considerations about the processes and

representations underlying object perception and recognition. Like others

(e.g., Biederman, 1987; Marr, 1982; Marr & Nishihara, 1978; Palmer, 1975;

Reed, 1974; Sutherland, 1973), we view the computation of a

representation of the structural relations among components of an object

as a primary function of higher-level vision. Our objective is to pose

questions about the nature of the information embodied in such structural

descriptions of objects that may be investigated independently of

questions concerning the precise characterization of the components or

primitive units, e.g., elementary visual features (Sutherland, 1968),

generalized cones (Marr, 1982; Marr & Nishihara, 1978), or geons

(Biederman, 1987), among which structural relations are computed.

Our general research strategy uses the experimental paradigm

introduced by Schacter et al. (1990a) as a tool for exploring the nature of

the information embodied in structural description representations --

hypothesized to mediate object decision priming -- of unfamiliar, three-

dimensional objects. One simplified view of the nature of such structural

descriptions might hold that only information concerning relations among

component units is preserved in the underlying mental representations.

Under this view, it would follow that aspects of visual information

irrelevant to the coding of such global relations among components should

not be represented in or accessible from structural descriptions of objects.

If, by hypothesis, structural description representations of this kind

support priming on the object decision task, then variation in information
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concerning properties like object size or overall reflectance -- which do

not contribute to the representation of global structure -- should be

unrelated to performance on the object decision task. Variation in other

forms of information that might serve to enhance or to reveal certain

relations while obscuring others (e.g., occlusion of intersections, depicted

three-dimensional orientation), could contribute to the representation of

global structure and, as a consequence, affect object decision performance.

The experiments reported below were designed to examine whether

certain forms of information are preserved in structural representations

of objects by asking whether study-to-test changes in those types of

information affect object decision, compared with explicit recognition,

performance. The logic of our experimental approach is as follows: To the

extent that study-to-test changes eliminate or significantly reduce the

magnitude of obtained priming or recognition effects, we can conclude

that the representational system accessed by the relevant memory task

does preserve the type of information being changed. However, if

obtained priming or recognition effects persist despite study-to-test

changes in certain forms of information about objects, then we can

conclude that the representational system being accessed by the relevant

memory test is not sensitive to the type of information undergoing

change. In Experiment 1, the effects of introducing study-to-test changes

in object size on implicit and explicit tests of memory are assessed.

Experiment 2 examines the effects of overall reflection on both object

decision and recognition tasks.
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Experiment 1

Retinal size is a characteristic property of an object that is useful for

recognition. In particular, differences in the absolute sizes of objects

viewed at the same distance might function as an important source of

information for discriminating among them. However, there is little

reason to expect on logical grounds that size should be a property encoded

in the structural description of an object. Indeed, if a structural

description represents only global relations among the components of an

object, then invariance over changing retinal size should enhance the

generality of such representations. One source of evidence consistent with

these logical considerations comes from studies of the neuroanotomical

basis of visual object processing (for a recent review and discussion, see

Plaut & Farah, 1990). Both behavioral evidence from monkeys with

localized lesions (e.g., Ungerleider, Ganz, & Pribram, 1969) and

electrophysiological evidence from the response properties of single cells

(e.g., Desimone, Albright, Gross, & Bruce, 1984; Perrett, Rolls, & Caan,

1982; Perrett, Smith, Potter, Mistlin, Head, Milner, & Jeeves, 1985; Rolls &

Baylis, 1986; Sato, Kawamura, & Iwai, 1980; Schwartz, Desimone, Albright,

& Gross, 1983) indicate that regions of the inferior temporal cortex play a

central role in the size-invariant representation of the structure or shape

of visual objects.

Accordingly, we reasoned that size would most likely not be

represented in the structural description of an unfamiliar, three-

dimensional object. Thus, we predicted that priming on the

"possible/impossible" object decision task should be relatively unaffected
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by study-to-test variations in size. In contrast, we expected explicit

recognition to suffer as a result of the size manipulation. This is because

size seems to be a characteristic property that could enhance the

distinctiveness of an object's representation in memory; hence, it is likely

to be a useful form of information for the episodic system to encode.

Consistent with this idea, research by other investigators (e.g., Jolicoeur,

1987; Jolicoeur & Besner, 1987) provides an empirical basis for predicting

that study-to-test changes in the size of target objects should impair

recognition performance.

Method

Subjects. The 96 subjects were undergraduate students at Columbia

University who participated in the experiment for either course credit or

payment of $5.00. Subjects were randomly assigned to the experimental

conditions described below.

Stimuli. The experimental materials were line drawings of 40

unfamiliar, three-dimensional objects similar to those displayed in Figure

1. Twenty of the objects were possible, in that they depicted structures

that could exist in the three-dimensional world. Twenty of the objects

were impossible, in that they contained edge and surface ambiguities

resulting in structures that could not physically exist as three-dimensional

objects. Eighteen of the 20 possible objects were taken from the set of

materials described and used in the experiments reported by Schacter et

al., 1990a. The remaining 2 possible objects were drawn from the set

used by Schacter et al., 1991a. (This substitution was necessary because 2

of the 20 objects originally used by Schacter et al., 1990a, contained

curved contours; curves are difficult to render on the computer graphics
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system used to display the stimuli in the present experiment.) All 20 of

the impossible objects were taken from the materials used by Schacter et

al., 1991a. It should be noted that all stimuli had previously met the

following criteria for inclusion in the experimental set (described more

fully in Schacter et al., 1990a; Schacter et al., 1991a): (a) Average inter-

subject agreement as to the objects' possibility or impossibility was 95%

or greater in a pilot study using unlimited exposure durations, and (b)

Baseline performance from an independent group of subjects for

determining whether each object was "possible" or "impossible", when

displayed for 100 ms, was on average approximately 65%.

An additional baseline study was done to aid in selecting the object

sizes for the present experiment, and to ensure that absolute size was not

systematically related to subjects' abilities to determine, in the absence of

prior study, whether briefly exposed drawings depicted possible or

impossible objects. Twenty students viewed balanced 10-item subsets of

the 40 selected target objects (along with 10 practice objects, 5 possible

and 5 impossible) at each of four sizes: 7.7, 11.5, 15.4, and 19.2 degrees

of visual angle, at a viewing distance of approximately 50 cm. These sizes

represent ratios of 1:1, 1:1.5, 1: 2, and 1: 2.5, moving from the smallest to

the largest object set. The objects were displayed individually on the

monitor of a Silicon Graphics Personal IRIS computer, and they appeared

as white line drawings on a dark surround. Each 100-ms exposure of an

object was preceded by an illuminated fixation cross in the center of the

screen. Subjects were instructed to press the leftmost button on a mouse

if they judged an object to be possible, and the rightmost button to

indicate a judgment of impossibility. Baseline accuracy on this object

decision task ranged from 60% to 80%, and performance was not
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systematically related to stimulus size. Consequently, the most extreme

size ratio of 1: 2.5, corresponding to 7.7 ("small") and 19.2 ("large")

degrees of visual angle, was selected for use in Experiment 1, in order to

maximize sensitivity to effects of this variable. Within each size category,

the 40 target objects were normalized for approximate size by scaling

them to fit within a circular reference frame (cf., Schacter et al., 1991a,

Experiment 4). The top half of Figure 1 displays a possible and an

impossible object in sizes, the ratio of which corresponds to that between

the large and the small sizes used in the present experiment.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Design. The design of the main experiment was a 2 (small vs. large

encoded sizes) x 2 (small vs. large tested sizes) x 2 (object decision vs.

recognition tasks) x 2 (possible vs. impossible object types) x 2 (studied

vs. nonstudied objects) mixed factorial. The first three factors -- Studied

Object Size, Tested Object Size, and Type of Memory Task -- were

between-subjects variables. The last two factors -- Object Type and Item

Type -- were manipulated within subjects. In addition, the 20 possible

and 20 impossible target objects were randomly divided into two subsets,

A and B, each containing 10 possible and 10 impossible objects. The two

subsets were rotated through all experimental conditions, resulting in a

completely counterbalanced design in which each subset appeared equally

often as studied and nonstudied objects in each cell of the main design.

Procedure. Each of the 96 subjects was tested individually under

incidental memory conditions. That is, subjects were initially told that the
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experiment concerned the perception of objects; they were not informed

of the subsequent object decision or recognition task until shortly before

it began. Only the "structural" encoding task employed by Schacter et al.

(1990a, Experiments 1 and 2) and Schacter et al. (1991a) was used in all

experimental conditions. Subjects were told that a series of line drawings

would be presented, and that they were to indicate, for each, whether the

depicted object appeared to be facing primarily to the left or to the right.

Subjects were instructed to use the entire 5-sec exposure period to view

each object carefully and make a considered left/right judgment. No

mention was made of the possibility or impossibility of the objects at this

point in the experiment. Five practice items were then presented,

followed by presentation in a random order of 10 possible and 10

impossible objects. In this "study" phase, each object was presented

centered on the screen for 5 sec. Subjects were instructed to press the

rightmost mouse button if the object appeared to be facing to the right,

and the leftmost mouse button if the object appeared to be facing to the

left. Following initial presentation of the study list, each of the 20 objects

was presented again, in a different random order. Half of the subjects

studied objects defined as "small" (7.7 deg), and the other half of the

subjects studied objects defined as "large" (19.2 deg).

Immediately after presentation of the study list and completion of

the "left/right" judgments, subjects proceeded to the test phase of the

experiment. Half of the subjects participated in the object decision task,

and the other half participated in recognition.1 Within each test task, half

of the subjects from each (small vs. large size) encoding group viewed the

test objects (half previously studied and half nonstudied) in the same size

as presented during study; the other half of the subjects viewed the test
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objects in a size (small or large) changed from that presented during the

left/right encoding task.

For the subjects who participated in the object decision task,

instructions were administered that explained the difference between

structurally possible and impossible objects, including some examples of

both. Instructions emphasized the importance of looking at the fixation

cross just prior to stimulus presentation, as well as the brief 100-ms

duration of the test objects. Subjects were requested to press the

rightmost button of the mouse if they judged an object to be possible, and

the leftmost button if they determined that the object was impossible.

Trials were self-paced, with each trial beginning when the subject

depressed the middle mouse button. The object decision task began with

presentation ofl0 practice trials, 5 displaying possible and 5 showing

impossible objects. Immediately following practice, the 40 test objects

were displayed individually. Twenty of the test trials consisted of

possible structures, 20 of impossible ones. Within each possible or

impossible drawing type, half of the objects were structures that had been

viewed previously during the encoding phase, and half had not been seen

before.

Subjects who participated in the surprise "yes/no" recognition task

were informed that they would be presented with a series of objects,

some of which had been shown during the previous left/right task and

some of which were new. Subjects were told to indicate that an object

had been presented before by pressing the rightmost button on the

mouse, and to indicate that an object had not been shown previously by

pressing the leftmost button. Instructions emphasized that the "yes/no"

judgments were to be based solely on the shape of the test objects. Ten
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practice trials, 5 consisting of previously displayed practice items and 5

showing new items, were presented, followed by the 40 test trials. Half of

these trials contained possible objects, half impossible objects, and within

each object type, half of the drawings had been shown during the study

phase and half had never been shown before. For each subject, the

recognition trials were presented in a random order, and each object was

displayed for a maximum of 5 sec, disappearing when the subject made

the "yes/no" response.

At the completion of testing, all subjects were told the purpose of

the experiment, and they were provided with a written description of the

objectives and background of the program of research.

Results

The results of performance on the object decision task and the

recognition task were analyzed and are described separately.

Object decision. Table 1 presents the central results for

performance on the object decision task, expressed as proportion correct

on the "possible/impossible" judgment, as a function of the main

experimental variables -- size of encoded item, size of tested item,

possible/impossible object type, and studied/nonstudied test item status.

Insert Table 1 about here

Several important features of these data should be noted. First, for

possible objects presented in the same size at encoding and test

(conditions SS and LL), there is substantial facilitation of object decision

performance on studied items compared with nonstudied items. This is
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the usual priming effect (cf., Schacter et al., 1990a; Schacter et al., 1991a,

1991b) attributable to structural encoding. The data from the present

experiment indicate that the magnitude of priming is not affected by the

absolute (small or large) size of the studied and tested objects (.12 and

.10, respectively). Second, when possible objects are studied and tested in

different sizes (conditions SL and LS), priming of object decision

judgments continues to be observed. Again, the magnitude of the effect

does not depend strongly on the absolute sizes of the encoded and tested

objects, and the amount of facilitation is even slightly greater when size

relations at study and test are changed than when they remain the same

(for condition SL, magnitude of priming = .19; for LS, priming = .15).

Third, there is no evidence of facilitation of object decision performance

on impossible objects in any of the experimental conditions.

Statistical analyses confirm this description of the central results.

Two analyses of variance were performed on the object decision data --

one in which Encoded Size (small vs. large) and Tested Size (small vs.

large) were treated as separate factors, and one collapsing over these

factors, thus producing a single between-subjects factor of Size (same vs.

changed from study to test) as well as the within-subject factors of Object

Type (possible vs. impossible) and Item Type (studied vs. nonstudied).

Since the outcomes of these ANOVAs are entirely consistent, only the

second is reported. The main effect of (studied vs. nonstudied) Item Type

was significant, F (1,44) = 4.75, MSe = .018, p_ < .035, as was the interaction

between (studied vs. nonstudied) Item Type and (possible vs. impossible)

Object Type, F (1,44) = 26.20, MSe = .017, p_ < .0001. Importantly, the

main effect of (same vs. changed) Size did not approach statistical
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significance, E (1,44) < 1, nor did this factor enter into any significant

interacticns (all Fs < 1). 2

It is w orth noting that the data in Table I indicate the presence of
"negative priming" for impossible objects, or the tendency to respond

more correctly to nonstudied than to studied items. The presence of such
"negative priming" raises the question of response bias in these data -- in

particular, the possibility that priming observed for possible objects may

reflect nothing more than a generalized tendency to respond "possible" to

any object, possible or impossible, viewed at the time of initial encoding

(for extensive discussion of this point, see Schacter et al., 1990a; Schacter

et al., 1991a). Evidence against this possibility is provided by the

significant main effect of studied vs. nonstudied objects, which indicates

that the overall accuracy of object decision performance was increased by

the study exposure.

To evaluate further the response bias issue, we conducted an

analysis of the strength of association between the variables of Object

Type (possible/impossible) and Responses ("possible "/"impossible") by

computing the Yule Q statistic, a special case of the gamma correlation for

analyzing association in 2 x 2 contingency tables (see Goodman & Kruskal,

1954; Hayman & Tulving, 1989; Nelson, 1984, 1990). Following the

procedure recommended by Nelson (1984, 1990) and Reynolds (1977), 2

x 2 contingency tables defined by the orthogonal combination of Object

Type and Responses were created for each subject, and Q values were

computed separately for studied and nonstudied items. The thrust of this

analysis is to indicate the strength of association (ranging from +1 to -1)

between subjects' responses and the actual (possible/impossible) type of

object for each of the experimental conditions. To the extent that priming
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results from an increase in the accuracy of object decision performance as

a consequence of study -- rather than from a general bias to respond
"possible" to all studied items -- then the Q (or, stimulus-response

association) value for studied items should be higher than the Q value for

nonstudied items. For the present data, the Q for studied objects was .65,

for nonstudied objects Q = .54; and, these Q values are significantly

different, 1 (47) = 2.003, p_ < .048.

Recognition memory. Table 2 displays the central results for

recognition -- expressed in terms of hits, false alarms, and a corrected

recognition measure of hits minus false alarms -- as a function of the

main experimental variables. These data differ quite clearly from the

object decision data with respect to the effect of the size manipulation on

accuracy of performance. Most importantly, changing the size of test

objects from that initially viewed during encoding (conditions SL and LS)

produced substantial impairment of recognition performance, compared to

conditions in which the study-to-test size relation was preserved (SS and

LL). As Table 2 illustrates, this outcome was obtained for both possible

and impossible objects, and it is apparent in both the hit rate and hits

minus false alarms measures of performance. As in the results for object

decision performance, however, the absolute sizes of encoded and tested

objects has little influence on recognition memory (i.e., condition SS vs. LL

and condition SL vs. LS); rather, it is the relation between studied and

tested object sizes that determines the level of recognition memory.

Insert Table 2 about here
-. . . . . . . . - - - - -. . . . . . . . . . .
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Analyses of variance performed on the hit rates and on the hits

minus false alarms corrected recognition measure yielded virtually

identical outcomes, as did ANOVAs with Encoded Size (small vs. large) and

Tested Size (small vs. large) treated as separate factors and with a single

between-subjects factor of Size (same vs. changed from study to test).

Thus, we report only the results of the hits minus false alarms ANOVA

with Size (same vs. changed) as the between-subjects factor. The only

effect in this analysis to achieve statistical significance was the main

effect of (same vs. changed) Size, F (1, 44) = 6.45, MSe = .062, p_ < .01.

Discussion

Several features of the results of Experiment 1 merit special

attention. Some replicate theoretically important findings from earlier

work; others provide new evidence concerning the representation and

retrieval of information about three-dimensional objects. First, significant

priming of object decision performance was obtained for possible objects

under conditions of structural (left/right) encoding. The analyses

reported above indicate that this facilitation is not attributable solely to a

bias to respond "possible" to previously studied items. Thus, we have

replicated one of the central findings of the earlier studies of Schacter et

al. (1990a, 1990b), and have provided yet another demonstration of

implicit memory for unfamiliar, three-dimensional h,)ccts with no pre-

existing representation in memory. Second, no priming of object decision

judgments was exhibited for impossible objects under any of the

experimental conditions. This replicates the results of Schacter et al.

(1991a), and provides additional evidence for the notion that object

decision priming, when obtained, is supported by a mental representation
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of the global structure and relations among components of an object. That

is, priming is not observed for impossible objects because of an inability

to represent impossibility at the level of global structure; rather, the

computation of impossibility relies on the detection of local edge and

surface inconsistencies. This conclusion corresponds well with Hochberg's

(1968) finding of the difficulty that subjects experience in integrating

successive views of impossible objects into global structures. Third, we

have demonstrated a marked dissociation between performance on

implicit (object decision) and explicit (recognition) tests of memory. The

presence of this dissociation is consistent with the idea that separable

memory systems mediate the two types of judgments (cf., Schacter, 1990;

Tulving & Schacter, 1990).

The nature of the observed dissociation constitutes our most

important experimental finding. Specifically, the variable of size relation

between studied and tested objects failed to produce an effect on

performance on the object decision task, but it produced a marked effect

on the level of explicit recognition memory. The lefthand section of Figure

2 provides a graphic summary of the differential effects of the study-to-

test size relation variable on performance on the implicit (object decision,

top panel) and the explicit (recognition, bottom panel) memory tasks. The

generally high level and invariance of priming on the object decision task,

for both same and changed size relations, provide compelling evidence

that the structural description representations that support facilitation of

implicit memory for unfamiliar, three-dimensional objects do not

incorporate information concerning retinal size. The representational

system underlying recognition, however, does appear sensitive to size, in
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that changing the relationship between studied and tested object sizes

produces a sharp decline in recognition performance.

Insert Figure 2 about here

These results and interpretations make good sense on logical

grounds, and they correspond nicely to the findings of other investigators

using experimental materials and tasks quite different from our own.

Specifically, Biederman & Cooper (1990) have recently reported an

invariance of priming effects over changes in object size. Their paradigm

used a repetition priming procedure, pictures of familiar objects as

stimuli, and latency for object naming as the principal and most sensitive

dependent measure. The consistency of these investigators' results with

those of the present Experiment 1 -- which used an implicit memory task

arguably closer to the level of "perceptual" or "visual" representation than

the name identification task of Biederman & Cooper (1990) -- lends strong

support to the claim that the structural description representations

underlying priming do not incorporate information concerning object size.

The recognition results displayed in Table 2 and Figure 2 (bottom

panel, lefthand side) can also be related to the findings of other

researchers. Jolicoeur (1987) has documented an impairment in

recognition memory for drawings of unfamiliar objects under conditions

of study-to-test size variation; and, in a recognition version of their

object-naming experiment, Biederman & Cooper (1990) found that size

change caused a deterioration in both speed and accuracy of recognition.

Similarly, the general finding in the literature on "same-different"
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matching of objects differing in size (e.g., Bundesen & Larsen, 1975;

Bundesen, Larsen, & Farrell, 1981; Larsen & Bundesen, 1978; Jolicoeur &

Besner, 1987) is that time to make the comparison increases with

increasing size discrepancy (for conflicting results, see, e.g., Kubovy &

Podgorny, 1981). This body of evidence, then, corresponds well with our

finding of recognition impairment following a transformation in the size of

unfamiliar three-dimensional objects.

A final result of interest from Experiment 1 concerns the difference

in the behavior of impossible objects in the implicit and the explicit

memory tasks. As noted above, we failed to obtain object decision

priming for impossible objects -- owing, we have argued (Schacter et al.,

1991a), to computational constraints on the construction of structural

descriptions of such objects -- but observed robust priming for possible

objects. In the explicit recognition situation, however, the variable of size

transformation had parallel effects on possible and impossible objects,

with possible objects yielding overall higher levels of recognition. This

finding reinforces our claim of a dissociation between the representational

systems underlying performance on implicit and explicit memory tasks.

That is, not only the variable of size change, but also the variable of object

type, affects these indices of memory differentially. Apparently, the

system supporting recognition is capable of constructing some sort of

mental representation of an impossible object (perhaps a piecemeal set of

features, cf., Hochberg, 1968), and this representation is coded with

respect to size.
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Experiment 2

Another salient property of an object is its overall parity, or left-

right orientation in three-dimensional space. Experiment 2 explored the

effects of manipulating this property on both object decision judgments

and explicit recognition. As with the feature of size, there are logical and

empirical grounds for suspecting that left-right orientation is not coded in

the structural description representation of an object. If structural

descriptions embody only information about global relations among

components of objects, then such relations will remain invariant despite a

transformation of overall reflection about the vertical axis. Research

examining the discrimination abilities of monkeys with inferior temporal

cortex lesions (e.g., Cowey & Gross, 1970; Gross, 1973; 1978; Gross, Lewis,

& Plaiser, 1975) indicates that performance on mirror-image

discriminations with visual patterns is not impaired following lesioning.

Thus, inferior temporal cortex is implicated as a neural locus for the

representation of information about object structure, independent of size

and mirror-image reflection. On the basis of these logical considerations

and suggestive experimental reports, we reasoned that facilitation of

object decision performance should be observed, despite study-to-test

changes in the left-right orientation of our unfamiliar, three-dimensional

objects. If left-right orientation, like size, serves as a property that

enhances the distinctiveness of an object's episodic representation in

memory, then we should expect the study-to-test transformation of

overall reflection to produce impairment of explicit recognition

performance.
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Method

Subjects. Sixty-four undergraduate students at Columbia University

participated in the experiment for either course credit or payment of

$5.00. Subjects were randomly assigned to the experimental conditions

described below.

Stimuli. The stimulus set was composed of line drawings of 48

unfamiliar, three-dimensional objects similar to those displayed in Figure

1. Twenty-four of the drawings depicted possible three-dimensional

objects, and the other 24 represented impossible structures. The entire

set of drawings contained all 40 of the objects used in Experiment 1. Eight

objects, 4 possible and 4 impossible, were added in order to increase the

number of observations per cell of the experimental design to a level that

would permit the stimulus transformation variable to be manipulated

within, rather than between, subjects. The 4 additional possible objects

were taken from the set used by Schacter et al. (1991a), and the 4

additional impossible objects came from the set used by Schacter et al.

(1990a). All 48 objects met the joint criteria for inclusion in the stimulus

set described in connection with Experiment 1.

During testing, the objects were displayed individually on the

monitor of a Silicon Graphics Personal IRIS computer, and they appeared

as white line drawings on a dark surround. Objects were normalized for

approximate size by scaling them to fit within a circular reference frame

(cf., Schacter et al., 1991a, Experiment 4). Average angular subtension of

the objects was 8 deg at a viewing distance of approximately 50 cm. The

panel at the bottom of Figure 1 shows a possible and an impossible object
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from the stimulus set, displayed in both "standard" and "reflected"

versions.

Design. The design of the experiment was a 2 (standard vs.

reflected test versions) x 2 (possible vs. impossible object types) x 2

(studied vs. nonstudied item types) x 2 (object decision vs. recognition

memory tasks) mixed factorial. All factors except the last Test Task factor

were within-subject variables. The 24 possible and 24 impossible objects

were randomly assigned to one of two object groups. Each object group

contained 12 possible and 12 impossible objects. Both object groups

appeared equally often in the standard and the reflected versions, and as

studied and nonstudied items.

Procedure. Each of the 64 subjects was tested individually under

incidental memory conditions. The procedure was identical to that

described for Experiment 1, except for the following key differences: In

the present experiment, the overall left-right orientation of test objects

was varied, rather than their sizes, as in Experiment 1. Since stimulus

transformation was a within-subject factor in the present experiment, all

subjects in all experimental conditions studied objects displayed in the

arbitrarily-defined standard orientation. Half of the test objects were

presented in the standard orientation, and half were presented as mirror

images or reflected versions. Order of presentation of the test objects was

random.

Results

As in Experiment 1, object decision data and recognition data were

analyzed separately.
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Object decision. Table 3 shows the central results for performance

on the object decision task, expressed as proportion correct on the
"possible/impossible" judgment, as a function of the main experimental

variables. Note, first, that overall accuracy for possible objects is .13

higher for studied than for nonstudied items, indicating the presence of

priming. For possible objects viewed in the standard orientation at both

study and test, this priming effect is extremely large (.18). For possible

objects presented as mirror images or reflected versions at the time of

test, the magnitude of priming is decreased, but remains substantial (.10).

Second, there is essentially no evidence of priming for impossible objects,

regardless of the relationship between the versions presented for study

and at test. When impossible objects are studied in the standard version

and tested in the reflected orientation, accuracy is slightly (.02) higher for

studied than for nonstudied items. For impossible objects displayed in the

standard version at both study and test, some "negative priming" (.07) is

exhibited. Combined across possible and impossible objects, the overall

priming effects in the standard (.06) and refelected (.06) orientations are

identical.

Insert Table 3 about here

An analysis of variance confirmed the pattern of results described

above. The main effect of (studied vs. nonstudied) Item Type was

significant, E (1,31) = 9.57, MSe = .02, V < .005, the main effect of (possible

vs. impossible) Object Type was significant, F (1, 31) = 7.21, MSe = .05, p <

.02, and the interaction of these two variables was statistically reliable, F
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(1, 31) = 11.10, MSe = .04, p. < .002. In addition, the three-way interaction

of Item Type x Object Type x (standard vs. reflected) Version was

marginally significant, F (1, 31) = 5.06, MSe = .03, p. < .04. Importantly,

the main effect of (standard vs. reflected) Version did not achieve the

level of significance, E (1,31) = 2.73, MSe = .03, p < .11, nor did this factor

produce any significant two-way interactions with other factors (all Fs <

1).

As in Experiment 1, we assessed the potential contribution of a bias

to respond "possible" to all studied objects, regardless of their actual

possible or impossible type, to the priming results shown in Table 3. The

fact that a significant main effect of studied vs. nonstudied items was

observed indicates that the accuracy of object decision performance was

facilitated by the study task. We also computed Yule's Q values --

measures of strength of association between the variables of Object Type

(possible/impossible) and Subjects' Responses ("possible/impossible") --

separately for studied and for nonstudied items. For the data displayed in

Table 3, the Q for studied items (.78) and the Q for nonstudied items (.66)

are significantly different, L (31) = 3.13, p. < .004 , providing further

evidence that study of objects increased the accuracy of object decision

performance, rather than creating a bias to respond "possible" to

previously viewed items.

Recognition memory. The principal results of the explicit

recognition task are displayed in Table 4 -- expressed in terms of hits,

false alarms, and a corrected recognition measure of hits minus false

alarms -- as a function of the main experimental variables. Note, in

particular, that recognition is impaired -- as assessed by each of the three

performance measures -- when reflected versions of the objects viewed at
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study are presented at the time of test, as compared with the level of

recognition exhibited when both studied and tested objects are presented

in the standard left-right orientation. Furthermore, this pattern is

apparent for both possible and impossible test objects.

Insert Table 4 about here

Two analyses of variance were conducted using hit rates and hits

minus false alarms as the dependent variables. The two ANOVAs yielded

virtually identical outcomes, both substantiating the patterns described

above, so only the results of the second ANOVA are reported. The only

two terms in the ANOVA to achieve statistical significance were the main

effects of (standard vs. reflected) Version, F (1, 24) = 10.67, MSe = .07, P_ <

.004, and of (possible vs. impossible) Object Type, E (1, 24) = 40.65, MSe

.03, p < .03.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 2, examining the effects of left-right

reversal on object decision priming and explicit recognition, parallel quite

nicely the study-to-test size variation findings from Experiment 1. While

not as clear cut as the results of Experiment 1, all theoretically important

outcomes of Experiment 2 are statistically reliable. The key findings can

be summarized as follows: First, robust priming of object decision

performance was obtained for possible, but not for impossible, objects.

Second, priming for possible objects continued to be exhibited, though at a

somewhat attenuated level, despite study-to-test variation in the left-
/
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right orientation of possible three-dimensional objects. Third, marked

dissociations of the effects of the variables of object version (standard vs.

reflected) and object type (possible vs. impossible) on priming and

recognition were observed. The righthand sections of Figure 2 provide a

convenient summary of these results. Note, in particular, that while

priming is evident even for reflected versions of possible test objects (top

panel), recognition performance (bottom panel) declines when study-to-

test changes in left-right orientation are introduced. Furthermore,

recognition impairment occurs for both possible and impossible test

objects; the complementary facilitation of object decision performance is

not obtained for impossible objects under any of the experimental

conditions.

This pattern of results leads us to conclude that parity, or overall

left-right orientation, like size, is not incorporated in the structural

description representations of objects that mediate priming. However, the

episodic system underlying explicit recognition does appear sensitive to

the left-right orientation of these unfamiliar, three-dimensional objects.

In addition, we again find evidence, as in Experiment 1, that the episodic

system is able to generate and to access for purposes of retrieval

representations of impossible objects. Our results for object decision

performance correspond well to some aspects of the data recently

reported by Biederman & Cooper (in press, b). Using stimulus materials

and experimental procedures quite different from our own (described in

the Discussion of Experiment 1), these investigators have found that

repetition priming for naming briefly presented pictures of familiar

objects ir exhibited even when the test pictures are mirror images of the

pictures displayed in the initial presentation. The explicit recognition
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measure used by Biederman & Cooper (in press, b) involved memory for

the left-right orientation of initially-presented objects, rather than
"old/new" recognition as in our procedure. We would expect that, had

these investigators included a recognition measure like the "yes/no"

discrimination in the present Experiment 2, they would have found, as we

have, an impairment in recognition of reversed versions of the test

pictures.

General Discussion

The central results of our experiments, described above, have

implications for several key theoretical issues in the areas of object

representation and memory. We briefly discuss three issues that these

results address.

The nature of structural description representations. The results of

Experiments 1 and 2 are entirely consistent with the idea, described in

earlier papers (Schacter et. al., 1990a, 1990b; Schacter et al., 1991a,

1991b), that priming on the object decision task is supported by a system

that encodes the global, three-dimensional structure and relations among

components of unfamiliar visual objects. Results of previous experiments

indicate that this structural description system cannot compute globally

consistent representations of impossible structures (Schacter et al.,

1991a), and the failure to observe priming of such objects in the present

experiments confirms this idea. Furthermore, structural description

representations appear to be constructed as a result of study tasks that

require attention to global aspects of the organization of surfaces of

objects (such as the left/right encoding task used in the present
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experiments), but not from tasks that require elaboration or the

attribution of meaning to unfamiliar objects (Schacter et al., 1990a,

Experiment 2). The present experiments add to our characterization of

the properties of structural descriptions by Jemonstrating that such

representations are abstract, in the sense of being insensitive to or

invariant over the size and the left-right orientation of objects.

We have speculated that regions of inferior temporal (IT) cortex

might constitute the neuroanatomical locus of the structural description

system that produces priming in our object decision task (Schacter et al.,

1991b). Evidence from behavioral studies of animals with lesions in IT

and from neurophysiological studies of the response properties of single

units in this area, described above and reviewed in Plaut & Farah (1990),

is clearly consistent with this proposal. Cells in IT appear to be sensitive

to global, stable properties of objects -- such as shape -- but not

selectively responsive to object attributes that change with minor

variation in conditions of viewing. These are just the properties that

should prove useful for a representational system dedicated to coding

invariants of perceptual structure, like the structural description system

that we have explored in the present experiments. (For further discussion

of tho relation between the structural description system and other,

related pre-semantic subsystems of perceptual representation, see

Schacter, 1990; Schacter et al., 1990a; Schacter et al., 1991a, 1991b;

Tulving & Schacter, 1990.)

An important question remaining for further research concerns

what properties of the representation of objects the structural description

system does incorporate, as well as which properties, in addition to size

and parity, structurna descriptions are invariant with respect to. If we
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take seriously the proposal that IT is the locus of the structural

description system supporting object decision priming, then several

tentative predictions (some of which we are in the process of testing) can

be advanced. Representations of objects in IT appear to be abstracted

over the properties of size, location, and to some extent picture-plane

orientation, though the evidence is conflicting (see Holmes & Gross, 1984;

Gross, 1978; for a review, Plaut & Farah, 1990). Thus, we would expect to

observe priming on the object decision task, despite study-to-test changes

in these objLct properties. Some evidence suggests that IT neurons are

selective to texture and depicted three-dimensional orientation of objects

(e.g., Desimone et al.,1984; Desimone, Schein, Moran, & Ungerleider, 1985;

Perrett et al., 1985; Schwartz et al., 1983), as well as to global shape. We

might expect that structural descriptions of objects represent these latter

stimulus dimensions; hence, priming of object decision periormance might

not be exhibited following study-to-test transformations of such

properties.

The nature of episodic representations of objects. An issue of

considerable importance concerns the nature of the representations of

unfamiliar, three-dimensional objects that underlie explicit recognition.

Data from our present and previous experiments highlight a number of

encoding, stimulus, and subject manipulations that produce marked

effects on the level of explicit memory, while having little or no effect on

object decision priming. Encoding or study-task conditions that produce

enhancement of recognition performance include multiple exposures to

the study list (Schacter et al., 1991a, Experiment 1), meaningful

elaboration of the encoded objects (Schacter et al., 1990a Experiments 2

and 3), and encoding the list twice under different study instructions
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(Schacter et al., 1991a, Experiment 3). Stimulus manipulations that

reduce the level of explicit recognition include the size and reflection

transformations introduced in the present Experiments I and 2. In

addition, we consistently observe that overall recognition of impossible

objects is lower than of possible objects, although both types of objects are

affected by the experimental manipulations cited above in similar ways.

Finally, subject manipulations of organic amnesia (Schacter et al., 1991b)

and age (Schacter, Cooper, & Valdiserri, in preparation) impair recognition

performance while sparing object decision priming.

These patterns of recognition performance have led us to conclude

that explicit recognition of unfamiliar, three-dimensional objects involves

the episodic memory system (Tulving, 1972, 1983). That is, episodic

memory relies crucially on access to information about the distinctive

spatial, temporal, contextual, and semantic aspects of objects that

differentiate them from each other. Accordingly, any of these sources of

information that are part of the conditions under which objects are

encoded can be expected to enhance distinctiveness and, hence, the

accessibility of the representation of an object to episodic retrieval

processes. Any of these sources of distinctive information that are

transformed from study to test (e.g., object size and left-right orientation,

as in Experiments 1 and 2) can be expected to impair explicit recognition.

We view the information contained in structural descriptions of

objects as just one among many sources of information used by the

episodic system that underlies explicit recognition. A significant problem

for future investigation concerns a clarification of the contribution of

structural description representations to episodic recognition. At present,

we can simply conclude, based on the data from Experiments I and 2, that
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size and left-right orientation are aspects of visual objects that are

represented by the episodic system, but not by the structural description

system.

The nature of underlying memory systems. We noted in the Introduction

that much of the evidence demonstrating priming effects and dissociations

between implicit and explicit tests of memory could be interpreted either

as supporting the idea of multiple, separable underlying memory systems

(e.g., Schacter, 1990; Schacter et al, 1990a; Schacter et al., 1991a, 1991b;

Tulving & Schacter, 1990), or within the framework of transfer-

appropriate processing (e.g., Roediger & Blaxton, 1987; Roediger et al.,

1989). This latter approach views priming as the outcome of a

reinstatement at the time of testing of the processing operations by which

an item was initially encoded.

The data from Experiments 1 and 2, though not decisive, seem to us

to be more compatibile with a multiple systems view than with the

transfer-appropriate processing formulation. In particular, the finding

that study-to-test changes in object size and left-right orientation produce

robust priming of equal (Experiment 1) or substantial (Experiment 2)

magnitude, when compared with conditions in which size and reflection

relations remain constant fronm study to test, appears difficult to account

for in a satisfying fashion by the princjple of transfer-appropriate

processing. That is, if similarity in processing operations at encoding and

test are responsible for the existence of priming, then we should expect

that changes in stimulus properties from study to test would undermine

the similarity of processing operations and, thus, produce conditions

unfavorable for the occurrence of priming on the object decision task.

Indeed, advocates of transfer-appropriate processing have offered just
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this kind of analysis to account for observed effects of study-to-test

changes in various kinds of surface information on implicit tasks such as

fragment completion and perceptual identification (e.g., Roediger et al.,

1989).

It is, of course, possible to modify the transfer-appropriate

processing account to accomodate our findings by claiming that size and

left-right orientation are not initially encoded by the processing

operations active at the time of study. However, this modification then

faces the serious problem of explaining why size and reflection variations

do produce substantial effects on explicit recognition performance; and, if

extended even further, this account becomes indistinguishable from our

proposal of separate representational systems for information concerning

global object structure (the structural description system) and information

concerning distinctive visual, semantic, and contextual properties of

objects (the episodic system). In short, we view the results of the present

Experiments 1 and 2 -- along with demonstrations of stochastic

independence between performance on implicit and explicit tests of

memory (e.g., Hayman & Tulving, 1989; Musen & Treisman, 1990;

Schacter et al., 1990a), and demonstrations of spared implicit memory

with impaired explicit memory in amnesic patients (e.g., Schacter et al.,

1991b) -- as lending strong support to the multiple systems formulation.

The results of Experiments 1 and 2 raise many questions in addition

to those addressed above, and our interpretations leave many issues

unresolved. In addition to further questions concerning forms of

information represented in structural descriptions of objects, our results

leave open the issue of what role, if any, structural description

representations play in recognition and other high-level visual tasks (see
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Cooper, 1988, 1989, 1990, in press, for discussion). Another important

question concerns the possible relationship between the dissociable

representational systems that we are examining and distinguishable

processing subsystems proposed by other investigators (e.g., Kosslyn,

1987). Still another matter of interest concerns the generality of the

present findings to other sets of experimental materials and other tests of

implicit and explicit memory. All of these questions and issues are foci of

attention in our ongoing program of research.
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Footnotes

1 In fact, both groups of subjects participated in both memory tasks, but

in different orders, i.e., for one group, object decision followed by

recognition, and for the other, recognition followed by object decision.

However, performance on the second test task was not analyzed for either

group of subjects, because second-task performance in the present

experiment does not illuminate any substantive issues. In the case of

object decision followed by recognition, the recognition test is simply a list

discrimination task. In the case of recognition followed by object decision,

the study-to-test object transformations have already been viewed during

the recognition phase. Hence, the object decision task cannot provide an

uncontaminated measure of priming of responses to transformed test

stimuli.

2 Analyses of variance reported for both experiments were done on data

from individual subjects, rather than from individual items. However,

analyses computed over items confirmed the same central results as those

obtained in the subject-based analyses.
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Table 1

Object Decision Performance: Experiment 1

Encoding/test relation

Same size Changed size

Item type SS LL M SL LS M

Possible Objects

Studied .78 .75 .77 .77 .78 .77

Nonstudied .66 .65 .65 .58 .63 .61

M .72 .70 .68 .70

Impossible Objects

Studied .58 .73 .66 .73 .66 .70

Nonstudied .66 .81 .73 .78 .68 .73

M .62 .77 .75 .67

Note., SS = studied in small size and tested in small size. LL =

studied in large size and tested in large size. SL = studied in small size

and tested in large size. LS = studied in large size and tested in small size.
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Table 2

Recognition Performance: Experiment 1

Encoding/test relation

Same size Changed size

Item type SS LL M SL LS M

Possible Objects

Studied .78 .88 .83 .68 .66 .67

Nonstudied .31 .13 .22 .23 .15 .19

Hits-FAs .47 .76 .61 .46 .51 .48

Impossible Objects

Studied .78 .82 .80 .66 .69 .68

Nonstudied .26 .24 .25 .23 .26 .25

Hits-FAs .52 .58 .55 .43 .43 .43

Note, Studied = proportion of studied items called "old" (hit rate).
Nonstudied = proportion of nonstudied items called "old" (false alarm
rate).
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Table 3

Object Decision Performance: Experiment 2

Encoding/test relation

Item type Standard Reflected M

Possible Objects

Studied .89 .82 .85

Nonstudied .71 .72 .72

M .80 .77

Impossible Objects

Studied .70 .70 .70

Nonstudied .77 .68 .72

M .73 .69
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Table 4

Recognition Performance: Experiment 2

Encoding/test relation

Item type Standard Reflected M

Possible Objects

Studied .81 .77 .79

Nonstudied .14 .18 .16

Hits-FAs .67 .59 .63

Impossible Objects

Studied .73 .58 .66

Nonstudied .25 .29 .27

Hits-FAs .48 .29 .39

Note, Studied = proportion of studied items called "old" (hit rate).
Nonstudied = proportion of nonstudied items called "old" (false alarm
rate).
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Examples of target objects used in Experiments 1 and 2. The

upper two rows depict a possible (top) and an impossible (bottom) object,

shown in both small (right) and large (left) sizes. The lower two rows

depict a possible (top) and an impQssible (bottom) object, shown in both

reflected (right) and standard (left) versions. See text for further

explanation.

Figure 2. Summary of results from Experiments I and 2. The upper panel

displays priming on the object decision task, expressed as percent correct

on studied items minus nonstudied items, as a function of object type

(possible vs. impossible) and relationship between studied and tested

objects (SS = same size; CS = changed size; SV = standard version; RV =

reflected version). The lower panel displays recognition, expressed as

percent hits minus false alarms, as a function of the same variables. See

text for further explanation.
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